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of the various beef breeds, most common
m the great grazing territory between
Mountains.
the Allegheny and llocky
Perhaps the most remarkable of these is
the introduction, in comparatively large
numbers, ot the pulled Aberdeen, Angus,
and Calloway eat tie from Scotland, and
their wide dissemination at high prices,
mainly to ranchmen on the Western
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prairies: prices which at the spring sales
of the present yea: have been considerably cut down. 1’he latter fact is partly
accounted for by a determination of many
i,title raisers to no longer pay two or
three times as much for animals of breeder.- that here, under existing circumstan-
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suggestion o! tln ir ever being lormidable
competitors in the beef classes was regarded by ninety-nine persons in a hundred as most ridiculous.
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shown themselves the peers of any, in tinstall or on the butcher's block. In price

are held more firmly by their ownthan cattle of any otln r breeds, l’hey
occupy this position not from merits
assumed, but fn>ni desirable qualities
thoroughly demonstrated i.ivlei condi
tions adverse as wel: as favorable, uni
their popularity founded on the basis !
merit seems permanently assured.
>uortliorns. tin1 iicst known ami most
fully tested of all improved cattle in
America, have, as a breed, for years
sutt’ered harm from the distorted views
entertained by many persons raising
them, who placed pedigree and color
above individual excellence, also from
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As a rule,
large collars.

will chafe the exposed parts. Keep all
parts of the harness clean, especially
those that press upon the horse, and see
that the same is true of the portions of
the horse against which the harness
It is much easier to prevent
presses.
titan to cure a gall. [W. I), lioynton in
American Agriculturist for Aug.
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Horses.

horses are worked in
A soft pad placed
under such will prevent galling. When
the animals are brougnt in from work,
the harness should lie removed at once
and cleaned, and the necks and shoulders
well washed with castilc soap and water.
After bathing the worn parts at night,
rut) on some sottening oil.
Use no oil in
the morning.
The collar should not be
oiled, as it will then gather dirt through
the day and form a rough coating, that
too
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Gull

useless, chain a hack-pad. ora projecting
buckle quickly pioduces pain.
.No one
rail blame a horse for lalterii g, whet,
ordered to press its raw and bleeding
shoulder against the collar, that will sink
into its bruised flesh
To avoid galls, all
parts of the harness should lit closely. A
laboring man is careful in buying boots of
proper size. He could not endure twelve
hours of hard labor while his feet were
cramped w ithin an unusually small space,
or in boots so large that his feet slip in
them and wear the skin away by constant
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in a more healthy condition than at any time in the past twenty
years. Much of this lancaMc ract.n
is due to the rivalry and rapid advancement of other breeds towards occupy ng
the fields before supposed to lie at! its
own.
Tlie tendency n rearing each of
these breeds is coiiMa: .... tow aid a higher hcci stumbl'd, to tin- economical and
pr ti’ahlc attaii la-nt : which other considerations. such as color, pedigree, and
remote cros-es will is- t.itcd tun secondis
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The city of New Yolk consumes over
one hundred thousand tons ol dressed
poultry annually, which, at the low csli
mate of ten cents per pound, amounts to
Skill,(Mill,(KM). [New York Herald.
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try products. The imports received in
New York markets from January 1 to
April 1.5, ls.-l, were alone over fourteen
thousand eases of eggs. Again, tile value
of poultry produced in the United States,
according to statistics of ISSg, exceeds
the value of either hay. w heat, cotton or
dairy product, as the following ligures
will show ;
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.-i.i ig id-ine-,-, hi Hood'.- Sarsaparilla and !
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efficacy.
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>ai-apai;■ ia has elleeted wonderful cures, not
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"id in v irio’.is parts of New Eng
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tt
are known.'
(Ed. Lowell
Daily « itueu.
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utIcuian, coming into the room of Dr Bar*
told him dial Mr. Newell was dead. "What,"
vve! 1 dead .' Let us be thankful that it
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Brighton Cattle Market.
1884.
Tl B8I>AVf August
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, K»J!*; sheep
mid lainl.s, ti?4;’>; fat swine, 41,440, number of western rattle,*1011).
Price* oi beef cattle ¥ loo lb live weight, extra
00gO 02C ; second,
quality, i?0 7^37 .F»o; lirst,
12 a 3‘"i uu; poorest grades
t-' 12 3') 87,‘8 ; third,
of coarse oxen, bulls, etc., 8:: 12 ‘a 31 00.
Brighton Hides, 7?7ia<- 48 tb, Brighton Tallow,0
‘4 e ¥ tt.. Country Hides, light ones, OijO^e ¥ lb
¥ tt., Country Tallow,¥ tb; Calf
iieav> »i‘a
Skins, 10-gllc 48 1b; Wool Sheep Skins, 7'x*3$2.2f»
each ; sheared sheep skins,20®40c; Latnb Skins,.503
..

7ac. each.
The supply of cattle in market for the week has
been lighter than that of one week ago, and the
quality of those brought In for the export trade
were of a butter grade, but the cattle which were
put upon the market for sale to butchers were not
so good
upon an average as those in last week. Cattic cost higher at the West and butchers were paying from Va ^e ¥ lb higher than they di I for the
same grades of beef one week since.
Most of the
e-attje Mild to butchers sold at prices ranging from
8 T:>3$7 ¥ 100 lb, live weight. Cattle for export
are costing from 7a7lic¥ 11., live
weight.
sheep and Lambs—Prices for Western Sheep and
Lambs did not vary from those noticed one week
and Lambs 7§7.^c ¥
ago. Sheep costing
tb, live weight. Nearly all were owned by butchers.
Swine—Western Fat Hogs were costing higher
Ihau they have been costing for several w eeks past,
prices for them ranging from figure ¥ lb, live
weight. During the past week Messrs. Squire A
Co. slaughtered %7G *at Hogs.

j

The, tight with tiie weeds it) the cornfield should not stop with the cultivator.
We have frequently seen farmers strive
manfully against the pests until midsummer, and then, through negligence, subject themselves to annoyance through tinnext season. Some weeds have a limited
season of growth, and if kept rooted out
until midsummer, will rarefy come up
again: others continue growing until
severe frosts come. An old Illinois farmer said a cockleburr would come up in
the morning, grow until four in the afternoon, and mature seeds before the frost
could kill it that night. This is an exaggeration, yet the cockleburr must lie
fought until there are heavy frosts. The
ve'vet leaf, Jitnson, and rag-weeds, will
commence growth almost as late. Weeds
are very prolific, and an occasional one
gone to seed in tire cornfield, will insure
a good crop Hie next season. Corn should
not be cultivated after it is tasseled, but
the weeds can be cut out without disturbing tne soil. For this purpose we
have seen a short scythe used, but we
much prefer a hoe with a sharp edge.

[American Agriculturist.
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Of the 111 sessions of Congress twenty-seven
have lasted over two hundred days, the last one
Included. The longest was the first session of
the Thirty-flrst—i!02 days, from December 3,
1x4! 1, to September 30,1S50. There have been
thirteen special sessions, nearly all short. The
Fortieth Congress held live sessions, and is the
only one that ever held more than three.
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So?

lower topsails ami topmast staysail had
been blown away, ami her w heel and all
boats were gone. She had bulwarks,
and lay very deep, as though full of
In the low mizzen rigging the
water.
Some eyes sleep when some eyes wake.
Knglish ensign had been seized, union
And so the dreary night hours go;
down, and there it blew, dickering like a
Some hearts heat where some hearts break:
liatne, making as strong an appeal for
1 often wonder why *tis so.
assistance as ever a man could by wavSome hands fold where other hands
ing his hands. Well, we shortened sail,
Are lifted bravely in the strife;
and approached her, keeping it sharp
And so thro' ages and thro* lands
lookout for anything that should resemMove on the two extremes of life.
ble a human being; there was nothing
Some feet halt while some feet tread
in that way to be seen. There was a
In tireless march a thorny way:
I longish deck-house aft. and the remains
Some struggle on when some have tied:
Some seek, where others shun, the fray.
of another one forward
There was not
much swell on, and she lay pretty quiet,
Some sleep on while others keep
The virgils of the true and brave;
giving herself a slow slant, now and
1'hey will not rest till roses creep
again, that hove a space of her wet side
Around their names above the grave.
into the sun, and made her Hash out like
[Father Kyan.
a beacon.
‘She looks to be abandoned, sir,’
An Ocean Waif.
says I to the Captain.
KY A SKA I w mat.
“‘Why. yes; that’s her appearance,
‘Hut it's a line
■•I was second mate at the time,” be- certainly.’ says he.
morning : no liarin can he done by your
gan Mr. Humphrey Unhand, wlm related
to me tlie following story, 1-and our ves- stepping aboard and giving her it brief
sel was a barque, named the Eagle.
We overhaul.’
“So thi bark's
was laid to
'•!<• hound from
Newport, in Monmouth- the mast, a boatmaintopsail and three
lowered,
shire, to Cape Town, with a cargo of
iron, and then we were to go to Mel- hands polled me over to the wreck.
bourne, and tlienee to Callao. Besides Two men clambered over tin* rail after
leaving one in charge of the boat.
me, there was Captain
Blackett, the me,
We stood a moment looking around.
master, and Mr. .losiah Bitting, the chief
Her decks were full of raffle, ropes,
mate, along with fifteen or sixteen hands
fora aril, including the idlers; and, tak- staves and casks, and the like: tile main
hatches were off, as if the crew had been
ing us all round, I don't think that ever
her cargo, her port bula better
sailed out of an jettisoning
Why

is

find work where some find rest.
And so the weary world goes on;
1 sometimes wonder what is best;
The answer comes when life is gone.

Some

ship's

company
There wasn’t

warks forward of the
main rigging
a foreigner
were smashed Hush with the deck, and
growling, no
she had the most shipwrecked
:
everything was done quickly altogether
and strained appearance that 1 oversaw
and with a will, and it was not only a
in a vessel alloat. 1 put my hand to mv
pleasure to give an order, but a happi- mouth and
sang out:
ness to watch the execution oi it.
Well,
but the on
‘Anybody aboard here
we left Newport on a .Monday
afternoon,
and went away down the Bristol Chan- ly answer that came, was the sound of
nel. into ti e Atlantic ocean, under all the streaming of the wind through the
and the bubbling and washing
plain sail, in the linest of weather. For rigging,
noise of tile water over the side.
neat upon a fortnight there was nothing
“•No fear as to her not being abanhut brightness overhead, and hi tie waters
under us made leathery by- the w hipping doned, sir.' said one of the men. ‘An
colli n couldn’t he more destitute

English port.
us: there

among

was

no

the breezes which blew sometimes
nor'west, coming now and again a trille
fresh, lull never so strong as to cause us
once to furl the main royal day or nigh':.
We saw nothing of the trade wind tili we
were in about latitude twenty degrees
north, and then, after blowing us along a
spell, it failed us one morning, with a
-low ly-tailing glass, and along, ugly gray
swell coming out of the sou’west, and a
•-ort of dirty
blue sky, filmed over with
haze that might have passed for the
drainings from smelters'chimneys. Amid
this, the sun hung like ahugejelley tish,
a
shapeless oozing ot brightness, with
scarce enough ot power in him to put a
si leak of light into the brow of the swell
that swung, heaving up tall out of the
near horizon, with summits that seemed
to lie tning to wash the yellow stain he
had made, out ot the vault of the sky.
••There was a queer smell of decayed vegetable matter about, which came
up in whiffs, when the rolling of the barque made while water alongside, and. in
spin- ol the sky being thin enough to let
the ghost of tlie -on through, there was a
look overhead that made you think, that,
it it was nigh', you'll see green lightning
playing ahou' over the mastheads, like
the darlings of the pospherus from the
ship".- side in black water, when you're
in the tropics, and the night lies dead
upon the breathless bosom of tlie ocean.
••Well, what these plain signs hetokcn'• 1. ensile to
r:i-s ight enough. The glass
'•'••lit on dropping, and the swell came
along in a wilder and angrier roll, until at
three o'clock .hat afternoon there was
•wain: more daylight visible than
you’ll
lind :n the last lingerings of twilight
ashore. W'e were snugged down to lower
top-sails, the y ards square, for there was
no call to brace them one
way or another when for hours there hadn't
been a
breath of wind ; no, sir. not so much as to
give a tiutter to the vane at the royal
masthead, saving what the barque gave
herself by tin* sweep of her spars. All
hands were on deck, standing by, knowing that something was bound to happen,
but incapable ol knowing from what
ll was as
quarter it meant to come.
much as we could do to see one another’s faces.
The strain on the spars and
rigging was something fearful, with the
rolling, and in the gloom overhead you
could hear the creaking and complaining,
1 he squealing of sheaves, the
groaning
of parrals and trusses. At four o'clock
or thereabouts, the wind
swept down upon us iu a body, right in the wake of a
swell. It was wind at first, but it became
a moving wall in a short
time, and before
the clewlines could bo manned, the foretopsail blew up and burst into smithereens. just life one of those elastic airhall when filled too full.
"It was a terrible tempest.
1, who
have seen some fearful weather in my
time, will take my affidavit that a worse
storm of wind never raged than that. It
! ieked the sea up and made wheels of
the waves, that looked I don’t say they
were
hut that looked to be forty or fifty
feet high.
The Kagle was full of iron
v ery
deep, and labored heavily taking in
tons of water forward, so that the underdeck forecastle, was scarcely to he come
at b\ the im n through the scuttle. In the
troughs, during the water rolls, the
buniue would l;n so far over to the windward that it was enough to make the
oldest seaman hold his breath to look at
the curl of the oncoming sea, and speculate whether it was possible that she
could hoist herself clear of that terrilie,
white, roaring, Hashing arch, before it
rolled its enormous volume clear over
her. Hut the Kagle w as a good sen
boat, having a Haring bow that forced
the head surges to throw her up, and a
swell of the sides that made her corklike on the lean of a twenty-foot hill of
water.
Had she been of the ordinary
tank shape, it must have been all froth
to ten feet above the
mast-coats, with
the watch on deck in the we.ither-rigg'tig. and the mister and mates keeping
a look-out m t.ie
cabin, and conning her
of

b\ the tell-tale.

For three da\s we had terrible weath: then it broke, the wind veered to due
east, and after blowing a double-reefed
topsail breeze for twenty-four hours, settled away into the north-east and blew
along steady and bright again into the
trade wind.
It was a Wednesday, the
morning watch, and I had charge of the
deck. Daybreak found its under a foretopmast stun’ sail, the sky clear, and the
east as green as moonlight with the
dawn.
The sea was calm, the trade
clouds rolling in puds of vapor athwart
tlie stars overhead and in the west, and
the horizon a line as black as
you could
produce by the sweep of a pair of comin
India ink.
passes dipped
■■1 stepped over to leeward to have a
look at the sea under the foot of the
mainsail, and just then the arch of the
sun jutted up and sent a long beam of
silver light flashing across the ocean, the
extremity of which sparkled upon an object that appeared white and glistening
in the radiance. It bore about four points
on the lee bow.
I fetched the glass, and
took a look.
She was a vessel, of what
rig I could not distinguish, but apparently
under small sail. I put down the glass
and waited a bit, and then had another
look. 1 now fancied I could detect signs
of confusion aloft, but of this 1 could not
yet be sure, though the small canvas
she showed made her appearance singular considering the fine weather.
Just
then Captain lllackett came ou deck,
and 1 reported the sail to him. He pointed the telescope at her, and said :
‘It seems a case of distress. Your
sight's better than mine; have you made
out anything resembling a color f’
‘No sir,’ I replied.
“
‘Well, we will bear down and see
what's the matter. Keep her away !’ he
called out to the young fellow at the
wheel; and at the same time I sting out
to the watch to lay aft, and brace the
yards in a trifle. This was done, and
the vessel brought about a point on
It was not long before we
our lee bow.
were able to make her out very plainly
with the glass. It was now seen that
she was a small, full-rigged ship, of
about eight hundred tons; her three
er

empty

I stepped to the door of the
deck-house and looked in. There was
no appearance of injury here.
A table
went down it, with fixed chairs on one
side and a locker on the other, and on
the port side was a row of cabins, five or
six. I think.
The door ot this deckhouse swung open, and the two men and
I peered in, and then says 1 :
of liic.’

“‘I'll

just step

in

and

see

if

I

can

any papers belonging to
tell you there was no
name on her Imws. and whatever might
have been written on her stern was,
under water. Hut scarce had 1 uttered
the above observation, when a sort ot
thin, wailing cry came from one of the
come

across

for I

her,'

must

cabins.

“‘Hello! says one of my men. ‘the
have gone and left poor pussy be- j
hind.’
'Pussy!' says i. wlin had caught '.he
cry very elearh, and heard a note in it

crew

there was no mistaking, ‘that's no eat,
lads. Follow me.' \nd I walked straight
to the cabin, from which the sound ap-

peared to come, and opening the door,
saw just the kind of sight my mind seemed to have been prepared, by the en we

had heard, to witness. The cabin was a bit
of box with a scuttle over tin' topmost
of a couple of bunks.
There were some
female garments on the deck, along with
an infant's feeding bottle, broken, and a
few other domestic odds and ends, only
met with at sea when there are women
aboard. As we entered, a second small,
wailing cry came from the upper bank,
and, on looking, we spied a dead woman
in it, with her right arm cast round a
baby nine or ten months old. It was
impossible to tell that she was dead, till
we drew close and saw the signs
plain.
She was a young woman, not more than
or
her
hair
twenty-six
twenty-seven,
yellow, and in life I don’t doubt she had
been pretty enough, but now hei face was
so
strangely white that she might have
passed for a ligtire worked in plaster of
Paris. The baby was too young to sit
it was a boy, sir he lay on
up; he lay
bis dead mother’s arm giving now and
then the queer en we li d heard, the
wail an infant utters after it has exhausted itself in crying for hours. 1 picked
him up out of the bunk, and found hint <
wet through, and his llesh like stone, for
the cold.
Mis mother’s clothes—if the
woman were his mother, which 1 don’t
doubt—were streaming wee, too, and
this made us suppose that she had been
driven from the deck by the washing
water, and had entered her cabin and
had laid down to die, there.
‘•The men spoke hurriedly about bow
it came to pass that those two should
have been left alone in the w reck. Who
1 said there was no accountwas she?
ing for what happened at sea. She
might have been the wife of the mastetf,
who was drowned in the storm, and left
no one to look after her: or till hands
might have perished in getting the boats
over: or the crew might have forgotteti
her when they put oil'; there was no tell,
ing. There lay the woman dead, I sai< 11:
and 1 gave the baby to one of the men
named Nipper to hold whilst I pulled off
my coat to wrap the little chap up in,
for lie trembled like a shivering bird
with the cold, and kept o:i w ailing, as if
our handling him and the sound of our
voices had put a bit of life into him.
We
looked hurriedly into the cabins, but
they were empty, and we could find no
papers. There was no good bringing
the dead mother along with us to bury :
the ship she was in was her rightful
coliin, and being very deep, with her
main hatch open, 1 rightly reckoned
that the next hit of sea that got up would
sink the wreck fast enough. 1 don't say
as I didn’t mumble a prayer as I came
away holding the little chap, it was an
affecting sight to see tlsat young woman
lying there so lonely—quite recently
dead, as we might suppose by her little
one being alive; and when 1 took a last
peep at her i almost felt as if she knew
that 1 was taking her baby away from
her. We handed the infant into the
boat, and shoved off for the bark that lay
hove to waiting for us about a half mile
to leeward.
“
‘What have you there, Mr. Koband V

sings

out

('apt. Blackett, leaning

over

the rail.
‘A baby, sir,’ 1 answers, and 1 pulled
my coat a bit open to let him see the

little face inside.

‘Well,

NUMBER 33.

The Two Tickets.
the safety-pins and clearing the little
chap of the things he was dressed in. AN ELOQUENT TRIBUTE TO BLAINE AND
He cried so that 1 was in an agony, makLOGAN.
ing sure we wore hurting him; but the
In his speech at Auburn last week Gen. Ilall
steward said
No, I know the nature of said: To my mind the issues of the present
nifants ; it would be unnatural if they campaign are very plain and distinctly drawn.
didn't cry ; it’s a fashion their lungs have Either the Democratic party with Grover
Cleveland, or the Republican party with James
of growing.’
‘Arc you sure?’ says 1. (i.
Blaine, will control the affairs of the Gov‘haven’t
I
seven
ernment
•Cock-sure,’ says he;
during tin* coming Presidential term
of four years. This being the fact, who can
of m.v own. Mr. Unhand ?
When the baby was wrapped np in doubt what the result will be? Shall we so
shape our policy ttiat, American industry and
one of my tlannel shirts, that being softAmerican labor shall thrive and prosper within
er than any blanket we had aboard, the
our borders, or will we follow a course that
steward went and warmed some Swiss shall instead stimulate England’s interest among
milk at the galley lire ; and while 1 was ns and force our own working people to compete with poorly paid labor of (treat Britain.
s:tting waiting for the steward, with the It is well known that the leading journals of
ha by lying on my knee, the captain comes England bitterly oppose Mr. Blaine and favor
Cleveland. Why? For the simple reason that
in.
“‘(tod help this poor little one !’ says I have already stated. Their desire to gain the
that they believe Democratic success
he: ‘what age do you take him to be, advantage
would give to them, anil their business interests
Mr. Kohand?’
on this continent.
Let every American laborer
reflect well upon this part of the present camNot a year old,’ says 1.
“‘Nol a year old!’ he cried: ‘how paign. (ien. Hall spoke of the fact that the
Democrats at first wanted Tilden nominated in
wonderful arc the ways ol providence order, as
they hoped, to divert the attention
that a tiny bubble of humanity like this from the real issue, that of the tarlfl", about
which
should lie left unharmed by a storm that,
they all are so sadly at variance. Failing
in this, and when Mr. Blaine was nominated,
maybe, has drowned all the rough and
they raised' the cry of fraud and corruption
■sturdy fellows who tilled that vessel. It's against
Blaine, declaring that the whole eleclike seeing an inn ship beaten to pieces tion was to turn upon the question of the
by seas amid whose hollows yo*u observe personal character and standing of the canthe little stormy petrel securely living.’ didates. Standing here to-night at this early
of our canvass, for one Isay: All hail the
I lie steward arrived with the warm stage
i>suc. and since our opponents have forced the
milk and a spoon, and we turned to feed lighting on that line, we meet them there,
the baby,
i tried my hand, but it was and if purity of life or honorable character
is to decide the case, in the language of the
no good : I couldn't get the milk dow n
Webster about his own State, I say:
his throat : it c apsized down his neck, great
“There stands James G. Blaine; look at him;
and his being ravenous and crying made he heeds no defence.” The
private life and
the job more difficult.
Here, give me personal character of Gov. Cleveland is his own
and
affair,
his
official
acts
we
have a right to
hold, sir,’ said the steward : So 1 put the di-cuss.
Everything known to us seem- to inbaby on his knee. Well he knew more dicate that
he is conspicuous only iu having
about it than 1, and got a fair caulker vetoed every act which
had for its tendency to
of milk into the ittle 'tin, and after a bit aid tin4 ex-soldiers and the workingmen, said
the little chap jell asleep, whereupon he vetoes being in the interest of monopolists.
The General paid a high tribute to our candiwas laid down in my bunk, and there lie
dates. and related a personal interview between
was quiet enough.
Mr. Blaine and himself while standing upon the
"Sir, we had some hopes of his thriv- bank of tHe Ohio River in June 1882. near the
scene
ing after this, lie was a sort of a trial eral of the former’s childhood. When Ihe Genpredicted the nomination of Mr. Blaine in
in his way. for he wanted washing, and
1**4. Mr. Blaine immediately replied, “No, that
dressing, and feeding, and looking after, will never be; I have
done with politics; 1 have
amt it came hard upon us, who hadn’t seen it all, and have no wish even to return to
the lingers nor the understanding for that field. 1 am happy and contented.” And
then said the speaker, Mr. Blaine made the folsuch work,
lie was a beautiful hoy.
1
lowing statement that impressed itself very
never saw liner eyes in an infant: blue
strongly upon my mind : “I have not the shadas the heavens under which we were
ow of
animosity in my soul against any human
being, and I want to die that way. If I should
sailing, and a lovely little ligure, sir. ever
again enter the polit cal arena it might not
Sometimes when it would come to my
be so.” From that hour, said Gen. Hall, to the
turn to undress aim I'd let him lie naked
moment he received the announcement of his
on a tlaunel shut stretched across my
nomination Mr. Blaine never by word, act or
knees, and tickle him and make him deed did a single thing tin t looked toward his
nomination. Neither do I believe he expected
laugh, until the dropping of a tear, like or
desired it.
a parched pea, down my
cheek would
A tine eulogy was paid General Logan, aud
make me feel that I was acting the fool,
referring to the insinuati m of his illiteracy,
and allowing thoughts of my home and the speaker said, an old eo.nrade had recently
of this bairn’s loneliness to trouble me taken issue with Logan's critics, and declared
that he once heard the General use the Lnglish
too much,
lie had hut the clothes we
language in a manner which to him was exloiind him in ; so the captain and i gave ceedingly sweet and smoothly flowing, whereeaeli of us a soft calico shirt to one of the in Logan had said as he approached the line of
men
forward, a neat hand with the battle with fresh troops, “Comrades, you have
been lighting a long time and had a hard time,
needle, a chap named Claw, to make in- you must
he worn out. just make way for us
to a couple of suits oilmen for the baby;
and we will go in and give them h— l.v'
Illitand this and a knitted waistcoat and a erate," said the. General, “well, high education
i> good when it makes better men and
women,
swathing of llamiel round Ids little staru hut I submit a
plain proposition. If this naand legs kept him tidy and warm and
tion should again be assailed and tne hosts of
comfortable.
We got mighty fond of treason should he roiling up against the life of
him.
We’d bring him on deck and lay the republic, and you could have the choice of
him in the fold f a sail or on the ensign the services of John A. Logan in hi'* uniform or ten thousand Presidents of Harwhen the weather was line and warm,
vard College, which. I ask, would you take?"
and then you’d see him kicking up his
Logan. Logan, Logan,” shouted the audience.
hi
the
legs
sunshine, toasting his tiny “Ah, fellow citizens, you have answered well,
lor
let me sav to the detractors of our candidate
toes in it, and looking at his lingers and
for Vive
that when the President of
talking to himself, lie made the bark Harvard President, and
all the other snivellers
College,
more human than ever I thought a vesabout illiteracy, shall for ages upon ages have
sel could he rendered, lie begot a strong been forgotten, when there shall be nothing
home feeling in us all. and you’d sue the anywhere to remind anybody that they ever
lived, the name of John A. Logan will stand
moving fancies he’d put into the men as forth in glowing letters
of light, shilling on
they'd creep aft —ami 1 never pretended and on, so long as this globe is inhabited, handto notice them -to have a look at the ed down as an example to the coming generalittle 'un. Many a stream of tobacco tion**, as one of the grandest characters that
ever honored
juice i \ f- se n them squirt overboard of the world." by his life the best Government
11 "in the quarterdeck alter watching the
baby, as it their hearts were too full to Senator
Frye on the Constitutional Amendsutler 'em to wait until they got forward
ment.
to expectorate.
Hut one day, sir, there came an end
1 no following is a report of the line of reto this.
It unis' have been the cutting mark by Senator Frye at the Sebago Lake
campof a tooth, I think.
He had a tit. but meeting:
we
and
him
it.
pulled through
thought
Senator Frye opened his remarks with a graall light, and I left him Sleeping and phic sketch of tin- wonderful prosperit} of this
and tin* blessings it affords to all. Hut
country,
comfortable
in
hunk
looking
enough
my
in the midst of so much of good, we find the
while I went on deck. We were then in
serpent’s trail.—intemperance,—with the fearlatitude ‘-H degrees south, in the tail of ful evils of
which it. is the parent. It imposes
the trade wind.
on the nation
annually a direct and indirect exof
a sum equal to tin* whole national
I had been on deck two hours, when penditure
debt. Hut fearful as is the waste of material
the steward came up through the comwealth caused by intoxicating liquors, it is
panion, and. approaching me slowly and nothing as compared with the moral ruin which
speaking very solemnly, he says: ‘Mr. ii works. The dram shop is the juggernaut
liobam!,' he says, ‘little Jimmy'—that which crushes the brightest and tin* most
promising in the land. Hut, thank find, there
w as the name he went
by- little Jim
is a remedy for these fearful evils. The
remedy
has
to
mohis
my,’he say s,
is twofold, moral suasion for the drinker,
gone
jine
legal
ther.'
I started and said: ‘What'sthat you
He answered: ‘Our little 'nil's
say .''
dead, sir.’
I ran below and found the captain in

suasion for the dram seller.
What shall he the character of the legal measure'- designed to remove so far as
possible the
temptations of the dram shop ? Some say
license them: hut all experience has shown
that this is futile. You may as well attempt- to
restrain theft by licensing it. Some years ago
my cabin looking at the baby that lay a
then* were men in this country who advocated
corpse in my hunk. 1 had grown won- the French
system of licensing brothels, under
derfully fond of the bairn, sir, and the the impression that this would restrain the
sight broke me down, and one or two social evil. It was tried in St. Louis, hut it
heaving sobs came from me, no more to was found that it only increased the evil. >•>
he helped by me than the tightness in licensing the dram shop only increases its power to oiler temptation.
Oh. sir, it was as if a beautimy throat.
Again, there* are those who favor local
ful little Indian bird that you had cher- tion, i. e. giving any city or town the rightopto
rished and looked after had died of license or prohibit the dram shops. Hut if the
of
the
rum shop is good for Auburn,
closing
the Cape eold in spite of your love,
shall one town
why not for Lewiston?
only this was an immortal being, a fel- in a State he authorized Why
to set up drain shops,
low-creature, a little baby that we had and another prohibited? Local option is better
plucked trom the very brink of an ocean than license, hut general prohibition in a State
is better than either.
grave into which his mother's dead emNow there remains the third policy of dealbrace was dragging him : and we bad
ing with the drain shop, which we leave had in
learned to love him.
Maine since 1S0T. with the exception of two
“‘lie is gone!’ said Cupt. Hlackett ; jears. Some people say it has done no good.
*’tis Cod’s will, Mr. Holland.
We did Such persons cannot have semi Maine as it was
forty or fifty years ago, in the days of license,
our duty by him -we could not have
when a grog shop was found at every corner.
done more.'
No candid man ran deny that it has done great
“‘
We may take it, sir, that his mother good, and has had a potent influence in creata good
sentiment against drinking habits.
ing
wanted him.' says the steward.
To be sure it has not
secret liquor
“'Ay, steward, and her entreaty lias selling. Neither has theextirpated
law piohibhing theft
been answered,’ says the captain, with a I and murder extirpated these crimes.
glance aloft.
Having statutory prohibition so long, it is
now proposed to take another
I could not take any hand in equipstep by adopting
a prohibitory constitutional amendment,
lie
ping the mite for his funeral. 1 was too regarded it as important that this amendment
much upset sir.
The sailniaker made a should he adopted, because the vote on it will
tui\ hammock lor him, and they put his be regarded everywhere a test vote on the queshands together, and smoothed the little tion of prohibition or license. A negative vote
would he equivalent to a declaration against
wreaths of yellow hair upon his head,
prohibition and for license. An affirmative
and dressed him in clean tilings, and, be\ote will strengthen prohibition. The amendfore Tie was stitched up, all hands lay aft ment should strengthen the law.
statutory
to say good-by, and ne’er a man among law may he repealed by the legislature at any
time. Constitutional law can be repealed only
them that entered the cabin but stopped
by the people. Again the adoption of the
to give the little eold face, a kiss before
amendment would tend to lift the question out
leaving. We kept him till next day, and of partisan polities The vote on the amendburied him after eight hells had" been ment will he non-partisan, and it will represent
the moral sentiment of all parlies.
made.
“It was a green, windy, glistening morning: the emerald seas ran at
us, melting in froth as they came; and

the shadows of the men gathered around
the gangway, swayed at our feet as the
hark roiled over tLie surges, and the

dancing sun darted beams like spears ol
light from the clouds through which he
swung. Oh, sir, the contrast of that little hammock upon the grating with the
huge grave that was to receive it! The

Political

Points.

The National Woman Suffrage Association
declares for the Rupubliean ticket.
And now Vermont claims the credit as being
the birthplace of the Republican party.
Democrats

arc

somewhat disturbed

over

the

suggestion that Mr. Cleveland should retire

in

favor of Tilden.

well,’ cries he, tossing his
The National Labor party will make no nomhands. ‘Look sharp and get aboard.’
ination for the Presidency I hut leave to its in“‘All hands were looking over the service was almost more than some of dividual mouthers a free choice.
us could hear : I’d see the men turn their
side when 1 handed the baby up, and
The Pilot thinks it very doubtful if Nast in
heads away, and look down, and when
there went a deal of hoarse whispering
at last it came to the passage that’s a Harper’s Weekly will gain votes for Cleveland
men
as
the
forward
they pressed
by his hideous libels on Irishmen.
among
at sea for the tilting of the body
I carried him to the signal
to see the waif.
Captain—the worthiest man, sir. with

the tenderest heart that ever sailed a
ship; he pulled off his cap as if awed by
the misery and suffering that was typified by tlie bairn, and his eyes tilled with
tears as he gazed down upon it.
‘And the mother lies dead yonder.
Mr. Koband V says lie, pointing to tiie
wreck.
‘Ay, sir,’ says I.
“‘Cod receive her!’ says lie.
‘D’ye
understand the management of babies,
V
Koband
Mr.
•“Why, I have two of my own,’ I answered ; hut I was so much away at sea
when they were little ones that I can’t
say J ever had a chance of watching
what my wife did to ’em to keep ’em
healthy. But what we have to do with
this baby,’ says I, ‘is to feed him and
get him warm at once.’
‘Then take him below—take him below, Mr. Koband,’ cries the captain in a
tremulous voice.
Give him your attention, sir, and never mind about your duties until you’ve got this poor little creature into shipshape condition.’
“
Well, I carried him to my cabin, and
sung out to the steward to help me undress him, for the thought of handling
this frail and delicate object alone unnerved me. I’d any day rather have the
job of taking in the masts of a two thousand-ton ship than the handling of a
baby for ten minutes. Both the steward’s
and my fingers were square-ended, and
we had to be very careful in hauling out

into the water, we all let our breath out
iu a seb as the tiny hammock sped like

snowHake over the side and vanished
in the slant of a sea whose breaking summit Hashed a rainbow over the spot.”—
a

[Dundee Telegraph.
For

Sleeplessness.

Legare lias communicated

to the
South Carolina Medical Association his
Dr.

Mr. Holman, of Indiana, is quoted as saying
that, iu retaining the Hon. William 11. Bar’uum
in the chairmanship, the Democratic national
committee made “a grave mistake.”
Fred Douglass, the well known colored orator. who is on a brief visit to Chicago, says that
in his opinion there is a good
of
carrying Virginia, Florida and North Carolina
for Blaine.

lightingclnince

The Democratic managers are doing all in
their pow’er to keep chairman Barnum in the
background. His bar’l is said to have been the
motive power that placed him nominally at the
head of the Democratic National Committee.

Plymouth and

the

Pilgrims.

THE MAINE PRESS EXCURSION REPORTED BY
OUR GEORGE FOR THE KENNEBEC .JOURNAL.

Plymouth. Mass. The pilgrims were prettv
well occupied the first winter after their arrival,
and their time was mostly spent in poulticing
their heads where they had been scalped, and
attending tin; funerals of about half of their
number. There arc various accounts of the
first landing. One is, that it was a woman who
first landed. Put that is all moonshine, because she would have had to stop so long on
the Mayflower to lix her hair and pack her
bundles, that the boat would have gone off before she got ready. Another account is given
by a pictui'e, which represents an Indian on
one knee, assisting the white man t<> land.
I
didn’t take much stock in this account cither.
The Indians at times used to assist the white
man to land, but it was on the shore of the
next world where he landed him. and his ticket
was generally a tomahawk in his skull.
This
picture amused me. It looked just. as I have
felt sometimes, when <ome one grasped
me to
shake my hand.
It would he with
such a squeeze that 1 would drop on one knee,
and my fingers would he jammed together
so that I would have to pry them
apart with
a chisel, and that Indian looked
just that way.
If there was any historic truth in the picture.
I'll gamble that the white man did not get his
grip on that Indian again.
It is claimed that the rock is the identical
one on which the pilgrims landed, and that it
now stands directly over the
spot where it
originally was, though raised in the air some
feet. I could not get up a g eat amount of
veneration or sentiment in looking at it. Those
old chaps liked to go to meeting altogether too
well to suit me. Somebody had l<> come here
first, and sutler and die for us. and perhaps it is
just as well that it was the pilgrims as any one
else. I'm satisfied if they are. There i> liow a
very beautiful canopy of granite over the rock,
supported by four columns, and between the
columns is an iron fence which prevents visitors from slipping tin- stone into their
pocket,
and lugging it otf. There are lots of good,
pious people in this land of freedom who would
consider it no crime to steal the “Last Supper."
if they could lug it otf as a “relic.” The rock
has been broken and cemented together again,
and it will without a doubt “stay put" now for
ail time.
rlignin Hall i- one of the places of interest
here, and contains all the relics of the pilgrims
that the society have been able to get together.
As you enter the ante-room a picture of the
Landing meets your eye, and you gaze at it and
wonder where the Indians ootained those red
mackinaw blankets with black borders at that
particular date of our country's history. I'm
not a particular man in these matters, hut it did
strike me rather queer 1 must confess. In a
corner of the room stands a clock—now running—which belonged to John Hancock, the
man who wrote his name so that
King George
eould read it without putting on his spectacles.
On the wall hangs the Commission from Oliver
Cromwell to Gov. Edward Winslow.
It has a
picture of Cromwell in the margin, which looks
like one of the newspaper wood cuts illustrating “Before taking .Stomach Bitters." It is a
terrible looking face. It Cromwell looked like
that, he must have suffered terribly from dyspepsia. Some friend lias torn off his signature,
though there is not :i hank in thecouutry where
a man can raise a dollar on it.
Enti ling the
main hall ton are in the midst of the Max flower relics.
If all the people who claim to have
come over in her. and all the furniture and reiies that are laid up in this country, and labelled
“Mayflower relics" were part of her freight,
she must have been larger than the Great Eastern, instead of the little craft xve have been
taught to imagine her.
There is auothei large oil painting of the
Landing. This represents the party as being
met by a delegation of Indians, whose faces
seem to beam with pleasure at. the
prospect of
such an abundant hair crop. You lvmemhcr
that this landing occurred in 1 )eeemher, in midwinter. when ilie weather was colder than
charity, hut there stood the Indians with only
a pair of moccasins on their feet, and a four
dollar blanket thrown over one shoulder, tin*
other arm and side being hare. Whew ! it made
me shiver just to look at
them, and the artist
did not exeii paint any “goose tlcsh" on the Indians. It seems IIS if tiiat were the least he
might have done. 1 am willing to swallow this
blanket, business, hut 1 do wish the artist had
made these Indians standing on one foot, with
the other drawn up under < licni. and t he blanket pulled around their bodies, and their teeth
chattering with cold. It might not have been
8o artistic, blit it
certainly would have- look* d
more natural.
It seemed strange to be in this hall, looking
at the identical articles that our forefathers used.
lb re was flu cradle in which l’ercgrine
White used to lie on hi> back, and yell till he
urned black in the fare.
Here were the plates
that tin-old pilgrims wen wont to pass up to
their wives with the remark they “would take
another small section of pie."
IL-re were the
knives that they used to eat with, when it was
consider! d the correct thing to eat with a knife.
Here was a candle brought over by a pilgrim
by the name of While. In mx mind's eye I
eould see White getting up in the night and
lighting his candle b\ a tinder, and then marching through the house holding his hand before
it to keep the wind from blowing it out. and occasionally snuffing it with his lingers, and then
wiping them on the near breadth of his night
dress.
Flic more I tramped around and ga/< d
at the ad \ ant ages the
pilgrims enpwed. the better satisfied 1 was that >omebod\
l>e had h* en
called upon to do the forefather business, and
that I had been allowi d to remain on the shelf
as it were, till the
l'.»thcentury.
<

[

From the bottom of my heart 1 pity these
Plymouth people. They live on the pilgrim-.
It i- pilgrim three time- a day. and a pilgrim
lunch between meals. Hvery one whorouieltere. roines for the express purpose of boring
the inhabitants for information, and when a
native sees a stranger approaching, his face at
once assumes a sad expre—ion, lor he know
that he will be pumped dry on ibis pilgrim
business belore lie is let alone. 1 bad thimatter brought to my notice in tin- way :
l-ike a good newspaper man I \va- intervi-vying a citizen. I asked him the size of Plymouth; about her manufactories and railroad-,
and
about, business generally. I enquired
about polities and how the S'ate was going in
November.
We even exchanged a story or
two.
\\ lien 1 began to talk with him he looked like a hired mourn* r at a funeral, but after
vve had conversed awhile lie seemed t o
brighten
up, and before vve parted lie was actually hilarious.
I never shall forget our parting,
1L
asked my name and resilience and noted it
down, and spelled it over to me, to see that Inhad it all rigid, lie was greatly surprised that
I had never been here belore-—in fact, could
hardly believe me. >aid lie,
Look here, y mi
say you never were in Plymouth before. Now
vve have been talking about an hour, and Pi!
be banged if you -aid ‘pilgrim'or‘May llovvcr'
••

once.

I've lived here

sixly

vears,

and yon

are

tirsl stranger whoever* talked to me about
anything hut ‘relies.' and “pilgrims,' ami •MayMower,'and ‘rock-,'and ‘Mile- -dandisli.* and
all that kind of stml'.
Y >u can never know
how I have enjoyed this hour. 1( is an oa-iin my -ad life.
I know yam are from Maine,
and Pm almost afraid to a-k if von will——
What! you will?
Well, let's go' in here. I
guess vvi can make a raise," and linking hiai m in mine vv stepped in, and neva*r to
my
dying day shall I forget how much that mail
appeared to enjoy our dial.
Plymouth is a prohibition town l believe,
and as is usually the casein .-ueh places, the
bar is down in the basement, in a -mall room.
It seems like home to a Maine man t<> get into
a little bar-room not large •
mnigh to allow vou
to swing a eat around by the tail.
Anoiiier of the sights about here i I > u x
bury, the place where the Atlantic cable land-.
'I bis. I oelievwas the tir-t cable that could
speak French. You can also see Clark'- I-land.
the place where 'lie pilgrims spent Sunday, before they landed Monday. After being cooped
up in the Mayflower with 120 pilgrims during
the voyage across the Atlantic, it must hav<*
been a real treat to go on shore in December,
and sit in a snow bank and li-ten to one of
those old-fashioned, red-hot sermons, -m b as
only those old preachers knew how to deliver.
The historic and ancient part of Plymouth
i- very interesting to those who love antiquity
and old things, hut for myself, i prefer a fresh
doughnut to one fried last week. Consequently. to me. the most interesting feature here ithe Plymouth monument. It i- placed on the
top of a high hill, overlooking the bay. The
society have obtained nine acres ot land, which
they will make into a park, though at present
it is in a rough state.
The monument i- built
of granite, and is a Maine structure, as the
base was contracted for by the Hod well Co <>f
Rockland, and the statuary by the Huliovvell
Co. The picture of the monument is familiar
to most everybody. One of liiv earliest recollections is of an agent calling on my mother,
soliciting a dollar to put into that monument in
exchange fora picture of it. Hut at that time
I think she was Using her extra dollar to get
pies to put into me. Our family never did take
Oik (;koiu;i:.
kindly to monuments.
the
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Pinkerton fooled the Newspaper Men.

The late Allen Pinkerton was exceedingly
popular with the newspaper fraternity, and lie
not unfrequently had a company of reporters
from the Chicago dailies to visit him at his
country seat not far from that city, lie was
well known as a practical joker, and this propensity was continual)) taking new and orig-

L'Evaxgemstk. A Romance. By AlphonDaudet. This book is far out of the beaten

se

TIIK CALAIS REGATTA.
LOCAL IMM STRIHS

the result, as is deplorably the case in so
much French tiction, of highly spiced sentimentality or daring vulgarity. The book is
clean, wholesome, refined, and is, moreover,
founded on fact, it treats mainly of the acts
and methods of that world-famous organization, the Salvation Army. Alphonse Daudet is
the very best of living French romance writers,
terest

masterpiece. The work has created a profound
sensation in Baris, for everybody reads it and
talks about it. The translation has been faithfully and carefully made by Mary Neal Sherwood. Baper covers, ">0 cents, r link A Wagnails. 10 and 12 Dev street, New York, publishers.
Xr.MHKit Uxk; ani> How to akk(.’auk of
IIlM. By Joseph J. Pope, M. II. ('. S.. L. S. A.
A series of talks on the art of piesorving
health. They art* marked by sterling common
evident

an

mastery

These “talks" are meant for tint
people, and are on every-day matters of the
very utmost consequence to all, in regard to
which ignorance is almost a crime. Such sub-

fall, unless there is a good crop of grain and
The industries of Washington county
are at
a
low ebb. Shipbuilding amounts to
roots.

jects as Diet, Dress, Ventilation. Kxcreise. are
handled in a manner at once pleasing and full
of instruction that is vitally important. A wide
circulation of this little book is bound to insure
three things: better bodies, better dispositions,
better minds, and, we might add. better relig-

The sardine business has sunken to
dimensions, entailing loss on the proprietors, rather than profits. There is, in fact, no
business that U “booming,** excel t, we should

nothing.
small

say, agriculture. We an* glad to sav that in
times of trouble our people readily turn to that
almost unfailing source of income, for even
dollar raised from tin* earth in leisure moments,

The author does not mince matters in

discussing alcoholic, drinks and tobacco. Published in Funk A Wagnalls' tin and 1_ Dey
Street, X. V.) Standard Library. Paper, Id
Poktkv. Ldited by Laura C.
In a small volume like 111i- one
does not expect to lind all the favorites, but the
collection as a whole is to be commended, and
the book ought to m< t with a ready sale. The
poems are arranged as songs of home, home
memories, joy and love of home, stories of
home, home and Heaven. The volume forms
one of the Standard Library series, published
by Funk A: Wagnalls.
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and children with a thousand and one
necessaries of life
well as the luxuries. W.
fear the western part of the county will not
realize its usual revenue thi- season from the
luxuriant blueberry.
Nature lias conspired
against it this year, and reports are that but
little more than half a crop is to be expected.
Tic women and children will have to wait for
their dry goods and boots and shoes. We an

: s.

Housekeeping" i*
which m arly all of

book for girls, in
tory experience* of

a

sorry for them.
\W must turn to the political situation for a
little comfort. Aside from the papers, however. we should not know that any nomination- had been made. No tlag-. no demon-

stration.- of

any kind on either side. The
county conventions are to be held the second
week in August: after which, there will probably be some lite and power. It i> a remark-

capital

the initia-

ambition* young housekeeper are grapliieally and in-truet ively a* well
a* amu*inglv port raved. *•< mr Xextdoor Neighbor" i* the author, a id 1>. l.olhl'op A ( o. are
an

the Publisher*.

!

IIiehard*ou. 7 Warren street. New
York, has published a convenient little manual
entitled “How to tell the Age of a Horse.'
The author is Prof. •). M. Heard, Professor >f
Clinical Surgery in the New York College of
Veterinary Surgeons. The book is profusely
illustrated. Price, :*,<i cents.
D. Lothrop A- ( <>. have nearly ready a n* vv
edition of the “American explorations in litlee /ones." bv Prof. J. L. Nour*e. I
s. X.
which contains details of the rescue of th
survivor* of the (ireeUy Arctic ( olony bv the

xpiadron: also an account of the extraordinary labors and important re*e:irclie* by
lielief

faet. that in private conversation, we
hardly hear the names of Cleveland and Hendrick- spoken. From the paper.-, only, we
learn that the changes going on from both sideto the opposite one, will eventually completely
ebangt the position of the panic-, and what
we supposed to
have been the Hemocratie
«••/•.w.
party will be the UepuhltVttn, and
only -one* of the old landmark- on either side
able

T.

M.

will remain a- **an<i< nts and honorable-."
The eon-timtional aim ndment -iibject has
not received much
public attention in this
more than th v given it by the \V. <
T. I at their county meeting at Fast port, July
17th and l.sth. Mrs. McLaughlin of Boston,
who was in attendance, spoke at Lastport. < al-

eounty.

|
j
|

which the brave band have wr* >‘ed from that
lield of ice their valuable contribution* to
science.

ai-. Machia- and <'hern field. She is an ex •< 1lent speaker, ell'eetive and <<>n vineing, and we
doubt not her ■ Torts liave been pro'iuetive of

good.

We t'< ar tliis aim mUiient may meet with
tiie indiliereiiee with wliieh most amendments

usually treated

are

Tilt* numlit

i>

of

Living Age for Julv

The

of

women

The first number of D. l.othrop A < o's Chautauqua Young Folks is out, and an admirable
publication it i*. The subscription price is
j
7d cents a year, and if ought to be worth
! only
many times that to every family.
]

so

source

Holloway.

»i

much niad'-.

I dairying also is Incoming a
profit. The faithful biddie. quiet,
unassuming and humble, creates a never failing supply of lii'-rchandise which furnishes the

is

cents.

IIomk

EMIL

Haying commenced ten days later than usual,
and from reports we learn that on an average
there will be but a fraction more than half a
crop. This will make neat stock cheap in the

science.

ion.

HAY CROP.

the scheme.

sanitary

of

A

LOW

has been heralded for some time past over the
country, with the hope of drawing visitors
enough to Calais, where it was held, to make it
a successful speculation: but like most other
enterprises of that kind, the profits were over
the left. We say Washiugton county held the
regatta because it was in Washington county.
The principal sufferers were Calais and St.
Stephen men. They expected an overflow of
visitors and a lal*ge expenditure of money.
They were, however, disappointed, and the
papers report lu*av\ losses to the originators of

and those who have admired his preceding romances will certainly vote “I/Kvangtdiste" his

and

HALF
AT A

[Correspondence of the -Touinai.l
Having a degree of leisure at this time I
thought I would fulfil tin* desires of mv heart
which for several week* have been burning to
express themselves. Your readers are perfectly aware that in tin* Presidential year there
are not as many incidents of interest unconnected with polities as in other years; still,
there is always something on the move. Washington county, in conjunction with some part
of the Dominion, recently held a regatta which

track of tiction, and its originality is supplemented by intense power and interest: in fact,
it would be difficult to find a romance in which
the interest is more absorbing. Nor is this in-

sense
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-bth and August :M, contain With Baker and
Hraliam in the Eastern Soudan, and The Fed-

we

are

this-tale, of this, h<>\\if there is an a<:ive oppo-

in

-tire:

sition to n. it will arouse the friends of tie1
measure to ii- interests, amt then i- no doubt
the World. Nineteenth ! enttirv ; in
Hakkis.
any vent of its sued-s.
:
and
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Fort
h
Alice,
night
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Letter
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W oialsvvorth's Relations to Science. Maeinillan :
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< ait ei-,
Aug. L I SSL 1 >ne might
Populai Cookery, and Prayer- for the
,-eareh many laml- and not find a more beautiful
I )eatl. Spt e alttr : Pat holt»gv in IIFto| \. A lieni-t
ie\v than that pro-<nt< <1 from the i<*\v< rof the
and Neurologist: The Extinct Lake- of tie

eral States of
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Basin, and Ilahits of Burrowing < ray
tishe-. Nature; Algernon Sydney and The
Prince of Orange. Satmalay R* vi'-w; with instalment' «»f "Beauty and the B. a -1.
"Tie
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i raiulinother,”
the
Baby's
"Magda's Cow.” and poetry.
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I
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Temperance
MISS

OK mi:

in

i*.
M IS I

v

Talks.

<

in this article I inun the temperworkers, not ail of them, l am glad to si\.
First there F a large class of n n who may I"
termed middle men; nu n who are not in the
advanced rank of temperance workers, vet
who are above the whisky ring and hate it.
We make great mistake :u a-'.iidug thi- body
earele-s of

ie

pubih

weal.

>

uneoi

anathematize the man who will talk be
temperance, but will not vote the prohibit ion
11s

ticket.

a>

a

hypocrite, thereby losing a good
us will throw suspicion on

Some of

worker.

total abstainer who dor* not b e| it hi-dutv
sign the pledge, forever alienating him by our
mi-conception. Some ot u- accuse lh"-e ladFwho cannot find time to attend all our uu cling-of

lack of interest in the

eau-e, ofl'cnding
I
they withdraw altogether. In short,
-oine of u- draw an exceedingly .-mail cirriand call upon all temperance people to cone- !

them

he

iiiagi and river the.-« are the elements of on
Nature's fairest picture-. Nor i- the city itf without attraeti"ii- fortlm -igh!
vr.
Its

»1'

-■

M V K i:.

Bv

men a-

I

Lake (. hamplam with it- i i« ttire--.jne -tting,
liurliugtou. like a it\ m t•»r*■-1. am! W inuo-ki
•

ance

of

The

Burlington.

al

Adirondack*. and

let* beaut > »f Urn Lie, n Mountain-. crown1 b\ Maiisli- id"- nob' p-ak, t In- far-reaching
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lh<

of

lit

g
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Short

Vermont

-ole

eh

ife

e

tin

m,

very

puhlii buildings

ami

line. .V dull red -ami ston

building.

here, i- much ii-i,<I for

mau\

of

ipiane d

•.

W ith brown

and grauiie- ;>i< a-ing contra-t- :ii-■ ; •»--'•
ILaL given, blue, brown and gray -I i'« i-

-lo.ii
l>!c.

rooting.

1 for

usc

are,

a--!*
aBurlington ha- 11;t»■ ring li>' on
li 'iis. Tuning the war of M_ tmpoi’ian;
lion- took place on tie- lake.
In a little, ■.•nntery mar Winooski in a modest monument,
surmounted l>v a life-like statueof that inpettiIt B Vermont’'
oijs i. ro. who is buried there.
■

gift to Lilian Allen. "The lender of tie-<;reeii
Mountain 1B.\ in the 'Urprix and eapt >irv of
Tieomh roga. which he demand'd *iu tie- naim
f the Creat *Ielio\ab and the Continental t .in■

gress.’” Ill IM*:. (i'll al 1.1 I 1\ette laid tie
eorn«!r stone ..i th- I i.i\- rsity Imilding. Brim
here in
lad wind. Oiu< n \ iep-ria's father, w:

>o

A

"Maineae” is surprise-!

leading

wliose

io

inter* >t C the

tin*! I

i‘

-re

luinher business.

in-ide of it, or be clashed with the friends
It \\;i'
-nnmeueed ong ago ;>\ sending U.ards
whisky. But \\ don't all do it. We want to j to (Quebec, blit now the Hath i< reversed, and
di-arm criticism l»y inviting to l.». fn ndly \\
I Canada furnishes the 'tipply instead of the
want to make our platform broad enough be
! market. About pio.ouo.uum h-ei ot umber a
aii enemies of intemperance to stand upon. I.
are now
a trade of over ^ll.uuu..
i- not against u> he for us. Again we
trust too much to our orgaizations and do me
make enough individual effort.
We an* in too
lnm-h of a hurry W
want results immediab.
1> forgetting it is Hod's work ami that vv ar«
only workers. Hod is tin- motive power; to
Him we appeal.
Let us curry on this enterprise in the spirit of that good old reformer,
Nehemiah, who prayed whih lie worked.
While building the walls of the city, lie >ay*
We made a prayer unto Hod and set a watch.”
Human mean- are necessary. Hod will not
him that

perform

a miracle to do vvlial we can do ourAnother mistake we make is in removing tin* responsibility from the drunkard.
We iay the blame upon the seller, while tlu1
fact is the drunkard F himself a criminal, and
deserves not only censure but punishnuut.

selv

The

'.

fact that

doing wrong.

a man

F tempted i>

Inti mperaiiee

F

no excuse

the

one

for

great

-in of our times and -urely the drinker is one
of the parties involved in the sin. Again, we
make a mistake in not enforcing the laws vvv
have, while endeavoring to secure prohibition.
We all know that if liquors were not sold to
minors, nor drunkards, nor on Sundays, we
would not have one saloon where now we have
live.

The business of sidling lo good temperance people would not he very profitable.
Our
boys are ruined before they are of legal age to

purchase liquor, yet parents sit qtiiedy down
while their sons nightly visit these haunts, because they dread to expose them by bringing
them before the law. It is a mistake to allow
class to live in open violation of law while
others must. obey. Yes, we do make mistakes,
but through them all Hod l- leading us to -lire
and speedy victory, fl’nion .‘signal.
one

few simple and successful rules in the
treatment of insomnia, as follows: First,
At the Republican State convention at Parkretire early to bed, two hours sound sleep ersburg, West Virginia, July 30th, Edwin
inal
On the occasion of one of these visits
before midnight being of more benefit to Maxwell, Greenback candidate for governor, fromturns.
several Chicago journalists he proposed
the body than double that number of was endorsed. The balance of the State ticket rabbit
There is a falling oil' in custom receipts this
shooting, and each having been providhours in the day; second, eat little, and is composed of Republicans and Greeubackers ed with a gun, tin* party set out. Suddenly a year of $19,227,505.
in about equal numbers.
rabbit was seen near the root of a tree, and
always some hours before going to bed,
Cholera is report! <1 at St. IN tersburg and
Pinkerton calling the attention of the party to
at.d cold food only to he taken for supother places in Kussia.
Very encouraging news is received from the 1t, he himself blazed
at the little animal.
away
South
with
reference
to
tbe
Presidential
camper ; third, the cares and burdens of the
Simultaneously with tin shot the rabbit hopped
F is reported at Shanghai that France and
mind must he put aside—none to be car- paign. Busiuess men are aroused to the impor- out of sight in the underhush They had not China have made a treaty of peace.
tance of maintaining a
and a
tariff,
protective
far.
before
however,
another was seen,
ried to bed—and no reading or studying fair vote iu Louisiana is believed to be more gone
Tin* Maori King will return t<> New Zealand
aud the host gallantiy refrained from drawing
there : fourth, the bed chamber should likely to be cast this year than before.
a bead on it, but yielded up the
by way of New York ami San Francisco.
sport to his
contain pure, sound air, he roomy and
Half
a
dozen
guests.
shot-guns were leveled at
The investigation of the charges preferred
Editor William Purcell, of the Rochester
the little creature, and half a dozen loads went
high if possible, and the windows he al- ion and Advertiser, who resigned control of Unhis
against the Life Saviug Service show them to
about
it.
When
the smoke cleared
in
rattling
the
except
he
ways kept open,
false. The service is pronounced efficient.
night paper temporarily rather than support Grover
there was the animal still sitting erect
time; tilth, when in bed, endeavor to he Cleveland, is quoted by the New York Sun as away
and unruffled. Then it was the newspaper
V gap of about 300 miles yet remains to he
when asked why he refused to support
horizontally, with the head slightly rais- saying,
saw that they had been tricked.
The rab- built ere the Mexican National road will be
the Democratic nominee: “It is not on either boys
ed, avoiding any forced or constrained personal or political grounds; it is because I bit was of lead, east at a Chicago foundry es- complete from Laredo, Tex., to the City of
the
for
the
first
Mexico.
rabbit
enthe
that
makes
pecially
purpose,and
posture
body form an an- believe him to be a moral leper.”
countered wa4 of the same material, only the
gle, as by this means the circulation in
The Montreal lumber exports to South Amergreat detective hail arranged with one of his
the stomach is checked.
ica amount this season to 7,0oo,0(>o feet, about
Mr. William II. Bigelow, the newly-appoint- men to attach a string to it and jerk it out of
feet in excess of ♦!»!* exports to the
*2,000,000
ed Superintendent of the Railway Mail Service sight at the first pop of the gun.
same dale last year.
Maxy Cobb's trial bent resulted in 2.152, for New England, will assume his duties at
The Texas fever among cattle has appeared
It is understood that the officer in charge of
Winsbip and mate trotted under tbe wire in once. Mr. Bigelow has been one of the In2.0(1, reducing tbe famous one of Frank and spectors of the i'ost Office Department, and at Chicago and in Western Nebraska. Quaran- the fortilications in Boston Harbor recommends
mate by 2i seconds.
1’lmllas, on the second was regarded as one of the best Inspectors in tine regulations are to be strictly enforced at j an expenditure of $300,000 to put them in a re| spectuble condition.
Chicago and Omaha.
trial, made exactly the same time as bis record. the service.
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schooners, heing even more nn-ight y
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than t hose from the Hudson. There an
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which

are
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largest is *h<• Vermont, 11-4 tons.
Marble and granite works employ many men.
The diamond dye men are located here. A few
years ago they were doing a fair drug business,
hut invoking printers* ink. they now sell their
preparations to the \ aim- not far from a million
dollars yearly. Their advertisiilg goes up into
The

>on.

hundred thousands.
Tin Sauveur College of Languages. m»w in
session h« re. numbers I'Jo members, represi uting *JU Mates, the IMstriet of < wlumhia, Canada
’The inTwelve are from Maine.
and dapaii.
stitution has been located at Amherst, .Mass.,
but its growing popularity led to the choice of
the

a

larger place

for its annual sessions.

This is the home of Senator lvlmunds.
whom the citizens universally esteem, but their
enthusiasm for the people’s leader. Blaine of
Maine, is none the less whole-souled. A gorgeous campaign banner, with very
good lik<
nesses of Blaine and Logan, is displayed alio\<
the principal street. Impendent dudes do not
«
v. n.
thrive lu re.

lay-Kyc-Si
day week.
iu

made 2:10 at Providence, Fri-

The average number of persons to
this country is live.

a

family

Tin* balance of trade the past year in favor of
the I’uited Mates amounted to s72.7!'S,!»:»7.
A farmer who had $ld,000 in his safe at St.
doe. Pa., was robbed thereof by three masked
men.

The debt statement issued Aug. M. shows
the decrease of the public debt during July to
be

$tf,!Hi:S,2*!*.

The King of the Belgians has conferred upon
Mr. Henry M. Stanley the decoration of the
< Oder of
Leopold.
Gen. Hawley delivered
at Dayton, <>.. where

day

was

the oration on Thursa soldiers' monument

publicly unveiled.

China has refused to pay tire indemnity demanded by France, but is greatly alarmed at
the prospect of war. The death rate at Toulon

steadily

decreases.

The Greek relief party arrived at Portsmouth. N. II., and were given an informal reception, Friday week. There was an a fleeting
meeting between Lieutenant Greek and his
wife and mother.
it is expected that the ••Farragut prize
ey” will he distributed about the 10th of

mon-

next

month. There are about 5000 claimants for a
share of this prize money and the amount to he
distributed is $145,000.
A midget was born to the wife of Charles
Silory of Castleton, Ind„ recently. The boy
is living and doing well.
He weighs but 17
ounces.
An ordinary goblet placed over the
head of the child reaches to its hips.

Maine
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Matters.

FROM

INK'S SPEECH

I’O THK VKTEKAXS.

It i> estimated that twenty-live thousand periin luding five thousand old soldiers, attended the <-in amp iient of the Grand Army at
< Md < H'ehard l our*
lay. Most of the visitors attended Mr. Blaine'* public reception in tlie parlors of the ol<i Orchard House during the forenoon.
Mr. Blaine stood in the centre of the
oirge parlor, with < ol. Fred N. Dow and Geo.
B. Bisbee on hi* right hand and Governor Kobie. Department O mtnander Williams and the
member* of the <•' mmittee on hi* left.
The
crowd passed them in single tile and shook
hands with Mr. Blaine and Governor Kobie.
Tie reception ended at noon, when Mr. Blaine
and Go\. Kobie dined. When Mr. Blaine asended the steps of the stand at 2 p. m. to address the veterans h
was greeted with shouts,
cheers and cries o’ “Blaine, our next President !" Ht said:
“Gentlemen of the Grand Army of Maim*—l
thank you for the kindly and cordial greetings.
The occasion has been one of great pleasure to
me in tie* rein wal o; old acquaintance* and the
recalling ot old serins of civ i! life that antedate
your splendid deeds of the war.
My mind is
carried hark to the winter of isiil. to the excitement. the elation, and at the same time the
seriousness and sadness of that ominous and
critical era. 1 \ iv idly reun mber every incident
a* vve stood on the e\e of t hat gigantic struggle.
When a; last the war loud burst and President
idncoiti issued his proclamation for Td.oon men.
Maine wa* asked for one regiment.
Governor
Wa'hburn immediately summoned an extra
session of tin Legislature.
I had the honor at
the tilli- t*f lie h- speaker of the Hotl*e of Representative.*. Patriotism was ferv id, contidenee
was *t;-. iig. and w
younger members "f the
son*.

«

Legisia: nre
1 wa* ut thirty-on*- .wars old myseit —d-tennim-d to do something v< ry bold,
something that vve ventured to hope would be
rather appalling to the Confederate government.
Instead of responding with one regiment whieii the President had asked, we ail"hori/ed tin Governor to other ten regiments to
the national government, and though entirely
UllUSed to a State debt We empowered the Gov.
To borr< w i-l.ooo.on*
>n tin
faitli of the Siatt
l'or immediate use in the equipment of troops.
We ah I-dt that We \v -1« h ragging when We Used tin
big tig res. We p It sun that our ten
regiments would never be needed, for such a
contingent from Maine implied a larger force
*-

than Napuieon and Wellington both controlled
tin tield of W tterloo.
on
Gentlemen, you.
far better than i. know tile sequel.
Oil!
ti n regiment* were swept into the vortex of
war before the expiration ol a half year, and
we ended by sending thirty-two regiments of
infantry, two p-giments of cavalry and nine
bath :•.*•* of artid'Ty. This, with tile recruits
needed to k< ep their ranks full in the terrible
on O'!. a!--,,;! 'i d la
than s. mty thousand
of Main* a craft anno*; as large, in j»roin

!"»rti'-n
the arm*-i>earing population, as
Ln 'It •'!1 k iin (in ;■! levied on tin* provinces of
Pru-sia :u tin lianUst pressed period of the
Seven
Year’s War.
You. gentlemen, art
an h"iioi
and an imporant part of tin survive
oi 11,.
’-eat host. 1
"in with you in comv i»
ine! norat iv * s>
for : he unreturning brava
for that great In t who died for their country
an if
N
»ry in war ever a>sur< d
so much good to in iukind; none ever prevented -o much evil.
In* -struggle is over ami our
triumph is celebraitd. mi with the sens* of
bav mg conquered a tot-, but with that better
scii-t
of having rt'claimctl our kinsmen and
brought them back to their own heritage and
to tie* protection of their own tlag.
Beneath
that flag North ami > uti». the List and West,
will all find protection.
I mi.*r its sheltering
folds we shall all dwell together in unity, for w<
are brethren,
bile speech closed amid a tumuli
«»f applause, Bt-marks were also made hy (ien.
Si d* ii
Connor. <>o\. lb-bit
Hon. Nathan
( leave-. Col. « air. of Colorado. Pa-t
I>epartment Commander. I. S. Bang-, of Waterville,
Hon. W. F. Lunt, of Bosvvorth Post. Portland.
Three cheer* vv. re given tor the distinguished
speaker* and thre. for b. (iraud Army of the
which losi l t Ik exercises.
Mr.
Kepub
Blaine left on the 4 p. in. train.
s

Mlt.

's

I'l
r PI I< <N IN l*OKTI.ANl>.
1 * Mr. Blaine by
he business
of Portland at tin City Hall. Wednesday
bib.
was
a
nigh! Aug.
brilliant one. The ball
was packed, the seats being taken out and tin*
audience sending, whii- tin galleries were
tilled vvi'h ladie>. Mr. Blaine h*-,d a reception
in He* Mayor’s oflie.
At
o'clock lie vva- conducted ;o tile platform, leaning on the arm "t
oiigi'-s-man lieed, and vva- ret eiva d vv iiligr a;
cheering. Mr. !b d spoki briefly, in bis u-ual
happy manner, and then presented to Mr.
Blaine the bu*im*- men of Portland, whose
spok -man. Hon. G-orge W. Wootiman rend
an add re** on their behalf.
In their addn -s
these Portland merchants, without distinction
of party, say : **We have all had coulidi nee in
111.AIM

Maine Politics and Politicians.

ALL OVER THE STATE.

The reception

WHAT MAINE PAPERS

A vote for St. John
is about as sensible as

your integrity as a man and your purity and
ability as a-tat*-man." Phi *i- the hcsfrcply
that can be o tie red to the stale amiers revamped
by Cali Siiturz ami otic i-. In his n-spousc Mr.
Blaine referred to his resid-m-e in Port laud for
nearly three y ears beginning in ls.iT and » mlmg
in
during which time m- was editor <d tmIbiily At.lvi rii-er. He eio-eij a* l'oilovv-: A
quarter of a
ulury ha- since elap-t i. mark* <1
with eva-nts of world-wide importance, but t!a
flight of V'-.-ir- ha- not dimmed my impr« --i"ii
of the ti ii nd-hips I then form' d, nor of tin
great kimim-- i then received in Portland.
Were I to r< cad the long list of eminent men of
both parties, now no more, whom I was then
permitted t » uumbt r among my friends, time
would fail me. ami this large assemblage, called
for friendly greeting of the Jiving, would be
turned to eulogy of the dead. The highest
praise that is l>< -tow d on t hi act iug gene rat ion
uoue b gber could la given—is that
they are
worthy lo succeed the Fessendens. theShepJeys.
tli'- Brown-, the Littles, and that great ho.*t\if
aide and upright im n whose name* and whose
•■areers are the true glory of Portland.
Introduction* to Mr. Blaine followed, mauv
gentleman being introduced.
<

I ill

M

»

INK MII.I I 1A.

Gov. Robie received Brigadier Gen. Brown
and .staff at
Brigade headquarter-. Friday
forenoon. 'Idle Governor was escorted from
the Mate House to the grounds hy the second
gimeiit. A salute was tired at noon. Nine
hundred people accompanied by the insperiing
officers made a tour of the camp. Mr. Blaine
\ hit* d the camp at 2 o'clock ]*. M.
The officers
and Gen. Chamberlain's si a 11of G‘>. Robswere ini rodueed to him. ami a number «»t oilier
visitors.
He r* lntineu but a short time, and
it ft To take the train o r Bar Harbor.
Senator
Hamlin was also present, and many other
distinguished gentl* lin n. Tie Governor's review took place at .'i p m. and was witnessed

ti\ thousand people. Tin Governor
I the Frontier Guard- of Fa-tport with
pn
the handsome flag won by them in the regimental skirmishiug -hoot and held by the Dexter company.
This flag bus to bo'held three
y ears by a company.
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for the east wind.

[Brunswick Telegraph.

The latest method of defending Cleveland is
by assaulting the Rev. George H. Ball. Probably that’s as good a method as the case admits of.
[Portland Press.
There is an apparent backwardness in the
Democratic campaign in this State, caused by
scarcity of funds. The circus will start as soon
as the National Committee furnish the needful.
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It may not be out of place to hint to many
our Democratic and Greenback friends who
desire the election of Mr. Blaine and propose
to vote for him in
November that the proper
time to exercise their influence in his favor is
at 11n* State election.
[Dexter Gazette.
Th»‘ gross immoralities of the Democratic
candidate for President, Cleveland, that have
of late been exposed, are too disgusting to lay
in full before our readers.
It is indeed a most
alarming thing that a great party should put
su«-h a heartless and corrupt man in nomination for tin- highest oftice in the land.
[Farmington Chronicle.
Many doubted the expediency of incorporating the prohibitory amendment with the State
Constitution, but now that it is before the people. it i> acknowledged by ail that the importof

ance

of
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A-lams is authorized to receive subscriptions and
advertisements.
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transcends all other consideraamendment not only ought to be
it must lu* by such a vote as will
moral «jh-.-t. Tln*re is noquestion

success

tions. 'The
carried, but
giv- it great

of its sue* ess.
Lincoln C
It is not in our mcmor\

ounty News.
that

more

than

one

old bachelor has ever presided over the destinies of the White House; and it was at his hands
that our country pa-sed into the late war. An
But.” say
affecting hint to Mr. Cleveland.
the Independents.** they told hist siirh stories
about Daniel Webster and Henry Cla\!” So
they did. and both died defeated candidates for
the presidency. An affecting appendix to the
affecting hint. [Watervillc Mail.
Dm* of the features of this campaign i- the
large numher of letters from Irish Republicans
that appear in the columns of Republican newspapers. averse to the free trade candidate and
highly lauding Mr. Blaine. Tliev are without
xception earnestly ami forcibly written, and
almost invariably contain the statement that
tiie writer knows very many of his countryt i< n who. lik>
himself', will vote with the Republicans.
Biddeford Journal.
**

FOR

PRESIDENT,

JAMES C.

BLAINE,

“Uncle

FOR VICE

PRESIDENT,

LOGAN,

OF ILLINOIS.

Declares for Blaine.

Republican

FOR

REFTRLICAN CofNTY TICKETS.

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS;

Electors at

FOR

The Republican Penobscot eounty convention
at Bangor Aug. b.
John F. Cutler, Philip
\\ ilson and Samuel Libby were nominated foi
senators. Fred II. Appleton for county attorney, c. I>. Chapin of Orrington for sln ritf. B.
B. ’Thomas for county treasurer. J. II. Burgess
Hancock Republican County Conveiiti"’.i held at Fllsworth Aug. bth has made nominations for Senators, till} W. Me A11 is: er and
Oliver P. Bragdon: Clerk of Courts. H. B.

Sauders; Judge ■! Probate. Parker Tuck;
Register of Probate. C. P. 1 >«*rr; Treasurer.

The

:

NS.

Saturday afternoon a Republican mass meeting was held in the Belfast Opera House. Senator Frye, who had been announced to speak,

Savage, Esq., of Boston, a member of the law
j firm of Allen, Hemenway & Savage, who was
| on his way home from Castiue, was also press| ed into
service; and a brief speech from Hon.
j
: S. L. Milliken, who unfortunately was suffering

Neither of these men nor of their assotin* ticket is it necessary to speak individually. They are all well and favorably known
to the voters of Waldo county, and are well

the

made up a very interesting
The Belfast Cornet Band played at
the entrance to the Opera House before taking
their station in the gallery, where they rendered appropriate music at intervals during the
after

lican. but should receive the votes of all who
dissatisfied- u> many are—with the management «,f our county affairs under Fusion rule.
<>n thi- subject we shall have something to
say
later.
are

The Democrats have not yet made their
nomination*, but we assume that to be only a
matter of form, the parly organ
having said
-onieiime siure of the present incumbents that
the usages of the

party entitle them to a /•<
renew the protest now. that the usages of the Democratic
party arc not binding upon the voters of Waldo
couuty. The incumbents of the county offices
may. in the opinion of the Prog. Age. be entitled to renominaliou. hut we confidently
expect
to defeat them at the
polls this year.
1 he (Jivcnbackers of Waldo
county have also

Prohibit**!}'

We

it is

same.

I'NCLK

Mil.i'N

INTKUV II \Yi:i>.

The F'-wiston Journal ask'd Fm-ie Sdon
has* : “What are your views of the political canvass v”
“A little girl came out of the city to her
gramlfatli«-r*s at Chase's Mills. to spend her vacation. she thought tli* country was a land ol
milk and honey. When she got there sIm found
thyre was no lion*-} and the milk was all skim
milk. The I>emocrats who think they are sailing along to a land of milk and honey because
they have joined drives with a few of the silk
sleeking gentry of the Republican party, will
mid when the}' get there no honey ami the
-tii 1 k all skim milk.
The} have blundered
\*-r since N«*w York went’ lor Cleveland hv
i'.io.uoo. ami tin* nomination of Cleveland is il/e
biggest blunder of all."
*’\\ ill Butler run:' “If he does he will run
in the interest of Ben Butler entire!}
"Snail you take a part in the campaign F*
“! have six acres of sweet coni.
Til** Weed*
wou'1 destroy the crop as fusion has destrovd
the <ire* nback part} because then* art*’no1
wet ds in tli** corn.
The grass and weeds have
been kept down, the prospect is fair for a
good
Top unless njpjK d by an early frost. The corn
will have t" be hauled to the
canning factor}
and the fodder cured and housed for the cows.
It I can find time to yoke up **thcm steers*’ for
work in the canvass, 1 shunt drive a mule
team/*
{

|

protested then.and

ticket in the held.

had hoped that those
<>l Republican antecedents would return this
year to the parly in which they did good service in the past, to help us once more bear
the Republican banner on to victory in county.
State and Nation.
Many no doubt will do so.
1 hose who tind difficulties in the
way, who
think the Greenback party still has a mission,
have elected to remain under their own bana

We

ner,
resisting alike the blandishments and
threats of the Fusion organ. In this they are
to be commended, inasmuch as their surrender
to the Democratic
party would have involved
the surrender of convictions and manhood.

Harper A Bros, say that they are not opposing Blaine out of spite because he did not publish his book through them, but that their opposition to Mr. Blaine as a candidate for the
Presidency began as far back as 1879. The best
to this statement is found In a letter
the Harpers, dated little more than a year
ago. in which they speak of Mr. Biaine as “a
man who has been
absolutely fearless In his
patriotism,” and us “a brave tighter and a gal
answer

a:ho has /,,

THOMAS SAVAGE.

fighter,

anil

emits of

a

Laibr

>„

th,

most

>

and

OF

BOSTON.

Butler

and

the

told of

Democrats.

will be readily understood that Gen. Butler has no love for the Democratic leaders; and
it is equally evident that they in turn have n<>
love for him. At their recent National Convention the Democrats not only ignored Butler
as a

gard

her mistake,

Presently the

ear was

was cured.
The speaker
discussed what is called Blaine s aggressive
pBTicy, a policy which acquired for this country
the great territory of Texas and of the region
north and west of the Platte and Missouri rivers.
The policy of J. G. Blaine, lie continued, will be
one that will make the Stars and Str ipes respected wherever they may float. In conclusion tin*
speaker said: Gentlemen of Waldo county,

then

candidate but spurned his advice with reto the platform, when he endeavored to

recognition for the workingmen of thicounlry. That Butler should resent his treatment at Chicago Is natural enough, and he can
atfurd to show his resentment. He has nothing
to expect, and expects nothing, in the future,
secure

from the Democratic party as such, of the
Democratic leaders he said in a recent interview :

you may return to your homes to-night coin diced that the mission of the Republican party i*
not yet ended. Ii has yet much work to complete.
"I said they complained that I had deserted I and its services are still demanded. The printhe democratic party. There is no
way of ciples for which the party is contending were
satisfying them. The iaM time they compiained ii was that I had captured the Democratic symbolized by tin* Pilgrim monument a' Plymorganization. Be it so. Then I have onlv let outh. It stands for universal liberty, progress
I owe a great debt of grati- and ei\ ilization. And the
my captives loose.
country has the right
tude to the people of Massachusetts, but none
to any Democratic organization. State or Na- to demaud the services of just such people as 1
tional. In no campaign did I ever receive aid I sec before me, said Mr. Savage as lie took Ids
from the Democratic national organization nor
followed by hearty applause from the audid any national Democrat from outside the seat,
dience. Mr. Mlllikeu then introduced
Mate ever cotne lu re or
say a word in my favor
or in the favor of the Democratic
party while 1
G F.N. GEO. W. CARTER, OF NEW YORK,
was
tlu* unanimous nominee. Whenever 1
have any n^e for the mass of the Deinoeracv l
as a gentleman who had made some of the best
will get it."
speeches he had ever listened to. (ten. Carter
Tha Mass Meeting at Maranocook.
j said he labored under difficulties, as tins was
his lir>t speech in the campaign, and he had
j
The Republican campaign in Maine was for- made no
;
political speeches for four years. He
mally opened on the shore of Lake Marano- | did not agree with those who consider a Presicook on Tuesday last. Fifteen thousand people dential
campaign a nuisance, but thought it a
attended the great Republican mass meeting
good thing to have a shaking up once in four
announced for that day aud place. Many Blaine
! years. It purities the political atmosphere as a
and Logan clubs and other campaign organiza- thunder storm clears the air. We are now on

tions

|

present and in every direction there I the eve of a great election. There are two sots
was "music in the air."
The weather was line of candidates and two platforms before the
|
and the programme for ihe meeting was admir- ; people. He eould understand tie*
were

ably carried

out.

made
Speeches
number of stands in the grove; cx-Gov.
presiding at out' and Senators Hale and
others.
Among Ihe speakers were
Hale, Hon. Win. Gibson, aud Gen.
were

from

a

Connor

Frye

at

Senator
Charles

Republican
It means something. He thought
tile Democrats intended to represent something
in their platform, hut he must confess that lie
j
! platform.

I

couldn't understand it. He eould understand
tiie Republican candidates. The head of the
ticket is as big a man as ever stood on a party
platform. But Cleveland, who Curtis and

Grosveuor, of Ohio, Hon. Nelson liiugley. ,Jr., |
Col. \\. C. Plummer, Gen. Connor, Gov. ltobie,
Hon. Emery L. Storrs, of Illinois, Hon. .1. C. ; Sehurz are supporting on moral grounds, he
Ill'
MITIlOIUSls A I M\KANO(OOK.
Burroughs, of Michigan, lion. E. Moody Boyn- j could not understand, although perhaps he unThi-is th*' centennial year of Methodism in
thi- country, and Friday tlie Methodist Sunday
hint leader in the most critical events of our ton. Senator Frye and Geu. Swift. Hon. James derstood him as well as the Democrats do.
Schools of the State celebrated the event by a
nation's history:” and much more to the same G. Blaine was present and received a great • (Laughter.) The speaker said he was a Demogrand picnic at Maranoeook. The Maine and
effect. We do not see that the matter calls for ovation. It was not expected he would make a \ 'Tut when it meant something. Whim the party
Fas! Main*- » onfcreiiee- also joined in the fesXKWS AM) Soli s.
tivities. 'I lie fli t meeting was held at twelve
further comment, or that anything could be speech, hut in answer to loud aud repeated fought for its opinions. Now its opinions were
o'clock. Hon. J. A. Locke, of Portland, presidThe Republicans of Sum have raised an ele- said that would
place the Harpers in a worse calls lie spoke a few words, and said lie was simply anything to get into office. Tin* Demoed.
A ehoru- of 200 voices, under charge of gant Blaine and Logan
[lag!
position than that in which they have placed once more before the people of Maine in whom crats have not had since Jackson a President
Prof. W. F. Morse, of Kent's Hill, furnished
lion. I-red A. Pike of Calais, iias announced
he bad ever trusted. This remark was follow- I wiio was intellectually and morally great. They
music. Speeches were made by Rev. A. \\
his support of Blaine, and will take the
stump. themselves. There are some who well rememPoole. Waterville. presiding elder of Lewiston
A friend of Kosene Colliding
quotes him as ber that President Lincoln was grossly assailed ed by great applause. The campaign has open- ! had now exhausted all their material and taken
district: Rev. A. s. Ladd. Biddcford. and Rev. saying that he is convinced of Blaine's election,
I up with an i*x-Sheriff and
ami caricatured by the Harpers so-called “Jour- ed auspiciously.
G. M. Smith. Pre-ident Wesleyan Seminary
and that he can carry New York State.
cx-Mayor, a man
and Female College, 'i’lie afternoon meeting
Lew iston had a rousing Republican ratiliea- nal of Civilization.” and that it only abandoned
who had never in his life made a speech on a
opened at 2 :bo o'clock, wit h pi.niju people on tint] me ting \Vednesilay evening, August tith. the Southern cause when it was seen to be a
Among the speakers at the Democratic ratili- | national question. They took him because the
Hie ground.-.
There were -pecehe.- by Rev. \V.
Speeches were made by W. II. Judkins. Esq.,
catiou meetings in Boston last Friday evening
did not know him. If lit* wins, it will
losing one.
JI. William- of Belfast. Dr. O. 1'. Allen of
lion. A. R. George and Congressman
I people
Dingley.
was tiie notorious Ebon F.
The Democratic papers in the West and noFarmington. Rev. L. L. Har.se.mib of Bin ksPiilsbury, who was be on that ground. The Democrat platform is
In
last
week's
Pro-.
the
It
was
a
ediAge
thus introduced:
port.
temporary
very enjovable occasion.
tably the Boston Post, in Massachusetts, are
I a general arraignment of the Republican party.
appealing to the license interest and declaring tor sets himself up as a grammarian and boasts
m:
t xA CAMP Mi
1 INC.
President Collins then said: i have now the It says the Republican
that no foe of prohibition can
party lias been in power
Mr.
of the number of his clients. As to thelirsthe pleasure of introducing to you an old friend of |
support
The spiritual cauip-meeliug at Buswell's Blaine because he
‘-I years and lias rendered no service; that It
is a prohibitionist.
j
James
G.
Blaine
of
Drove, Ftiia camp-uiccting. opens August 2'Mli
Maine, who, from a personI here was a Republican flag raising on state does not practice vvlmt he preaches. We once al
and closes September 7th. The following able street
knowledge of tiie Republican candidate, will lias been an unfaithful steward. That is the
square Portland. Thursday evening. The heard him make a speech in which there were give you 1111 idea of his character. I have
the
speakers will address the people: Hon. War- Blaine Guards iu
meaning of their platform. Now we appeal to
uniform, with ( handler's
ren Chase, of California;
Abby N. Burnham, Band, assisted. The procession matched to not two consecutive sentences free from gross honor to introduce to you Hon. Elien F. Piils- the record. We point to tin* material work
who
was received witli cheers,
of Boston; ('apt. II. 11. Brown, of New York
bury.
coupled done, to tin*
City llall where Gen. John I.. Swift of Boston grammatical errors and mispronunciations. A with the "Bold Soldier
growth, progress and material
( it y: Plot. .1. R. Buchanan, of
lioy" by the baud.
Boston; Mrs. made a speech.
verbatim report of his remarks would have exwealth of the country. Four years out of the
The selection of music will strike most
Abby Morse. Searsmont: Mrs. Marx F. Thompi he Republican Convention for Knox Conn- ^
peoson. Rockland; Mr-. P. D. Bradbury, of Fair- ty has been called to take place iu Rockland posed him to ridicule and contempt. As to the ple in Maine as particularly unfortunate. The 24 were consumed in war—four years of the
field. A cordial invitation is extended to all.
the lath instant. Arrangements will be made claim that he monopolizes the law business of
March
would
have been more appro- youth of the Republican party—a bitter, terRogues
IN (iPNKKxL.
to hold mass meetings afternoon and
evening in the city we can only tender sympathy to his priate. Mr. Piilsbury did not deliver his
the
new
speech, rific, bloody war, a war the Democrats preeipiink.
Senator
Gen. McClellan is at Mount Desert with his
skating
Eugene llale. clients, while congratulating him on his modes- but it was
in full in the Herald of the tated upon the country. We spent four years
fil'd- IV II. Gibson, of
printed
and
other
Ohio,
speak- ty.
family.
I
next morning.
Hun. Samuel E. Spring, a prominent citizen ers will be present.
It is wholly devoted to abuse lighting the Democrats and in saving the Union.
The Farmington Chronicle is informed that
of Portland, died Friday.
of Mr. Blaiue, who look an active part in ex- Did not the Republican party do that work
Capt. Reuben Hatch of that town has renouncThe statements to the effect that General
Six new starch factories will be Guilt in
! thoroughly and well? 1 don't think the Demoed his allegiance to the Democratic
Aroostook county, the coming season.
party and ( hamberlain is opposed to Mr. Blaine and will posing Piilsbury’* rascality, the result of which
will
vote
till1
Republican ticket both in Septem- vote for Governor Cleveland are groundless, was to drive the latter from the Stale he had crats will question that. The losses of this war
Crops of all kinds are looking finely and give
ber and November. Capt. II. has
to the loyal people of the country were five
long beeu a like other Independent or rather Democratic re- dishonored. A sufficient answer to
promise of an abundant harvest.
Pillsburj’s
leading and influential member of the Demo- ports from Maine. [Boston Journal.
The camp of the Maine militia was broken
abuse of Blaine is found in the somewhat hack- thousand millions dollars, and to the disloyal
crat
ie
party.
Saturday and the troops returned to their
This report first found its way into print as a
The Boston Journal says: The Post is
homes.
j four thousand millions, making nine thousand
neyed quotation:
goThe Northern Aroostook T eacher's Associa- ing to keep an eye on General Chamberlain°of surmise and was then picked up by the corremillions lost.
The Republican party had to
No mail e’er felt the halter draw
.Maine.
Do
all
so, by
means; but it' the Post spondent of the Boston Herald and stated as a
tion will meet at Sprague's Mills, Easton, Aug.
With good opinion of the law.
labor under the disabilities and losses caused by
desires
to
a
of
get
and
sample
2Ht h.
genuine Democratic fad. But everybody knows better than to
28th
]
this war. It had to bring back the Southern
profanity as indulged in in Maine, let it go to
Th.e C’ w iston Journal says that a young gir
Since the nomination of Dr. Fletcher or people into the Union. It had to assimilate five
any one of the leaders in the counting-out in- ! look for facts in the Herald correspondence,
at T urner smokes, chews, shaves, swears and
j
fame
and
and
that
Gen.
General
Chamberlain
suggest
has publicly stated that County Treasurer, the question has been raised millions
wears a man's hat.
Joshua I,.
colored folks, to enfranchise them, and
!
The engine building at the Goss Marine Iron Chamberlain is a patriot.
he does not intend to vote for Cleveland.
whether or not lie is eligible to that office, on teach them how to vote. The war
As Neal Dow and Charles
Works, Bath, for the domed steamer Meteor,
deranged our
Staekpole, two I
account of being a U. S.
strong temperance men. were walking down
will be finished about Sept. 1st.
Examining Surgeon. I finances. We had a redundant currency, a deThe maddest Thing seen in Belfast
Al! trhc caulkers of Bath struck Thursday for Congress street, in Portland, a man on the opThis
lately was
question was decided by the Supreme preciated currency. Our mouetery system was
posite side, evidently intoxicated, called out.
per day. for old work. They have been
“Neal Dow!” Mr. D. made no response. He i D. II. Thing, of Mount Vernon, Democratic Court of the United States April, 1ST1.), in the demoralized. The Republican party had to create
receiving $2.2"i.
It is estimated that nearly seventy-live per called again. No reply. A third time he call- nominee for Congress, wheu he glanced up at case of the United Stales vs. Germaine, and a system and to maintain tin* good faith of the
cent, of tin- passenger travel to Bar Harbor ed. adding: "I'm a Democrat!” " I see vou i the Democratic flag on Monday
evening, and may be found in tiie iwth U.-4. Report, Page country. This was no ordinary work. Then
are,” said Mr. Dow, and walked on.
comes over the Mount Desert Branch.
A Maine man who has been familiar with ! discovered that lib name had been omitted from 00S. The Court decided that Civil Surgeons, there were commercial disturbances. No DemT’he Portland Press suggests the editor of the
the ensign bearing the name of the immaculate
appointed by the Commissioner of Pensions ocratic administration ever had anything of the
Argus, which has been giving a list of Portland tia* western tovvns in Penobscot county reports !
that the Republicans will make gains over Issii Governor of New
rum shops, should be summoned before the
York, the spotless statesman under See. 4,777 of the Revised Statutes, are kind to contend with. The wars of is 12 and of
iu that section of tin* State. There are a few
Grand Jury.
from Indiana, and the man whom “no power not officers of the United
States; therefore the 1845-6 entailed no material losses upon the counThe M. < U. It. has adopted a new stvle of towns in which the Eaton who represents the
steel rails, which weigh G7 pounds to the yard. Chase or straight-out wing of the Greenback on earth can prevent from being Governor of fact that Dr. Fletcher holds tlie position of try. Referring to Democratic criticism that the
This is five pounds heavier than any heretofore I element, will receive a few votes, but he finds Maine two years hence.”
Examining Surgeon does not disqualify him Bli- war wasn't conducted right, that it lasted too
no indications of anv vote for the Eaton w ho
laid by the company.
the
long and that too many were killed, the speaker
office of County Treasurer.
is
the
1
candidate
of
the anti-Chase Greenback
The Ingraham family reunion will take !
maintained that the Republican party had done
The New York Herald announces that Mr.
place at Ingraham Hill, South Thomaston. 1 convention.
its work in the right way, at the right time, and
Josiah Crosby, of Dexter, “one of the most
Thursday, August 21st, 1884. Those attending
The Boston Advertiser prints an article from
j
will provide for a picnic dinner.
Amendment Meetings.
and that no other party could have
thoroughly,
influential
in
Maine”
has
Republicans
declared
the
Union
under
the
T he commencement of the fall term of HoulBrooklyn
caption of "The done it as well. It took
Hon.
John
li.
eight years to reconhimself
for
Kin.-h,
It.
YV.
Cleveland.
Mr.
ton Academy has been postponed to
G.
voted
C.
of
Nefor
Bolt
in
T.,
Crosby,
Maine,” beginning: "The announceSept. 1st.
struct the South, but this was a chronic case.
This is owing to extensive repairs which are be- braska, will speak upon the Prohibitory Amthe Democratic candidate for Gover- ment that General and
tyaisted,
ex-Goveruor
Chamberendment
as
follows:
ing made on the Academy building.
Biddeford, August 22:
Gen. Carter said he was the first to advocate
two years ago, and is a
pronounced free lain of Maine will vote for Cleveland is full of
T’he annual re-union of the 4th Maine Regi- Sebago Hake, 23; Augusta.24; Farmington, 25; nor,
ment and 2d Maine Battery Association, will
Skowhegan. 211; Dover, 27; Ellsworth. 28; Old trader He certainly is not an “influential Re- significance.” As the announcement the Union negro suffrage in the South He admitted that
the negroes were not tit to vote, but said there
be held at the oyster banks in Newcastle, near ! Orchard, 29; Marauocook, 30; Lewiston, 31; publican,” and his conversion to
Democracy is speaks of is a lie, and has been so pronounced by
Damariscotta village, on Tuesday, Sept. 2d, I Bath, Sept. 1; Watcrville, 2; Bangor.3; Bucks- an old
was no one to take care of them and they must
story.”
Gen. Chamberlain, its publication by the Adport, 4; Belfast, 5; Rockland, o'; Portland, 7.
1884.
and learn how to vote. Wade Hampton
A daily line of steamers will be established Gen- Neal Dow, Brooks, 14; Belfast, 15. Rev.
vertiser is significant only as showing the des- vote,
advocated a qualified suffrage in 187(5, hut if his
The Prog. Age says that its remark that
between Yarmouth and Mt. Desert ferry, stop- H. C. Munson, G. YV. G. 'I'., Noldeborougb
straits to which that paper is reduced in
perate
ping at Bar Harbor, making a short rail and Gamp Grounds, 15; Farmington, 17, also Wil- the Greenbackers were a
“lousy, insignificant its efforts to serve the I)- we mean the ideas had been carried out the negroes would
steamboat line between Boston and Nova ton; and with Finch al Old Orchard, Maranohave continued in a servile condition. The carcook, Lewiston and Portland. Rev. YV. S. Me- crowd” “was jestingly applied to those who shab- Democratic party.
Scotia.
The descendants of Col. Thomas Starrett will Intire, President of Stale Alliance, Phillips, 13; bily treated Uncle Solon at their Augusta con- !
pet-baggers came down and did a work we of
Mount
hold their fifth annual gathering at Reunion
Vernon, IS; Richmond Gamp Grounds, vention.” The Age ought to label its
the South could not do. Then, turning to the
The
jests.
21.
22.
Hallowed,
Rev.
General
Israel
on
Butler
has
23;
the farm of I. P. Starrett, in Warwritten a letter to Mr.
Luce, Presi- remark was
Grove,
material progress of the country, Gen. Carter
applied to the Greenback convenren, on Wednesday, August 20, 1884, if pleas- dent of [he State Temperance Society and Rev.
Dana, editor of the New York Suu. saying that
presented statistics showing the enormous inant; if not pleasant, on the first pleasant day D. YV. LeLacheur, Dexter, 14: Dover, 15; tion held in Augusta April 30th, and it is too he
will stand by the nomination of the GreenBrewer, 18; Bangor, 17—Sunday; Luee at Bel- late in the day for the
after.
crease of values during the twenty-four
Age to profess friendyears of
men and
Charles Farnsworth, a travelling salesman fast with Hon. J. II. Drummond, 18; LeLachhackers,
laboring
Anti-monopolists. Republican administration; the enhanced value
for “Uncle Solon.”
for the South American organ company, was eur with l{. YV. Dunn at Ellsworth, IS. and ship
His letter of acceptance will appear after Mr.
of farms, and the growth of all our industries,
robbed of bis pocket book bv force
Thursday Bucksport, 19; LeLacheur, Hampden. 29: NewCleveland’s.
which far exceed that in any other country durThe Boston Post uses the following choice
night while travelling on the highway about port, 21; Hallowed, 22. Rev. A. A. Phelps, of
New Y ork, Wiscasset, in Lincoln Gounty till (he
two miles from Maehias.
the same period. He contrasted the four
in referring to the charges agaiustMr.
lauguage
ing
The
Irish
World
has
Cleveland’s
published
Gov. Robie has nominated Dr. Benjamin IS; Freeport, IS; Lisbon, 19; Bowdoiuham, 20;
Williams, of Rockland, Trustee of the Military Richmond Temperance Gamp Meeting. 21. Cleveland, “The putrid jackals who are ruuning record, showing his subserviency to monopoly most prosperous years under Democratic rule—
and Naval Orphan Asylum at Bath, in place of Over three hundred other speakers are in the their cold and clammy noses into the slums and on
1846 to ’50—with the four years from 1.876 to '80,
every occasion offered, and declares that he
Gen. Thomas W. Hyde, who has resigned the field. The noted women orators. Miss YVillard, then
shaking the gathered filth broadcast over is a man from whom the workingmen of Amer- showing a marked difference in favor of a Rein consequence of his large business. Mrs. Livermore, Mrs. McLaughlin. Mrs. YVashposition
Dr. Williams is Department Commander of the Ington, Mrs. YVells, Mrs. Pearson, of Eng- the land.” This sounds like one of the brilliant ica need expect neither sympathy nor protec- publican administration and policy.
To-day
land, will take part in the Temperance Cam- efforts of the temporary editor of the Prog. tion.
our people are getting
G. A. R. of the State of Maine.
better wages, better
and
the
paign,
On the farm of the late Seth Coleman at
great temperance Sankev,
Age.
prices for what they produce, and paying less
Cross’ Hill, Vassalboro, stands an apple tree Mitchell, of Boston, will sing ten days al
Ex-Mayor Cooper has resigned his position for what they buy, than ever before. But the
which was on the place in 1800, the year that Miss Widard’s and Finch’s meetiug.
In his speech before the Greenback con- as chairman of the
Democratic State Committee. Democrats waut a
Mr. Coleman’s father settled upon the farm.
change. They say St is uot
G. W. SIMMONS A CO., are not only Manufac- vention iu this citv last week, Prof. BateThe fact that Cooper had charge of Cleveland’s safe to let a
The tree is still thrifty and although nearly a
party stay iu power longer than 24
they are agents, also, for all the best man called the fusion coalition in this county canvass when he ran for Governor lends
century old bears a goodly amount of fruit each turers, but
outfitters In the United States. They have
years. They do want a change; but what they
year. The trunk is about a foot and a half in campaign
additional interest to the story of the resigna- waut is a
many novelties no other house can show. Send for “an organized degradation with a shine on It.”
diameter and sound as a nut.
change of heart. Duriug all these 24
their Catalogue.
A happy delineation.
tion.
of
years the Democrats have blocked the
from

■

way

We

now

have

candi

a

to elect him.

hope

we

Mr.

Smart said he had been a life long Republican until
the Greenback party started, when he was requested to join it. It struck him favorably from the
-tart.

He had road Butler's

speeches and Butler
has never gone back on his prin -iples. Mr smart
said lie had never regretted joining the National
Greenback party. lie then reviewed the campaign
of Jos. L. smith, which was a pure Greenback m

bad

since then overture'' have been made to fuse
with the Democracy, but this was against his .-on-

vass.

vietlons.

for

For

one

he could and would

Fred L. Banks

was

ot Prof. Bateman

a

made

h

The

on

r

t

v' even

known

steamboat bill.

iis

The vacation of the
ed

week,

1

ed

concern

on

eredei.iials

1'itc In the

the

Itcpiibli

to

few

schools lias been extend-

to

or

\t»*nd the vacation

to

follows:

“I

had the

one

week

pleasure of listening this

afternoon \ug
; t<> Hoi,,. 1
1. MUliken. The latter did

.gmc

Hale and Selli

I \\ i--•me1 suppose partially because I
leei that 1 have not lost my
fitUeit.-hip in 15 •:fast
yet. only in name and legal form, not in spirit.”

grandly

llow

proud of him.

A

telegram

that

received

was

Monday announcing

apt James H. Perkins, of Belt asi, srh Me\
er A Muiier. was sink and in the
hospital at New
ork.
I'n. schooner arrived on
Saturday from
Georgetown, >. c. Same day the mate. \\ t- n
Pendleton, of Northp--re and four seamen were

defeated

Gettysburg which is

a

gentleman from K -worth, formerly a resident
of Belfast, doses a business letter t this oili-v as

<

the

to

The

hospital wile .vphoid fever, and on
apt. Perkins himself was stricken down.

(
v

on

time

man

of

Hue

crew

who

well

was

at

tin*

Mr. tied

was

Perkins, of this city, second
la.e-iJreport say tapi. Perkins is Im-

Tie

1:,.ue

proving.

mi

September.

wa>

from

run

point

a

A

.*

secretary.

city

to

Sept. 1, at which time the fall
term In central district will begin. The regular
term would have been Aug. 23, bur ns this dale I*
the beginning of Camp-meeting, and as many of
the pupils parents wish to be absent that week,
agent Pattee thought It would be better for all
one

Monday

pnrty,

On motion

The drain will

point below Bay View street
rods below High street.
a

sent

as

Thj dance

enjoyed by the guests.

ea.1

Commiss'o ier Wilson, on Tuesday, be
lay a French umierdrain through the cen
Commercial street, in this city, at a point

b ated

w

aorivu’s.

-one

win

ug

Street
gan to
tre of

Fredericksburg
he

sixty permanent boarders at the
a id o
Saturday and Sunday the

register showed six.

>

;

are now

Salurda

because the I’nion army wa- de
at1 ’liaiicellorsville because
the army was defeated, but this did not prevent
him from participating in the glorious victory at
i.ett- -burg.
Mr. Nickerson was political!. -leteat
ed at the Fredericksburg and ( bam IB n
he d the

not

eommlttec

churned

There

tort Point Hotel

Nickerson denominated. In referMr. Nickerson’s two nominations (’•■! Fog.
very aptly said Mr. Nickerson was defeated at

ring

Democrats all along have put in t their pi a form a
soft money plank. What have 'hey done this year
They have given us a moiictarv plank harder than
tiie Republican plank and expect us to end r-e it

L. MII.I.IKKN.

was

rule in the

The trustees of the Waldo
county agricultural
society will meet at the Court House, in this city,
on Saturday afternoon
next, for the purpose of
making up a premium list for the tall fair.

that Mr

ment

ll<-

did not think that time had arrived.

one

a

Thursday

Mr. T. S. Hatch of Montville, claims the cake on
squash vine Items. He has a squash vine which
grew' r>I inches in live days. The daily growth was
9, 10,11, 10, li inches respectively.

intelligent, honest and worthy man. Moreover,
wa- a gallant
soldier, who gav- four voar.- of his
life to his country’s cause, and in a
campaign in
which one of the standard bearers is the gallant
Lon. Logan, It was but justice to the soldier ele-

Republican parties would endorse the Greenback
Mr. smart said the campaign of Plaisted was a Greenback campaign, but now the Duno.
••ratio party thinks there should lie hut one party
into it.

wa-

on

very tine.

he

nominees.

come

that there

good audiences at the Belfast
and Friday evening of
last week and his exhibitions of roller skating were

skating rink

an

Tic- Greenback organization, has, howkept up. lie imptd the Democratic and

and that all Greenbackers should

•minatlons and that it

i!

some

Prof. Ball drew

Every delegate

in party that no man can na ive more than two
nominations. IB- did not understand that there was
any sued rule, and claimed that Mr. Nickerson
should in- renominated on his merits. That he wa-

1

ever, been

two

pari of

23d and 24th.

take place in

AT HIE KINK.

She went to the
-Her skating rink.
acclamation.
Howard,
appointed consisting
A nd pm the -Inlets on ;
Dyer prcsenied tin miine of J..<eph it.
Toothaker, and Daniel Maddock-, of Belfast. On Mears, Es.p, of M.»rri11. in a i#ri« t
A strap or tin
o.u her shoe,
.speech, f.
Ami then -lie’s oil'and gone.
motion of Prof. Bateman, a committee on resolu- olid Senator. The nomination was made hv :e
>'>e -lid. -he -In ;e, -he
vidual personal liberty, a free ballot and a fair
lion.
glid, she giode,
tions was appointed consisting of .J. \V. Know Item,
l phel
.l -iin »>. Johnson, of
■> tear or fetter,
in
a
Libertv,
pointed five
count. There are five States in the South that •I W.
lint at last the gentle maid was "throwed,''
minute- -pee- ti pre-euted the nam*- of i.
Clough, id Liberty, and B 1 lla.-kcll, a
M
And the roller skates upset her
with a fair ballot and a fair count would ito Belfast.
"f Liberty, as a candidate :.-r -neritf Mr. John-on
'I"*ke <d Mr. M-'rse as ,i sol lier. win* at the ay.'
But at the ej .deal momenta "feller" reached out
;
Republican by live to ten thousand majority.
Judge Knowlion said he was not ashamed or -i*teeu -houldered hi- mu-ke[ md went to u ir,
hi* bund, euip_.nl the falling maiden by the bustle,
The Republican party stands for American inafraid to speak in tills convention, although there and claimed that Mi Mor-e should he renominate
-u-pendi -1 iier in mid-air for an instant, and ugato
dustries and the American laborer. The speak- are persons disposed to eillici.-e what may he said, t»>» the splendid run he made two year-ay. He
-poke tcelinyly of Mr. Morse’s ny’ed moti.-'i. an-! dv »pped her on the rollers.
He could not attempt to close the mouths ot those -aid -he -cut live son, into the l nion armv
er here referred to Cleveland’s vetoes of bills in
lit
I i. vi.s.
Fred s. Walls has hung nut a Blaine A
the interest of the laborer, and then passed to : who are disposed to use calumny. He said lie wa- never meets her without htklny off hi- iiat md r.n
All li\. -on- reiurtn I, fr -in
iny ner nomaye.
I-"gan
Hag from his cottage at the Northport camp
his vetoes of measures in behalf of the Union j a Republican ami a member of the Legislature the war.
Ail were Repu ..n an-, out win[tie
when the party was begotten, and for many years Greenback eyemiie -truck Wahe* ''lUiniv two of
ground, the lirst campaign Hag It is said ever dissoldiers. The recent record of the Democratic
I tnem were carried iiwav. Tvv* .earone
was an ardent and sincere member of the part'
played there. ...John B. Timmins, of this city, lias
! them returned to the
fold, and within
party in Congress on the Mexican peLsion bill When the Toledo
Kepu'-iiean
hung out a handsome Blaine a Logan tlag from his
platform was promulgated a I one hour the other had told him he wa- a Repuhli
was also pointed out.
The opposition to the Democratic
house
across L'cilar Mirri
A campaign flag has
neighbor brought it t“ him. lb read it ; ''an, and in fa<d wa- aetiny in the convention
> 0111101 Mardcii, •*:
Pan ino, pre—'iue.i the name
Republican party was described as composed three times and was converted. All are familiar
been displayed from the Republican
headquarter*.
"t >amu.-I G. Nort.u
of that town, a- a .'an ti iat•
of dukes, duties, doctrin airt-s and Democrats. ! with the
history and conquests which have resulted tor >heriff. and I >r « o'-.m.of Monroe, pre-.uite.: -The Democratic campaign Hag sireietieu across
The several classes were cleverly depicted, from the Greenback party. We are now told that the name of G. II. Rich, ol L'oor,. like, (ortli.p- ime Main sireet Saturday evening Is minus the Thing
"ffh'e.
-:
Both are popular v-uiny men a.
-•..•
anda capital sketch given of George William • the Greenback party is dead ami that its missi.m Is I
decently noniimned for Congress... .Miss Annie
Republican-. W. H F-»y!. r, ol n.-lfa-i. I. o. d .in,
KnowUon, of Belfast, has hung out at the
ftage
. I son, of Ribertv. and F. I.. Falmer, ot Monroe, wen
<'urlis, with his single eye glass, hair parted in accomplished. We have compelled the ..
\v;ien--.n
a
is shopping at Norlhpor.. a handsome
comuiii tee to receive, -oil and count
the middle and trousers so tight that he has to j of the Treasury to notify all receivers of imports t | appointed
votes '"!■ a eandidau for sheriff.
Hie
».umiiiee
Blaine
A
Logan Hag.
lake greenbacks. The speaker then reviewed the
-ubs.'.pie.U'y reportc as followsput them tin with a shoe horn and button them
lloKst- Notks.
of the Republican party in regard h>
Whole number ot vote-thrown.-7
Geo. i*.. Mr. Bailey’s trotting
wiih a boot hook. The Democrats were charg- j past history
to
a
eiioi.
e.11
Necessary
hor-. of this city, vi as m the rare.' whu ll took
1 slavery, the war and temperance and -aid that Rplace
I, C. Morse hail. .ur.
ed with tighiing under false colors, and their
at Lawrence on 1 iie-da
and Wednesday "t last
>. G. Norton
| mission was accomplished. In regard to currency
..is
tariff record was sharply criticised. Four years lie said that
G H. Rich
week. The rain poured down, but the
Congress is the only power t<> ls-iic the
I
managers
seaUeriny.
ago they demanded “a tariff for revenue only," currency of the country. He denounced the Na
insisted that the trotting should take place and it
and F. ( Morse was declared the nominee.
and were beaten. This year they demand “a tional Banks and laws which granted them
II.
power,
Bailey, of Belfast, moveo that Rwi W. did, but in a very unsatisfactory manner. Geo. o.
tariff for public purposes exelusivcdy,” what- characterizing the laws as unconstitutional. The Royers, «>f Belfast, be n<mitnaled for county ati..r
was third in the race.
There is no signilieance In
nev nv acclamation, and it wa--o van, ,|
the races, owing to the rain, the uad track and tin*
ever that may mean.
• » l>. U
He told of the appeal Greenback party will compel! Congress to ah-dish J
-on,
-earsniont, m-wed tli it Geo. F.
uniairness ot me juoges.
oneerniug the latter
made, in vain, by lien. Butler and of his re- the banks and issue the eum-mw .and then we shall Johnson, F-.p, >.f Belfast, lie nominated Judy.
have accomplished our mission. He said there are ! I’roiiate by acclamation. Gut it wa-mu carried. l>r.
the Morning New-ot Lawrence >ays
l’he -Judge*
G nitiiey, ot riiorndike.
mark, “God help you"; and said he was couthe name ■>!' in
pre-emed
! eighteen powers granted t" < ongre.-s, but m*t one IF Keene. F-p. of Fr,-edoai, a- a .Miidida.e for were Charles Mayo,.!. >. stowell and .John Farrell,
vinced that the Democratic party would get no
! I'f'.oate.
of them gives association- the right
•ud.e
Mr. «
F -mith, of Fr. d
i:.
and the latter was the only person in the
l .-sue tic
judges’
help from that quarter, lie called attention to eurreney ol the country, lie reviewed the cam- id\ ocated th.' nominat m, ot Mr. Keene, and e|a m stand who trie.i
be
»ir
The unfairness of the
ed that the north."a part of the county wa-cntltle
the interests Maine lias at stake in the coming
decisions was so noticeable that the
to a candidal, and
hum. d that Mr. iv
tie shm.i
paigns in this county ami said the Democratic
judges were
ir, !l;li
Jess.■ Ielection. The Morrison bill strikes at almost party had endorsed Greenback nominations, which
>;
M.»!.. v 11'. | !
repeated y hissed."
<.
W
l
and
d
lark,
Trundy,..t
-ear-port,
•
her hay, lumber,
bad carried them along until now when they say
very Maim*
were appointed
■:1111ii:i. e (•> iv.vne, -ort an
Lamp Mki t.Nd.
Mi bate received from Rev.
granite, etc. He contrasted the condition of the we want no more of you. The Democratic party j eount vote*, for a candidal, '-T.indye d I’rol.ah
C- L Lite■
d
Lll-worth, presiding elder of the
I'lie committee report-- i .- f,»!I.• \,v
! foreign laborer with that of tin* American says we can come into their ranks or go it alone
Whole number t v uc- a-t.-o
1.strict, the billowing programme for camp meet
Ne< e—ary to a ehoice ...41
laborer, and concluded with a glowing eulogy j! The Republican party says we are wrong, but
ing at North (Justine, which begins Aug Isth:
G. o. F. Johnson had.
.4come back and we will kill the fritted calf. The lb
! of Blaine and Logan which brought cheers and
Prea* I ing Monday evening by II. W. Norton.
i'. IF Keene
I publican party is a little nearer Greetibucki.-m than
i and Mr. d-dm sou was declared the nominee.
applause from his hearers. The meeting was a the Democratic-. He was
Fuc-bay forenoon—preaeldng by F. c. Brooks;
B. F Field, of Belfast, wa- nominat-d t-r Reyiglad the Morrison ill
aflernooi by H
F
Frohock; evening by 1 ii.
complete success, the speakers holding the close did not
ter ..I Frobate by aeelaination.
pass Congress, and said that lie warned a !
C F. .smith, of Freedom,
G. Nort-m, of Fa.,
n
attention of the audience, while the applause tariff that would
Murphy.
Wednesday forenoon—preaching bv
bring in a surplus, and that tin- 1 md M. -. -tiles, ,f J a e k n, were appointed a eon,
■'nO. A. F‘
base, afternoon by (
Fi. Libby eve
i was frequent, and hearty.
surplus should be used to pay off the interest bear- niu.ee to receiv e,-oi, am'.‘ omit v.-te- for a can,11
uing by F-. II Osgood.
1
Thursday forenoon
n \
u : |
| ,late for
unly trea-urer. i tie ommilt,
lng debt.
foj|,.\\
preaching by L. L. Ilanscomh. subject "MethodTiie Democratic Flag Raising.
l*rof. Bateman of Searsmont referred to id-a
!
Whole number of vo.c-,-ast... .-J
Bm" aftern m;i by t
B. Kosse, sutueet ••( hrl-tian
Necessary to a choice.
THE FIKS'I (,i n FOK CLEVELAND IN HF.LFAST. ! neetion with the Greenback party and spoke n ii
Fbiue.itlon ;" Friday forenoon—preaching n> i.eo.
G. I)
Met rillis
had.
11 HliOYF.S TO 11E a LOY H1STOL AND MOKE ! achievements.
The mission of the Kepnldieai.
Ur. J M. Fit h her “.
L
lift- ; afi■. ii "..n i*v C. A. Maine. The Dlstri t
DAMiKlIUl S A 1 1TIE HI1F.1X II THAN AT THE
>m
John Carle
“..!h
party ended when it removed the sharkl**steward- for Uimksport Dtstrlet will meet at North
MIZZLE.
4,000,000 slaves. It is now endeavoring to remedy
L'nstine e.imp ground Aug 21 at I o’clock p. m.
and there was no choice. The
.winy is ttie relong talked off Demoi-ralie demonstration its mistakes, lie then referred 10 the lcei-n
Silt of the -t .'Olid i, Vilot
took place in this city on Saturday evening last. of the Supreme Court on the Greenback and -ai i
I'd M'Dkvp in lii.n. .Mrs. Clara, w ife of lb
Wh
nbei
vou
!
.i'
N, ees- irv to »
Web b.
o
Ids city, was found dead in her
loic.
Judge Redman, the candidate of that party for the only dissenting .lodge was Jusihv Fi> Id. .1
J. M. Fieieher nad.4a
"1. V
lay morning of last week. Mie was aged
Governor, and “other speakers” were aunouue- | Democrat. The Democratic party ha- opposed
i> M
'illio.'ut 2a year.-.
Death was the result of heart dis.
John ( m*G•
“...a
ed. and il was thought that \Y. II. McLellau, j every noble purpose and championed every bad.
>■ 'u-ep.-r
••.
The family live I In a house owned by M F'.
and is like the deadly Cpastive that poisons every.
e>q.. now* sojourning here, might avail himself
Old there w to
I
Ifice.
I'd
< alter on l’. arl street
Thursday afternoon Mr.
; thing that comes within its influence. In speakvv
e 11
her ..- east.S4
of the opportunity to address those who once
Mb leh left f"r Bangor on sell. -J. 1’onder, dr icav
ing of the local Democracy Mr. Bateman -aid the ;
Neeessarv to » choice.•
marched
under his orders, but he remained a
■I M. I
:
.'-her had.H
his wife and three children,—a hoy four years
party was ready to unite with mo thing that would
I Ing
1* Mr, Vi Mi- *'.!
pa>sive spectator, to the great disappointment | give it vote’s, ami eharaeteri/.'-d fusion as an orgui :
old. a girl three, and a babe four months old, alone.
and Ur Ficteher wa- declared tin* nominee.
I of many of those present. The other local guns lzed degradation with a shine on it. 1'he parts
Mr- M 1 ni has been .iillimed with heart trouble,
The loll.,winy w re Heeled member- of th.' oil!,
la--**-,
■ nit wlnni -he retired Thursday
L> eominillce by he diii.'i eiif rep''. -. iitaiiv
evening w as much
appeared to have been spiked and Mr. Redman advocated civil service retorm and defeated >m;t- their
lei m Ol
F,
ffi -,' h. .eyi in da u «i y :..•
belter man usual. Friday morning It was noticed
I had to bear the burdeu of ihe even ing alone. j tor Pendleton in Oliio, the lather of the bill, by the I'- hi-t. V\ II !•. yier; r the la.-- -nnpo-rd
that there was no stir In .lie house and at b».:>0 a.
11 -e. >. <,.
Standard Oil monopoly. Tim Democratic party
l.ioerty, Fa hr mo. -.•arsimnit ai.d M
for a time when
| The tlag raising was
t -r Sloop,
an
Nori'-ii. of Palcrnn
F*
:!
hii'lrn, were heard crying.
Neighbors
I everybody is on the si reels, ami the music of the ! defeated tlie Mcaiean pen-ion hill in-cuc.-c of the -,ars|iorl. I.evi li'iindy, >f -.arsji.r!, for Fra.i.
u
it to the doors, but f mud them fastened.
A
Belfast cornet hand brought all the small boys Senate amendments to treat the Union s.d-Hers ai. Pali,nr, or
i-ui, U Ini,! ..i\ and .Mom..., f raider w.t-procured and p. d near tin* window
1'n.u. I
>, l h ri iik« md
! together in the vicinity of Howes corner, and vvell as the * o.ifederate.-who were th>- recipients Monroe; for Burnham.
t
I
•:
f«>r
nil,
i.ii.'o.nv Hie.
forth, -d
in the secoh i story, the family living up one flight.
they did about all the cheering when a flag | of the bill. The soldiers will never \ote for that J.aekaou.Otis
I-iesboro, Norilip.*rt and B, non!, F. F. II mn, ol
j heal ing the names of Cleveland and Hendricks paitv to legislate for them. Prof. Bateman pro- l.iueolnville for Freedom* Kn>,\, F.r-'ok-, Wahlo, \ n. m enured the i" hi through the w indow vv hen
and Ih dmnn was run out over Main street on a
Morril! and Swauville, Peter W. \vrr
Free
a
lie -t
that the Democratic party in W o h
hean-rending and pitiable sight met ills
Block to Masouic ; dieted
; tope si retched from City
j i«>ui.
l iie two older hildren, becoming tired of
gaz.
T< tuple. Soon after, the band having been would be tleteated bv from aim to .‘.no m dorii and !
At I J dr i.'eioi k, the lu'-ine-- h.tv.ny
m
en
then d, wen u p and play ing a bout the tb »or in their
I
the e-mvention adjourned.
j stationed on the portico of the American House, said the party would never again control the e. :ia- pleted.
which wa> used a» tiie speakers stand, the try. He gave the Democratic
nigt't dothes and ot course without breakfast; the
party a terrible arI
committee arrived from the depot with Mr.
iiiotlu r lay dead in me bed with tier Infant across
j
raignnient.
Excursion
to
Eemaquid.
|
! Redman, and \V. I’, Thompson introduced him
her breast in a vain attempt at nursing. The Hide
1 as
The committee on credentials reported that the
tin- man who ought to he the next Governor
>t u <.i:o»a.K.
hy
-aid Ids mother had been sleeping all the morn*
of Maine, but wbo would be two years hence county was entitled to 72 delegates and mat 11
The excursion
!
ing
A phvv.. inn v.summoned who pronounced
IVmuqoid i.i.-i M >mla u
and no power on earth could prevent it. Thus
towns were represented by .V> delegates. The
( heart disease an I -aid tin* woman had l»een dead
admonished of the defeat before him in the temporary organization was made perm tin up afh r very pleasant occasion. The day in tue in -run
was duil and lower;.-, and '• was a question w <-im
present campaign, Mr. Redman began his ad- which the convention
for a number of hours
A dispatch was sent to
'l. I
adjourned i" ! ■'c!• •<• k
He has a written speech, carefully comI dr
it would be stormy or u< -I.
\ t about ele v mi
1<,
'dr Welch it Bangor and in the afternoon the
On reassembling the eommiPee on crcd-mi ials |
milted, which he delivers when called upon
I the Ival ihdin earne along, and annul ,t huudrc
\c--i-: was found at Wlnierport.
Mr. Welch re
reported tliat additional deli-gates ha-1 arrived am!
; v, I bout the change of a comma. He delivered
At < am’
■ii’ii
iioim F riday night with tilt excursion party
this speech at Bangor a week or more ago, and that there were present 41 delegate- from i: w n-. exeur-ioid-is look pas-age from here
we
took about a hundred more. \t that time, a
a part of it In Boston Frtda\
<u steamer May Field.
The funeral took place on
Prof. Bateman moved that T. U. >iuart -•! sw.m
evening, emptying
.-light drizzle of rain began to fail, and when ve "Hi; lay and wa- largely attended by sympathizing
| iht1 hall before he had linisfied. Not that it is ville, and K. H. Durham of Belfast., be nouiie o
such a bad speech, all things considered, and
'arrive.I q Rockland, U was ra'niug quite nn-kly. tfiends. 1
-use is a verv sad one.
Mr. Redman delivers it very well, but the task for Senators by acclamation, which wa- earn
Here w» took about titty more. and then proceeded
The remainder of the ticket was nominated
I of defending (•level and and Hendricks before
F\<
ksimvs.
The e\mir-hm to Muran.*. ,.->k on
While lb-ad along
lireelly to Remaquid, down
intelligent and well-informed people, and of en- acelamaiion as follows
aloud tin
Me Hum list centennial was
Prhiay
the eoa-t to .sprue,• Head, .•: which point 'here
deavoring to make it appear that tin* Demofor County Treasurer. Howard f
Malargely dtetnled. 'I'heie w* re >J tickets sold at
ralie party is a reform parly, is too much for
mains of tin- >n
(Ji 1 > of R utland can !••.- -een
Belfast.
11 '* city, rnan fuming iron >ear>port on steamer
! him. .Judging from its effects here, and the
broke
Vliout jin hour from Rockland, the c!oi
For .Judge of Probate, .1 W Know it on. of Bio.
comments of the audience .Saturday night, we
Acadia. When the train reached Burnham there
ut and b»r the remain lev
away, ami the .-:n. eaim
an tun her
in
the
belief
that
it
is
ly.
strengthened
;
wi re •">7-J on Ivan
li1;?i g seven ears. A smart rail
•f :he day it was a* lovely
\t
could wl.-l
and
that
wherever
it
is
delivered
gend
For
speech,
of
I.
Fred
>d
Be!
'}
Probate,
Register
Banks,
-li"wer dampcm-.i tin spirits ol the e veursioni silb maqiiid light, wo took a pilot, and -1 >w Iv ,-h am
it will make Republican votes. After the
fast.
ami damaged much line clotidng and millinery Iml
usual preliminary compliments to the “great
ed into the lliirmr
ll was evident that -nr emn
For County
Attorney, Way Ian-1 Km-udon .-t
otherwise it was
very enjoy-ude oet’asioi.
assemblage” tin* speaker said he did not come
mg was w .1 km w n, f «r a r-• w d ot severa. hueBelfast.
! in n* to speak slightingly of the distinguished
About ninety prisons accompanied the base ball
dred had gathered at the-ho:, indwhart b nn • f
For
B.
of
F.
this Slate who heads the
gentleman
.Sheriff,
Haskell, of Belfast.
"•*> to Baia.or, on Friday, to witness the game
us.
Kxeursions had come from the islands and
| can ticket, or i<> abuse anybody. This is not
.Judge Knowlton Hum introduced the bdlowing
mi:.
i'be Belfast ladies were admitted to the
adjoining places, and It seemed io he a gala dm !
really >o magnanimous as would otherwise ap- resolutions
l iv party reached home at midnight.
gromni- flee
1 pear, if it were not for the
Itoolhs were erected at various point-, where lot|
deplorable plight
Itesolved.
Me are opposed to all monopolies
.The •
i.r-ioii of tin- e»rami Army l’ost to Pin
in which the distinguished gentleman who
i -u*rs, and chowder, pies ami lemonade e*mid
h.n
created by act- of Congress.
miv iile
i heads the Democratic ticket stands before tin*
l'iiursday «*f last week, was very silmiy
It was understood that we were to remain over
Resolved. Me are in favor of goid aid -ii-cr
countiy to-day. Then Mr. Redman proceeded coin as now authorized by law ami paper <-.ir- nignt, and
Mil those who went report a good linn
they jiad made .irran_o4nent-te-t r.ian .iltended.
to tell what he came to Belfast for:
“l have reney issued by the Treasury of the l luted MateThe C'1 mills club of Belfast started on an cvrui
Iconic to unite with you In celebrating and under acts of Congress as the only currency f tin- j honest penny if possible. Trices as a general
s 1 o11 to fort P
ini. "ii Wednesday evening of last
thing, ruled low (due indim lual advertised his
ratifying the nomination of the national Demo- nation.
Resolved. That we woui-.i have ad un-iu-y in-a
week, but owing t*> the dense fog were obliged to
wares in a loud voire, "here’s your ni e mineral
craey. made in the great convention on the S»h
■•('
to
the
the
sary
pay
general governexpenses
of July in the queen city of the West, on the
change their rmito. Keturning to Northport they
water, onh -Jr. a tumbler, walk right tip ami get a
ment,
administered, ami to pa\ [In
It was a interesteconomically
j >hores of that great inland ocean.
engaged tile skating pav illoii and danced until: fter
drink only
Three great doughnuis am: a hunk
bearing debt oi Hu- I nite-1 Male-, raise*
great convention; great in numbers, great in
midnight, rea idug home about 1 a. m. Thursday
by an import and an cvi-.- tax.
I of cheese for 10c."
intelligence and great in action, w hen it placed
Resolved. That in levying those tav-s CongresThe knight-Templar of Belfast, have decided
At the wharf were imim n.-e imii-'ing-, now g. in:
! in nomination the representative of the young shotild e*.erei.-e a sound discrimination, so as [-•
Democrats of the land, "(trover Cleveland of protect labor.
| to ruin, where only a few 'mar- sim-c wasi-arrled to imtki their excursion on the -list Inst, on the
Resolved. That Congress should provi le for tInsteamer lb wen
New York, and. as the second on the ticket,
A tish etwvder will be served it
on
the porgie im-lness. Huge vats for the oil,
payment of the interest bearing debt as fast as ii
the pure, spotless and tried statesman, Thomas
Uie >easide IPm-e, Ryder's Cove, Isiesboro, alter
Iron pipe-, steamers, pump- and machinery, n e^becomes due.
A. Hendricks of Indiana.” This passage cerrResolved. Me are opposed to auv tarilu
lviug idle ami unused, speak more plainly than wliieii ie steamer will g** down the bay as far as
tainly calls for criticism. It is an outrage to funding of the national debt by i-suiug new bonds. words, that when the
porgie held a mas- meeting Rockland where tin- Templars will parade ami then
In order that the burdens of the
Resolved.
parade Grover Cleveland as “the representative
and agreed to emigrate from Maine waters, Hmt
partake ot a slipper, l'lie knights will he accomof the young Democrats of the land,” or of any government should be borne by ii• -e who ,uv
other young men. There is not a word of most benefited thereby w«* fav.n a tax on incomes. they destroyed a very lucrative business for Un- panied by the eoiiiniamlery at Walervlllc aud the
Resolved.
That
we
endorse
tin*
oi
nomination
Cleveland's record as a “statesman.” HenNinety
people of this section. It 1- said that $bMi,t»0O were Bangor C* met Band ot -Jt pieceGen. It. F. Butler for
and recognize in
tick els were -old at ihe Belfast station tor on grand
dricks, the hitter copperhead, is called a “pure, him tin* friend of the President,
1
In-re in this
nun
which l- now
of

F.

Mr. Nii
Mr. D.

Daniel

K.-r-on was

nominated

!.\

e

-e

..•

J

•*

j

ter,

laughed until his pain

President.)

votes and

Vioinity.

and

j

lit- counselled silence.
tilled with shriek". “Por-

I’m afire! Take oft’ that flatiron! Turn on
the hose!" And that is the way the Massachusetts Democrats regard Butler. Tin* Invalid

our

Belfast

of

Spiritualists ami Liberalists Association will
hold a meeting in Smart’s Grove, Searsport, Aug.
The

|

had to go to the other cud of the ear for water
moisten the plaster, and on her return as ."he
was placing the plaster on tin* chest of her

It

date for

elected. He spoke of the coarse

S.

a

candidate for

on

ltKMAKKS OK IION.

occupied a section of a sleeper, and during the
night the latter arose to prepare a mustard
plaster for her husband, who was in pain. Sin*

spouse, as she thought, she heard her husband’s
voice in the next section. Hastening to him "he

beaten.
villi-

was

la response to repeated calls Mr. Milliken
came forward and said that the condition of
his voice would not permit of his making a
speech, lie, however, addressed the meeting
briefly, lie said the Republican party will be
continued in power because it stands for indi-

sachusetts. The speaker illustrated the feeling
of tin* Democrats toward Butler by an incident
on a train.
An invalid gentleman and his wife

“Twen-

be

dates.

whose face is known to you all. in one way or
another—Ben Butler. The Democratic party is
sore under the burden of this man. He is their
white elephant. Butler Is making the same effort to break up tin* Democratic party that he
made to break lip tin* Republican party of Mas-

Blaine to day if they were
ty Years in Congress F*

will

Garfield

expected to hear good news from Maine on the
night of the Hth of September, and closed with
in eloquent tribute to the Republican
candi-

gold-headed

to

most

did not consider that Mr. Blaine needed
any defence. He is known to you all. You
are not afraid he will plunge the country into a
war.
He illustrated the conservatism of the
Democrats bv saying that they were not in favor of steam or rail, but bugged the shore, and
if they came to a reef did not use the helm but
dropped anchor. In conclusion he said that he i

will be with the Presidential train, on which
these so-called civil service reformers will miss
their passage. There is another disturbing element in Massachusetts, and that Is a gentleman

effectively."

was

the

villified.

News

brought cheering report- from his section, and all
were sanguine that with united effort Waldo county will be redeemed in September from Fusion rule.
At 10.15 a. m., Col. W. H. Fogler, chairman of the
county committee, called the convention to order,
and Dominated Hon. Orrin Learned, of Burnham,
president. Mr. Learned briefly thanked the convention for the honor conferred, and instead of
making a speech said he would Immediately proceed to business. Russell G. Dyer, of Belfast, was
elected secretary of the convention. The chairman
read the call. Arthur I. Brown, of Belfast; Chas.
E. Smith, of Freedom, and Charles H.
Black, of
Swanville, were appointed a committee on credentialSamuel Marden, of Palermo; Samuel MortIttnd, «>f Searsport, and A. B. Sparrow, of Knox,
were appointed a committee on permanent
organization. The committee subsequently reported that
the temporary organization be made
permanent,
which \\itsso voted. The committee on credentials
reported that there were SI) delegates present, every
town being fully represented as follows.
Belfast
I t, Belmont 2, Brooks 3, Burnham 3, Frankfort 2,
Freedom 2, Islesboro 3, Jackson 2, Knox 3, Liberty
3. Lincolnvillc 2, Monroe 4. M<>ut*ille4, Morrill 2,
Northport 2, Palermo 3, Prospect 2. Searsmont 3,
Searsport »>, Stockton 3, Swanville 2, Thorndike 3,
Troy 3, I’nlty 4. Waldo 2, Wintcrport 7.
Col. Fogler, of Belfast, in a very eloquent speech,
presented the name of A. E. Nickerson, of swanville, for >enator. He said that Mr. Nickerson mid

Butler’s letter to the editor of the New York Sun
announcing that he would run as the Greenback

lie

cane, and on reaching the pier
stood and waved for the boat to come back.
The boat went on Its way, however; and so it

ideal

lies
was

read

Convention.

and much Interest manifested.

letter which but few had seen for the tirst
time this morning. It has been said that tin* Greenback party had no candidate. (He then read Gen.
to

'Jounty

Republicans of Waldo county, by their chosen
representatives, met in convention at the Court
House in this city on Saturday, and put in nomination a country ticket. There was a full attendance

for the honor conferred. He said others
would address the convention, but he would like

(quoted elsewhere) and of the cartoons on the
Republican candidate they are now printing,

the ferry to Brooklyn. The boat was
about leaving as the reverend gentleman came
in sight of the pier, but he did not quicken his
pace. Leisurely he marched along, swinging
his

Republican
The

tion

Lincoln uMiich appeared in Harpers Weekly; of the attitude of the Harpers toward Mr. Blaine, as illustrated by their letter

cross

Mr. Blaine decided to give the publication of
his hook to another house. Does any one believe that tlu Harpers would be opposing Mr.

Gen.

fieil, but be
caricatures

into office. These men are mistaken. He illustrated the position of the Independents by a
story of a dlgnitied old clergyman who on a
visit to New York walked down street one day
to

which

Washington

were seeking to revenge themselves,
lit* sympathized with civil service reform as manifested by President Arthur's administration, but
not with those who are trying to ride a hobby

history.

publishing

party

did exist to a limited extent, but not sufficient
to impair the influence of Massachusetts or to
affect her vote in November next. IIe characterized the so-e;.lled civil service reformers as
men who had failed to control the offices, and

So, when it comes quite convenient to you, I
wish that you would give Mr. Blaine to understand that while the doors of Franklin Square
always stand wide open to “them literary fellers," such as scholars and poets and novelists
and essayists and trawlers, the proprietors
generally go down to the sidewalk to welcome
the historian of his own time, and, with uncovered heads, reverently help him to unload
the manuscript from his triumphal car on the
elevated railroad. Please intimate all this to
Mr. Blaine. You know how to do it graceful-

ly

ESQ..

good company. He extended to liis hearers a
hearty greeting from the Republicans of Massachusetts. Referring to tin* disaffection in the
Republican party of Massachusetts, he said it

j.airiotisni.

gallant

nation's

<></,•

anglo-saxon stock. What we want now is shipping legislation, tariff legislation, internal revenue legislatsrs, temperance
legislators, mormon
legislation ; and we want it on the basis of this
American idea. He said lie deprecated a campaign of villification, and believed that the

Mr. S. said In was detained for a few hours
in Belfast and was glad to find himself in such

ahs

n

one

The hall was well filled. Shortly
i\ m.. the speakers took seats ou the

stage and Col. W. II. Fogler called upon Hon.
S. L. Milliken to preside. Mr. Milliken said he
should not Indulge in any preliminary remarks
but would imrodi>',“

Mr. Weed's reminiscences will
interesting as the record of
an acute observer,
hut I am sure that Mr.
Blaine's narrative will hold the American people, because it will he human—real flesh and
blood—the record, not of a Machiavellian observer, hut of an active participator, a Lea.-.
his
he

on

quipped for the respective positions for which
they have been nominated. They are not only
entitled to the hearty support of every Repub-

\memlimnt t*> tin- Constitution of the .state
will be adopted by tie- people at Um- polls.
Resolved. By a lee* I.i AUM lldllM ill to til*
( oiistinition
oi
Ma ne, f ount} nominations
'•an be made only once in two \ears, therefore

Resolve*!. That a re-m»miuation to any ofti.-e to which a person may have be n *deet«**l
vaunot 1m- claimed as a matter oi custom and
usage; personal fitness alone being the test.
Resolved. That in future calls for Count}
Conventions the committee an- requested ti>
make tile foregoing resolutions H part of Hi*

I"dig t-ar/ess

man

hoarseness,

meeting.

Convention

j

meeting.

!

County

The

j

,

from

Straight Greenback

Straight Greenbackers of Wahlo county,
who oppose fusion with either of the old parties,
could do constructive work. Never been a time ! met in convention at the Court House, in
Belfast,
without war or internal complications. There on Friday morning of last week for the purpose of
has always been a fight outside or in. Now the putting in nomination a county ticket. There
disturbing issues are all settled. The slavery were present nearly all the leaders in the county,
question is dead. States rights is dead. We such as Judge Knowlton, of Liberty, Prof. Bateman, of Searsmont, T. C. Smart, of Swanville, Tolare now in a condition to look to our material inford Durham, of Monroe, A. S. Pendleton and VV
terest and to m ake laws, not for England, but
K. Stevens, of Unity, F. A. Howard, F. H. Durham
for the United States. We have no interest in
and B. F. Haskell of Belfast.
the little squabbles across the water. We mean
At 10 o’clock, the hour for which the convention
to carry out an American idea—an idea as big
was called, the Court House belfry could not be
as this whole
country. Do you think you could reached, as the janitor of the building was out of
find an idea in the Democratic party as big as town on a picnic. After a delay of half an hour
Rhode Island? (Laughter.) There is one man keys were procured which opened the way to the
who can carry out this American idea and that hell, and it was rung. The Greenbackers were inis James G. Blaine. (Cheers.) It is a big idea, dignant at tiie delay, which they considered as
caused by a trick and said that the janitor was pura big policy and it wants a big man to carry it
absent with the kevs.
out.
It is an idea that emanates from the typi- posely
j At 10.45 Prof. Bateman called tlie meeting to
cal American citizen. The speaker here depicted
order, read the call, and nominated T. C. Smart, of
American citizenship as formed of the strongest
Swanville, for chairman. There were present
points of every nationality, engrafted upon about 75 persons. Mr. Smart thanked the conven-

secured—a gentleman who addressed our
citizens very acceptably four years ago. Thomas

be considered in the matter.*' The Republiproceeds to quote further from Mr. Harper's mighty interesting letter as follows:
With the instinct of a publisher, accustomed to deal with the people rather than with
privileged classes I recognize the fact that
there is no man living more closely in >\
mpathy
with the
people than Mr. Blaine.’ 1 keep a not
untrained linger on the popular pulse, which,
iu our vigorous American life, is generally
healthy, and I am sari that it beats strom/h/ in a<(a

the Republican party, first with a civil war and
then with the work that war entailed. There
has never been a day until now' when the party

AND

were

can

ajjir'tun for

MESSRS. SAVAGE, CARTER
MILLIKEN.

unable to be present in consequence of the
j sudden illness of his wife, and in his stead the
services of Gen. Geo. W. Carter, of Xew York,

The Washington Republican states that on
the 13th of March, 1883, Mr J. W. Harper, Jr.,
the head of the linn, wrote io a gentleman in
that city requesting him to see Mr. Blaine on
the subject of publishing the book, assuring
him that
Harper A Brothers would be glad

mtratnai ami

BY

was

The Harpers and Mr. Blaine.

year.

lb**.lived. That we cordially approve of the
reiiumiiiation ot Cov* rm»r Robie ami Congressman Miiliken and will use our influence to ><'•me their nomination.
Resolved. Thai we believe as firmly as ever
In tin- wisd'.m of tie- law prohibiting tIn- sal*
of intoxicating drinks; ami if the candidates
nominated her* lo-da} shall be elected, we in-isi that they shall a*-l to the full extent of their
ailthorit} to put tli* law in exeelltion.

hope

Campaign.

The campaign in Waldo county lias been opened, and we print to-day the names of the Rcpublican candidates for the county offices. The
candidates for the Senate, for Sheriff and for

ciate*

safely administered.

we

County

County Attorney, wen* on the ticket of two
years ago
Having then contributed to greatly
reduce the Fusion majority, thus accomplishing
•ill that was expected at that time, it is proper
they should share in the promised victory this

The llaneoek County R**publie;m convention
held in Fllsworth last week adopted the following resolut i*)ti>:
Resolved, Tiiat we endorse in gross ami in
detail the platform laid down by tile National
Republican convention at Chicago, and heartily
endorse tin nominations made there.
Resolved. That ill Mr. Blaine's letter **f acceptance we see renewed evidence of his clear
mind ami broad statesmanship ami believe that
the govermm nt in his hands w ill be wisely ami

That

CONGRESS.

Senators—A i.frfd E. Nickerson, 'wanville.
Joseph R. Mears, Morrill.
."heritT— L. ( Morse, Lil»erty.
County Attorney— R. W. Rogers, Belfast.
Judge of Probate—Geo. E. Johnson, Belfast.
Register ol Probate—Bohan P. Field, Belfast.
Treasurer—John M. Ft.etcher, Belfast.

’The

Resolved,

TO

WALDO COUNTY NOMINATIONS.

for judge of probate.

KK1M 111.1C A

REPRESENTATIVES

First District.THOMAS IL REED,
Second District.NELSON DINGLEY, -lit.
Third District.SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fourth District.CHARLES A. BOUTELLE.

md

MY

Large,

.!< »IIN S. CASE, of Rockland.
WESTON K. MIL LIKEN, of Portland.
First District.< il ARLES M. MOsKs.
Second District.I. G. RICHARDSON.
Third District .ABNER COBURN
Fourth District.C. F. A. .JOHNSON.

son.

HANCOCK rut

ROBIE,

OF GORHAM.

■

W.
Mi Ronald: Attorn* v. <>. A. Fellows;
Sheriff. I>. F Fields.
Tie
Comb*-rlaml county convention was
1m *1 in Portland. Aug. Ot It. The fob-.wing
ticket was nominated:
Senators—-fieo. p.
We*nit. Fabiiis M Rav of Westbrook. Stephen J. Young of Brunswick. I>avid H. Cole of
Nope*.
>herilf- Beniamin Tine oi Pownai.
Judge of Probate- lb nry F. Peabody of Portland.
Ib-gUter of Pr«»bate- Seth M. Farrabee
f Portlam.
Attorney- (ie«»rg<- M. Seid**rs of
Portland. Treasurer -S. M. Webb of Westbrook.

GOVERNOR,

FREDERICK

Meeting.

Chase's Mills, Aug. llth.
To the Editor of the Lewiston Journal:
As I am constantly in receipt of letters from
all over the Union inquiring what position I
am to take in the political canvass now at hand,
l feel l can easier answer these inquiries thro’
the Journal than otherwise.
I have never
wavered in my original idea of currency reform and shall have to be changed by arguments more convincing than are yet advanced.
I regard the decision of the U. 8. Supreme
Court as a final settlement of the currency
question. The decision of the Court affirming
the fundamental greenback idea that Congress
has the right to make legal tender paper money,
in times of peace or war. is a step ahead of one
hundred years aud will lighten the burdens of
the toiling millions for generations to come.
As the Greenback pa'ty has dropped out l
am called upon to decide between the two old
parties. I am for that party whose policy is to
stand by our home industries, to protect labor
and elevate American citizens. There need be
no doubt as to my position on these matters,
as 1 believe all my public and
private utterances have been on the side of
humanity, and
I’m of that large majority of the human family
which earn their bread by the sweat of their
brow. 1 hold that the prosperity of our country depends not on how many great scholars
and millionaires we may produce, but on the
prosperity of the great productive masses.
I should be untrue to myself should I by my
silence allow my position m que>tions of vital
importance touching our varied industries to
be misunderstood. I sha I vote for James G.
Blaine, lie will be the first President of the
United States taken from civil life who was
not bred a lawyer.
1 beiieve him to be the
great American commoner and the friend of
the great army of wealth producers and one in
whose policy they can safely confide.
Solon Oiask.
(Signed)

to

The Aroostook eounty convention at Fort
Fairfield. Thursday, nominated K. F. Parkhurst and A
Lombard for Senators; T. \V.
Burns for Sheriff: F. C. Stearns lor Judge of
(
Probate;
F. Ward for Register of Probate;
<
I>. Merritt for 'Treasurer; C. 1*. Allen for
Count} Attorney.
The Andros, oggin Republican conveutio n at
I.- vvistoti Aug. > nominated for senators W.
I*. Pennell, W. 1). Roak;
iudge of probate. A. II. Savage, register of probate, N.
W. Harris; count} attorney. K F. Noble;
sheriff, Hillman Smith; treasurer. J. < >. Wat-

Mass

SPEECHES

OF MAINE.

JOHN A.

Solon”

The Lewiston Journal of Monday published
the following:
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Resolved. That we have confidence in the ability
of Hon. H. Ii. Baton, of Camden, Greenback can
didate for Governor, and will use all h mumble
means to secure bis election.

nation"—a truth w hieh some of the old Demorats will not be ready to admit—Mr. Redman
thinks ihe Republican party has fulfilled its
mission, has passed from youth to old age and
decrepitude, and so called upon the young men
to “turn to the great Democratic party, which
for 40 years held control of the nation, and
which, to-day, we trust will again be given the
management of its affairs.” And in conclusion
he said : “The issue which wc are to raise in
tlds campaign will be that of reform. That is
the only true and legitimate issue in the campaign, and I believe firmly that the names of
Cleveland and Hendricks will, in days to come,
stand out oil the page of our country’s history
among its foremost reformers. In the days o’f
old might was right, and those were the heroes
who had the lance and spear, but now that is
! no longer the tradition, and the ancient ideal is
! perpetuated in the annals of our country’s history. In the days to come, no names will stand
forth brighter or clearer than those of Grover
Cleveland and Thomas A. Hendricks.” This is
too absurd to call for comment. The idea that
the Democrats arc setting themselves up as reformers and that Cleveland and Hendricks w ill
illuminate history as reformers, would provoke
a smile from a wooden Indian. With the delivery of this peoration Mr. Redman disappeared,
the lights went out, the music played out and
I people resumed their
Saturday night's shopping.

A. S. Pendleton, of Unity, opposed the last clause
endorsing Dr Baton, of Camden, and nmved that
j it be stricken out. Judge Knowlton could see no
!
j reason why it should be stricken out, for Dr. Baton
was nominated at the regular convention at Lew iston. Mr. Pendleton said there were two distinct

j

!

Greenback nominations in

helped
as

member of it, but on
adverse to its doctrines and

never was a

An Irishman’s description of making a can“Take a long hole nud pour brass around
it.” That is also the way in which one of outward politicians, (late the temporary editor of
the Prog. Age,) was made; and it is hard to
tell which there is the most of—hole, or brass.
non :

Carl Schurz has made a speech in New York
in favor of the election of Cleveland. Price,

$300.

to nominate Elder
some

of

this slate, and he had

Baton, of Cape Elizabeth, |I

his friends.

B.

Stevens, of

seconded the motion of Mr.

The Tariff question is to be thoroughly discussed in the North American Review. Free
Trade arguments will appear in the September

number, and Protection views in the October.
The ablest writers on both sides have been engaged.

j

Ail Augusta man is making a good deal of
money catching eels for the New York market.

Republican rally

at

Maranocook

on

Tuesday, and

huudred from the Brunch stations.
much pleased with the trip.
two

A

1

were

biJANlii:

Notks. The Hay View Granite Comdoing buslue.-s near Hie lower bridge in this
<'11v, will move to city Point, and have recently
erected a poii.-her there in the old Wilder foundrx
i- no doubt Iml that there w a-a tow n In re in the
earb part of sixteen hundred.
s,,mi. claim that
building. This move is made to bring them nearer
the settlement was prior to that of I’lvmoutU, but ! the
stock they use,- Oak Hill granite—ami also
thl- is not generally conceded.
There i- an old 1
nearer their polishing mill.
The company has
lem-e here said t-* be Mb year- old
The naif- are
all hand made, tin* clapboards and other lumber
.Mr. George Mayo, who
plenty ot work on hand
were worked out by hand.
There are the rum- of
conducts a granite business in this city, has just
an old fort, erected b\ ( ol. David Dunbar in 17• |
There are evidences of streets, now covered h>
completed a very handsome granite monument to
earth some six inches deep, and of pavements, -up
be erected in a cemetery at Bangor. The monupost-d to he courtyard-to private residences. There ment Is three feet seven inches
is an old cemetery,
square at the base
I somehow always bring up in
.-t grave-yard, whenever 1 gooffonja pleasure trip,
and ten feet high
The die Is polished and is one
where there are some people who were planted
of the handsomest blocks of granite ever quarried
there a long time ago
The oldest stone, according
at Oak Hill. The cap is surmounted with a large
to .John doimftton
I.. I)., in his historv of llrlsi. I,
Is 1*»W.'). though he says some read it Iwhich he
urn.
The whole weighs four tons. It was Guilt
thinks is Incorrect. I rcau an epitaph on one -tone,
for Mr. W. F. Triggs, of this city, who erects It in
It showed the
that so touched me that l copie it
It
was erected
liiial love of a son for his father.
memory of his father, Mr. William Triggs. Mr.
by the son of .Morgan .Met all'iev, u ln> died In 17ti8, Mayo is a first class workman and Is doing a good
and Ids grief found expre--ion In this touching aud

Pendleton, and
in a vigorous speech defined the two organizations I
that the one nominating Elder Baton was
! claiming
|
the true and legitimate one.
I
Prof. Bateman pleaded for harmony and hoped
j
1
the clause would he stricken out, to which .Judge
! knowlton agreed.
Mr. Smart called F. A. Howard to the chair and !
defended the resolution, claiming that l>r. Katon,
of Camden, was the regular nominee of the party.
Mr. Pendleton said he could not and would not
beautiful verse—
yield his principle.
Behold my I >ad Is gone
Mr. Durham, of Monroe, said there was not a
And left me hen- to mourn.
But hope in Christ 1 have,
regular Greenback convention two years ago, which
That 1 and he will save.”
Mr. Pendleton stoutly and emphatically denied.
What he and his Dad were going to save, or how
Prof. Bateman urged that there be no strife and :
Dad could help him save it, seeing as he was dead,
hoped the majority would be magnanimous.
the stone didn’t mention.
The offending clause was then stricken out withAs 1 said, It was not so much of what there was
to see, as to stand here and contemplate that some
out a dissenting vote.
250 years ago there lived a people here of whom
The following county committee was nominated i there is no trace, who used to
get together and lie
T. C. Smart, Swanville; Charles Wiley, Searsmont; about what they did when they were hoys, and tell
how many iish they caught when they had not had
B. F. Haskell, Belfast; A. S. Pendleton, I'nity; F.
and all that kind of thing. To think that
a bite,
W. Go wen, Freedom.
they had all passed away without leaving even a
There was a good attendance throughout, much town or railroad debt, is‘truly wonderful.
After remaining an hour, we started on our re
euthuslasm, and a determination on the part of all turn trip, leaving thereat half past five. The sail
present to stand by their convictions, let victory up was lovely; the brilliant sunset, the panorama
along the route, the music, and later the moonlight
perch where it may. The convention adjourned at on the
water, made it a most enjoyable excursion.
3 o’clock p. m.
The programme was carried out to the letter, Mr.

The Hon. John L. Stevens of Augusta, who
Mr. Blaine’s associate in the management
of the Kennebec Journal in 1854, writes to that
paper that Mr. Blaine “had no sympathy with
the distinctive views of the Know-Nothing
was

did

Unity,

was

organization,
the contrary
purposes.”

business,
expended
entirely abandoned.
To many of tin* party Rcmaquld was a di-ap
poiutment, inasmuch as they seemed to thl >k that
there was something to see that was vein interest
iug. lint the interest is not in what there L- to see,
so much a- what has been here in timepast, only
slight evidences of which are now noticeable. There

laboring

spotless and tried statesman,” hut Cleveland is
only “the representative of the young Democrats.”
While admitting that “the party of
Sumner and Seward had the patriotism of the

Wood doing all in Ids power to render the occasion
Financially, it could not have been a
great success, as there were but few over 500 tick
l ets sold. Mr. Smith, the steward, was at his post,
and cheered the hungry and tilled them up. The
boat arrived in Belfast at eleven at night, before
the party had got tired out, as Is too often the
case.
During the passage down and back the
Bangor band and the Apollo Quartette gave tine
concerts, which served to prevent the excursion
from being tideous.
Taken as a whole, it was one of the pleasantest
water excursions that has gone from hero in a long
! time.

pleasant.

pany,

business-The Fernald Bros, have received the
for the granite work for the

contract

rink

building

now

in

course

new

skating
city.

of erection in tld^

.The finest

job of granite work ever executed in
vicinity has just been completed at a shed on
Bane’s wharf in this city. It is the ooat-of-arms of
Great Britain wrought in red granite for the Itoyai
Insurance building at Chicago, and is to he placed
on the front near the top. It Is cut on four separate
stones which when placed together make a surface
of nearly eleven feet each way. The coat-of arms
...

this

of

Great

piece Is

Britain Is familiar to all.

The

centre

shield surmounted by a bird called a liver—from which the city of Liverpool derived it*
On one side, wltn a paw on the shield, is a
name.
a

lion and on the other is a unicorn, while underneath
are the words “We hold thee safe.”
The lion is

wrought life size.

The carving is a part of Mr.
contract, but the work was performed by
John Jones, of Fast Thomaston, assisted by Chits.
B. Bradbury, F. A. Pierce and Charles Itackliff, and
occupied them two months. The stone will he
shipped this week. Mr. Jones cut the O’Brien
statue at Thomaston, and is a line workman, as are
Hall’s

also his associates.

This is believed to be

as

fine

a

piece of granite work as was ever done for the
money, and it gives great satisfaction to the contractors.

The

Journal

at

the

Camp

ground.

The

post office, Northport
amp Ground, store of Couant & Co., where single
copies may be had.

Journal will bo

on

sale

at

the

Church Notes. Rev. T. B. Gregory, I'niversallst
of this city, will preach atSwanville next Sunday at
I\ M.
Subject. ‘‘The I'niversallst
Christ and Salvation.”
The Katahdin did

not

arrive at

Idea of God,

Bangor

with the

The annual session of the Spiritualists campmeeting at Temple Heights, Northport, began on
Wednesday, and will continue until next Sunday.
The steamer Acadia will make daily trips between
Belfast and the Grounds.
Members of Thomas H. Marshall

Post, G. A.

Belfast, who reeently made an excursion to
Miiville, wish t>> return thanks to the hotel

It .of
l.n

j*'Motor there for favors received. Also to the
Lim olnville, Bert McDonald, of Belfast,

nr*
;

t -til

-triers

who contributed

to

their

pleasure

on

that occasion.

Hall, of this city, who died
Danvers. Mas-. Insane Asylum, August 5,
here
arrlv
Sunday and was burled. It will
•■*
iiOetv* that Mr. Hall, who resided on North
rt \\
u •, In this city, was taken insane at Bos
t• >n
-m
v.\.r ago >*r more, and attempted suicide
I:**

»»d>

Gilman

■;

Wind, of Vinalhaven, has died out.

v

It didn’t

!

Cyrus Patterson, one of our oldest citizens,
confined to his home by illness.

Mr.
is

A Blaine and Logan Club has been organized in
Point, Isles- i
present proprietors
boro, have voted to call the place Hughes* Point Westboro, Mass. E. S. Grant, the secretary of the
and Bounty Cove.
club, we believe to be a Waldo county man.
The

of Hewes

After next

Friday

and until Nov.

close time for lobsters.

catching them

IVniaijuld excursionists until 9 o'clock Tuesday
morning. The boat encountered fog in the river
and was obliged to anchor above Winterport for
the night.

i

The
pay.

There is

a

The Universalist

15th, It will be
tine of $50 for

Cove to-morrow

potato with

old

a

curiosity in the shape of
new potato growing luside,

us a

the latter about the size of

a

their

Bonney

in tow.

be

among the
amusements of the day. The excursion starts from
9
at
o’clock
A.
M.
Sanford Wharf
Fare for round
trip, adults, 40c., children 20c. All are invited.

A cargo of lumber, a cargo of sand and a cargo
of lime for the new skating rink building, all arrived at tlds port on Sunday.

an

on

School go to Ryders
annual excursion, in

Steamer Acadia with Sch. 1*. M.
Roller-skating and dancing will

between these dates.

Fred Atwood sends

Sunday

The District

Lodge

of Good

Templars

held its

session with Sebasticook Lodge, BurnMonday. There were ten lodges represented by 125 delegates. A publie meeting was held

quarterly

Lima bean.

ham,

The annual

meeting of the Campmeeting Association will be held on the grounds at Northport
Wednesday, Aug. 27tb. A. Church, Sec’v.

on

in the evening and was addressed by Gen. Neal
The next meeting of the District Lodge will

Dow

Cambridge came into port here be with Elmwood Lodge, Montville, in November.
Tuesday morning with ah her hunting Hying and i A Yachting Party. Messrs. Frank Mathews,
baud* playing,
she had on board the Maine | W. k Morisou and James Howes, of Belfast, P. P.
1
Veteran Association of Massachusetts, en route to
Nichols, of Searsport, Samuel Knox, of Wilmingthe reunion at Bangor.
ton, Del., and B. Bowditch, of Augusta, left this
The Poors are b> have a family reunion at Andocity Wednesday afternoon in the yacht Sunnyside,
ver, V II. on the loth of September. It is to in- Capt. Green, of Deer Isle. The trip will occupy
elude all those connected with it by blood or mar- about ten days and will be extended as far east a s
riage. Andover was the home of the Daniel tribe Grand Menan.
of Poors. The late William O. Poor, of this city,
The Granges. Waldo Co. Grunge met with
The

was a

steamer

native of An lover.

Clerk of

South

of this

Branch

Grange, Prospect, Aug.

12th,

cheese

at

factory hall. The day was pleasant and the
attendance large. The meeting was called to order

took his fain

Lincolxville Beach. A very pleasant tem.
perauce meeting under the auspices of “Bay View”
Lodge I. O. G. T.,and in the interest of the Amendment, was held at the church in this place Tuesday

log of this week. Harry Crehore
deputy presided, Rev. Mr. Ogier made

ever

ti.e

Searsport
Mrs. PIkbIkj G.

Loc Us.

COMPARATIVE WORTH

Clifford died Sunday, aged 85

years.
Gen. F. S. Nickerson and wife

lodge

the open-

were

in

tow..

Sunday.

ing prayer, the lodge choir furnished some very
line music, and M. J. Dow of Brooks was the
principal speaker. This lodge has a nice hall with
a good organ and the meetings are made very interesting. It is composed principally of the young
people. It is to be hoped that the older citizens

Rev. Edwin Smith of
relatives in town.
Williston

Maynard Mass., is visiting
on

his Butnam farm.
William and Florence Hunt of

will take hold.

are

visiting

Covington Ken.

G. F. Smith.

cargo

her associates, of which she possessed a large circle, and will be much missed by all, as she was a
favorite with both old and young. The funeral
services were conducted at the house on Thurs- ;
day by Rev. Mr. Burlington, pastor of the church
which she

KI M FOOD'S

...|

(Phosphate) fresh ?|
when

Only

fresh.|

body was borne to the
cemetery for interment by eight young men. The
belonged.

j

The

j

of lumber for Levi

Trundv.

Henry .J. Nichols will move his family to Massachusetts where lie has permanent work.
1*. P. Nichols will he absent ten days on a
yachting excursion with friends from Belfast and
l

»r.

Augusta.

Black, A. A. Nve, and A. L. Mosman atgrave was very handsomely decorated with evertended the meeting of the Grand Lodge I. O. O. F.
greens and flowers—Mr. C. M. Plummer’sdaugh- ;
at Bangor this week.
ter is visiting her friends in this vicinity.
Capt. W. V. Nichols and family left for New
Swanville.
C. H. Black has thrown to the
Y<»rk Monday to join the ship \V. H. Connor which
breeze a Blaine and Logan flag-The band boy>
i? loading for Japan.
have voted to purchase new instruments and will
Mattie Merrill is visiting friends in Portland,
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...|

PIONEER

At St!, $8, $10. Sid. S|4, S15, $10.50. Nicest and best assortment in town.
choice line of

|

CLEVELAND'S

(San Francisco).4

CZAR.|
DR.

few more of those STRICTLY ALL WOOL Sl'lTS at five dollars left.
Greatest bargains ever offered in Belfast. Also a CHOICE line of

CASSIMERE & WORSTED SUITS

(Alum Powder)*

Miss Minnie
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Rev. Mr. Wilson of Massachusetts, preached at
go and meet her God. She was baptised by Rev. I
the Congregational Church Sunday.
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to
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AMAZON

Hundreds of vehicles with pleasure riders passClement, of this town
died on Tuesday the 5th inst. after a prolonged ill- ed through our streets Friday.
ness of over thirteen months.
During her sickness
A large party from the village had a clam bake
she lias been a great sufferer most of the time, and j on the Curtis shore last Friday.
Montville.

BAKING POWDERS.

ROYAL (Absolutely Pure)... .|

HANFORD'S,

Grinnell is making improvements

of

NOBBY

PRICE'S.|

SNOW FLAKE

STIFF

Goods warranted satisfactory

(Groff’s, St. Paul)|

or

Also

HATS.

money refunded.

LEWIS'.|

r&'I’lease call, examine and be convinced that this is the place to buy. ,: ;

CONGRESS.|

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING STORE, MARK ANDREWS, Prop.,

DECKER'S.

|
11

GILLET'S.|
HANFORD'S, when not fresh.. J

How,

Heltast,

Me.

Second Annual Exhibition

ANDREWS A CO. (contains alum)-

(Milwaukee.) “Regal.”*

PhoMiix

..."
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“Then are they glad because they are at rest; ar.^l
so
he hriugeth them unh» the haven where they
would lie.” [Psalter.

BLOOD
marvellous results of Hood’s Sarupon all liuinors and low
conditions of the blood as
proven by the cures effected
prove
it the best l’.LOOD MED
IC1NK.
Such has been the sue-.
cess
of
this article at home
that m arly every family in
\vlmleneighborhoods have been
taking it at
the same
time.
t
eradicates
scrofula,
vit;
*s and enriches the
blood
reby restoring

THE

There loomed a great shape lately scarce in
sight
Of Seituate elifls—a mountain 'mid the mist :
l’erhauec an Indiaman, we said; but. hist!
Heard you that gun-stroke, vmt by yonder light ?
Then the fog thickened in the gathering night;
No further signal heard (save the dread one
Which brings back terror even as I write)
of the mysterious wanderer; nor is Known
Aught else of her—but that she comes no more.
O unknown mourners! watchers of the sea
By many a lonely tiresidc on the shore!
one thing is sure:
He brought them to the
breast
Of Ilia! calm haven where you fain would be;
\nd tin v are glad because tie. v are at rc-t.
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And all other bodily aches
and pains.
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the love of order the moral
energy is to deal
with the earth, and dr.
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l'*wer rreuture-. and in *.ur- 1.
P.\ 1 m !<»\.
of kindm-ss the moral *-ic.
ig\ i- to d al rialilh
with ail surroundin': ill*
>■> shall e\.tv pa--hm have full sireiigth. and vhe absolutely
under control.
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’1 In- London Tablet, a id nun Catholic
paper,
'peak- Very !a\ uabiy of Moody and S.,ukev’>
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pray to*.' |>cion multitude- w ho had
only known of one *to
.-wear l.yit lin y reclaim thousand- Irotn .-in
*o 'irtinand that they do liii- i(.pen to n
douh! --o far. we hold that thee are
doing a
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appeal-.
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ii i"ed w ith tin- preface/ That, how
xi
ever. has hen
iinally r. vised and approved,
in honor of tiie completion of tin- work a dinner \va-given
l.y l)r. <»iin-lx r_'. Tli-rc wenI resent on the oeea-ion tin Bi-hop of Wm• he-iei.
the Bishop of Bath ami Well.,, tin
i lean of pet, Thorough. Mr. Bti-h v. I»:. ( h.an -i
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go

Mr. I

H.

Mr. they in-.
Principal iMjghi-. Profes-or
1 >ri\t !-. Prof. —or
.‘Stanley Loathes. Profe—nr
and
Prot
--or .\i*!is
Luml.y
Wright. In addition to the memh r- ,.f t he commit tee there
w^re pr<- tit the venerable Burl of
j.ftcshun
ami Lord Aberdeen.
|| appears that during
the period over which the work of r- \ i*i.m has
eXtelided, Oilt <d the tWell! V-SCVCll lm-lillxT"• hit'll
e<®H)po-ed the committee at the outset
two have resigned and ten have
died. A* tin• titire
work inis to he submitted to ronvorait i- not expected that the Old Te-tann-nt
will be in the hands of the public before Kast'-r.

Titus, of Pennington, N. .I.,-ay.-: “1 have -ull'.-re l untold mi-cry tj" n
hiidhood tr- in chronic dis
ease of the bowels and diarrlma,
aeemnpanied bv
great pain. 1 sought relief at the hands of phy-d
<

dans of every school and u-cd every
patent and

domestic remedy nailer tie* sun. I have at last
iouml in PARK KIPS TONIC' a complete
-,..*,-m *.
ventive and cure. As your invEnable medicine,
which did for me what nothing else could do, is cm
titled to the credit of my getting hack
my happv
'lays, 1 cheerfully and gratefully acknowledge
the fact.”
Mr. E. S.

Wells, who needs no introduction to
Portland’s
Hum Hole.
the people of Jesey Citv, adds
“The testimony gd
We had tin pleasure a day or two
Mr. Titus is genuine ami
ago. to revoluntary; only lie doc> i orm a \ i-it from alt
intelligent
of
siot adequately portray the
suffering In* has endur- 1 hilaiielphia. Jlev. Dr. Muehtnore.gentleman
editorof lieed for many years. He is my brother in-law, and
i ieshyterian who tor the lii-l time itaking a
I know the case well. He is now
look at Us id Xev. Kllghind. 1 le
expresses great
perfectly fre<
sat prise at the
of our eitt. ||. had lieett
from his old troubles, and enjoys health and
life, told a score of a-peet
times
that
liquor is a- free in
ascribing it all to PAKKK1PS TONII
I'ot timid. uikI a- much of it drank as ever, and
I nequalled as an imigoras.i: stimulate.-all the
to
see
"a
expected
organs; cures ailments of the liver, hidnevs, and
liquor shop on even .m t.
hut to lit- astonishment, lie hud seen none,
all diseases of the blood.
Imeow.'il
or the sign of om since he came here.
It was
to him, for a town as
large a> this, a most remarkable tael. Alter
to
him
acknowledging
tin- sad truth that thci, were,
nevertheless, obb
1
J*
scure places where
1
1 ■J ffc. a "*« |mA'a £ a
W1 wAE
liquor could he secret iv
procured, we further confess! ,1 that tin city
had one very notorious .a,,,-/,./, ,,f
which, oil
tin whole, we were rather
proud Ilian ashamTHE
ed.
lie expressed ills surprise, and wished to
CURE
see so
singular a spot. Aeentdinglv. taking him
by tile arm. we conducted him to the basement
KIDNEY
ot llie City Hall, in the rear of
liicli is tin- orihce in the pavement into which the
liquors ate
poured, the liquors of all sorts which are seized and condemned under our
prolubitnrv law
■■litis.” said we. ‘-is Port la mi's most’noted
AND BLOOD DISEASES.
rum-hole, which probably has to do with more
drink of various kinds than an v other establishment in New England.”
We also pointed him
ENDORSE IT
in tiie rows of barrels
standing near awaiting
their
turn
to
receive
attention, and to (lie olliei“Kidney-Wort is the most successful remedy
al postals on the boards ol tie- otHce, over
I ever used.”
Dr. P. C. Ballou, Monkton, Vt.
one hundred in number,
“Kidney-Wort is always reliable.”
stating and de.scribDr. It. N. Clark, So. Hero, Vt.
ing tin- seizures which had been made, and
“Kidney W ort has cured my w ife after two years
were waiting judicial
disposition, while in the
sufferm, .” Dr. C. M. Summerlin, Sun Ilili, da.
sherili’s precincts, in another part of tile baseIN THOUSANDS OF CASES
iiifin. \v;is a vast as-ortim-nt of Parrels,
it has cured where all else had failed. It is mild
jugs,
bottles, pail.-, tin can.-, ami non-dcseript vessels
but efficient, CERTAIN IX ITS
ACTION, but
ot every imaginable kind, all belt! in custody,
harmless in all cases.
C*-lt cleanse* the Blood and Strengthens nr.d
ami soon to be sent to I be aforesaid ali-reecivgives New Life to all the important organs of
t'nn/is ,//•*>■/,.«/»* A,.
ing bole.
Tbe good
tk body. The natural action of tho
is
Kidneys
Doctor raised bis hands in delighted astonishrestored. The Liver is cleansed of all disease,
ment.
Such a sight bad be never seen before.
and the Bowels move freely and
healthfully.
In this way tho worst diseases are eradicated
Such another could not lie seen in America, and
from the system.
be believes not on earth.
Well might we be
2
proud, be said, of that bole, it was an honor
PRICE, *1.00 LIQUID OR DRY, HOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
to
our
and
our
stale.
He
city
wanted no furthDry can be sent by mail.
er evidence that the law is enacted in .Maine.
WELLS, RK »I VRI»H»\ A CO. Burlington Vt.
Seeing was believing. 11 made no difference to
him that there were secret evasions ol the law,
ami more or less laxity in enforcing it in the
fullest manner. A community which bad established and maintained by law,
through a
third of a century, processes of sofzu remand
ivrlJ
destruction like that made palpable to the
senses, stood on a bigli vantage ground and was
to be held in foremost honor.
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SURE

DISEASES,
Liver complaints,
CONSTIPATION, PILES,

HEARTILY."!

PHYSICIANS

B»>i!tii 1

WOOL CARDING
-AT-

Moiiroe Carding Mill.
just reclothed my Carding
with
cards throughout,
HAVING
to do
new

am

pared

Machine
pre-

now

CUSTOM CARDING
In i>est manner possible, and at reasonable rates.
With fourteen years experience and the best machine in the County, using best oil, 1 am confident
of giving entire satisfaction. All interested should
avail themselves of this opportunity.

F. J. BAILEY.
Monroe, June 8,1884.—3m24

Babbitt Metal for Machinery.
METAL, the best anti-friction metal for
TYPE
lining machinery boxes, for sale at
lsff20
THE
-JOURNAL

OFFICE.

meekly accepted the congratulations of
our friend, and concluded to advise our citizens it
they wished to show their guests and
visitors from abroad something wholly unique,
and at the same time full of suggestions of the
most interesting character, to lake them
up to
tlic City Hall and point them to Portland’s rumbole. [Christian Mirror.
The cholera in Marseilles and Toulon this
year is shown to have been more vigorous and
fatal than in the great epidemic of nineteen
It is unquestionably the Asiatic
years ago.
cholera, and was imported from Saigon, hina,
a
French
by
transport ship which lauded at
Toulon.
The electric railway at Brighton, Eng., is a
success everyway.
It runs along tile shore,
picking up passengers ns it goes, ami can be
stopped, when bailed, as easily as an omnibus.

Twenty States and Territories have adopted
compulsory education, but only Massachuand Connecticut have efl'ective
the carrying out of its enforcement.
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Week.-, Esq., Town Treasurer, St. Albans,
a letter dated
May 2s. “Ir works to a
''‘•arm <m my baby’s face and head.
Cured the
In el entirely, and has
nearly cleaned the face of
'ivs.
1 ha\e recommended it to several, and Dr.

IlIUdl.lSTS KlKimillMlK.

Gen, II. Follows k Co.,

I'i.tnt lias ordered it for them.”

l’rop'rs. lMfasl,

Hie.

FKLLOM'S'

“A TERRIBLE CASE.”

Magic Cure I

h i*.!e> Kayn* Hinkle, Jersey
City Heights, N.
b, write*: “My son, a lad of twelve year', was
111pieie|y cured of a terrible case of Eczema by
< 1 II- I'l.’A Ukmkimks.
From the top of his
,d to tin* soles of his feet was one mass of
i:i'
Iv.crv other remedy and physicians had
been tried in vain.
(

Sold

by all Druggists.
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With patent Level Tread and
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Little Giant Threshing Machine.
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FRANK MILLER,
Respect)ally informs his friend- in lielfa.-l,
Rockland, Camden, Hope, Appleton, y -,
pecially those travellin" via R .-ton A ihitmor
Steamship Line, that he ha- taken possession of
the saloon known as the
Rnuifor Kxehanire,” on
Foster’s Wharf, directly at the soeamer Landing-.
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READY-MADE PAINTS
S-imple Cards
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cheapest family

Sold everywhere.
Potter Drug and Chemical
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Commission

LEARNED,

FHITITS,

13 Commercial St., Cor. South Market
6m22
Street, Boston, MassT.

II.

LEARNED.

W.

K.

RK’KEOKD.

F. A.

DAVIS, M. D-,
Homeopathic Physician & Surgeon.
Office on Phoenix How, formerly occupied by
P. Hazeltlne.
Kesldence at Mrs. K. Beamairs 120 Church St.
Night calls answered from residence.
Iyr2_\
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Co., Boston.
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the pleasant village
"’interpniM, Me., ni<*e t\v<> story
liou-e, e
and piazza, well built
and liuisbed, also a niee stable conueeled, .-.line size of house and

I astern state.
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That best of papers, the
Farmington Journal.
papers

Republican Jmirnai.
in the state

Phillips

Always welcomed for Its neatness and excellence.—Milton Record.

The story and a half house with
i’ll and barn attached, tool house,
ia Ly*woodshed;
gt»od cellar and good
JH
Mtt'l fJJtsML "i'll of water, on Waldo Ave.,ownMl by 111-. A. S. DAVIS. Tlu'r.sis
about four acres of land, and some twenty fruit
trees, pear and apple.
This is a very desirable
place, built by Dr. Davis for his own use, and will
be sold at abargain. Applv to
A. A. HOWES.
Belfast, May I. 1SS4.—11 IS
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The Journal has for years stood in the front
rank of Maine newspapers for ability and enterprise In gathering th< news. Maine Farmer.
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Fast becoming one of the leading Maine papers.
—Damnriseotta Herald.
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AUGUSTA, ME.

Diocesan School for Girls urn lei* the direction of the
itisuoi* of .maim;.
MADAMK MONDAN,
Principal.
Assist. !i l»v -even competent teachers.
Mrs. A. s. FHoTIIIMiHAM,
Matron.
Scwntecnih year opens September *25. TKUMS :
$‘250 a year. A'hlress Principal at Prattleboro,
Vermont, uniil September 1.
luw‘27
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Administrator's Notice.
snhseribor hereby gives public notice
r|',lIK
1
concerned, that he has been

to

all

duly appointed

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO..

UollaNt. Maiiio.

and taken upon himself the trust of'Administrator Willi the xx ill annexed of the e-tab* ot

BENJAMIN it. PA lik, late, ot >carsport.
in the C ountv of VVaMo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law .lireefs; he therefore
rcrpiot- ill per
sons who are indebted to said deceased's estate t"
make immediate payment, and those who have an
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to
JOSH r A l> TREAT.
Frankfort, July 31, 1*84.—3\v3J*
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Neuralgia.
!VNervous
Prost r- t an: caused by the in-*
\V .k fniiMss. Menial He.
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of tie- I’rain P suiting ill ill! !•• ,ili
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Premature Old G:**. I- re nuess. Lor-:, of powe'
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I ii voUmi.iw J os>es ami ISpeimut1 1 »y over-e .Tt ion of t ho brain. Self
orrhtea ran
abuso or
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for
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fheCJoillltvof Waldo, i*n Pro scroll.I T
July, A. 1>. ISM.
petition having been presented pr.ixing lb;.
the r-iatc m MAIN* \
Administration
H11»< 11\, lab- of Thorndike in -aid < ountx
Waldo, deceased. max begrrnh-. to 1*1111.0 HER
SKY. K -!
That notice thereof be _i m t.> dl
Ordered,
'arising a •■'[»» ot this
persons interested l>\
order to be publisher! three xvccks
-e<-sivrlx
in the Republican Journal, primed at liel.a-t, th.it
they may appear at a Probate ( our., to be held
at Belfast. \\ ilhiii and for -aid < omit; on the so.
oml Tuesday ot Augustnext, at ten <d the
look
before noon, and show <au.-c, if any the
have,
.'twill
against the same.
JAMES l». 1 AMSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:—A. A. Ft i:r< iiku.K. _i.-ter
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Fancy Goods,

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PERIODICALS, ETC.
Agent for the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
Single
copies for Male.
I WINTERFORT,
MAINE.
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Single copies of the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL lor sale.
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TH E GREAT CH! NA TEA GOT
e.-prenijiniist''la'•

For Sale.
A new two story house situated
in Belfast about one-third of a mile
from tin* Post Office. Abo the
house situated on North Street
kno.su as the Miller House. Ap>M.FB or to Mrs. K. II. COLBY.
17th, ISSL—2i>tf
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ASA TORE FRUIT STIMULANT, for the
aged, mentally and physically exhausted, careworn, or overworked, fordeiicato females, especially
mothers, forthose recovering from debilitating diseases, and as a means of reforming those addicted
to an cxcessivo use of alcoholic
stimulants, it is
unequalled in the whole range of medicines. Re.
ware of imitations.
SANFORD’S is the finest
ginger in the world, and, notwithstanding the high
is the

application

PRODUCE

■wl.

ingredients,

upon

GrnlG

SANFORD’S GINGER

cost of its

1
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N..i-it,|
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correspondence from Maine men in all
parts of the world. The endeavor in the future, as

goods—bv getting up Clubs
TEAS.
Tea Set of i t pieces sent for a $10 order. A
handsome Hanging lamp for a $15 order. A large
Dinner set or an elegant French China Tea Set for
a
order. We send BETTER TEA than
i $20
an} company in (he country and as good premiums.
h

REST

SXKS SPRINGFiEUO. MASS
urnishcd

FRUIT, Impure Water, Unhealthy Cli- I T>REPAUED with the utmost skill from IMPORn wholesome
Food, Malaria, Epidemic
TED GINGER, CHOICE AROMATICS and
and Contagious Diseases, Cholera Morbus,
Cramps, the purest and best of MEDICINAL FRENCH
Pains, Indigestion, Diarrhoea, Colds, Chills, Simple BRANDY, from the world-ronowncd
vintners,
Fevers, Exhaustion, Nervousness, or loss of Sleep Messrs. OTARD, DUI’UY &
CO., COGNAC, renthat beset the traveller or household at this season,
dering it vastly superior to all other Gingers,” all
are nothing to those
protected by a timely use of of which are made with common alcohol,
largely
SANFORD’S GINGER, the Delicious Summer
impregnated with poisonous fusil oil and strengthMedicine.
ened with cayenne pepper.
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Waldo

One of the best papers in tin country. It lias woo
Its success by sterling worth. Klisworth Ameri-

A
live wideawake man t<» .-olieit insurance in
1* lfastnnd adjacent towns, for one of the largest
ami strongest Life In sura nee Companies in the
world. With tie right party and one who is willing to put zeal and encrg\ into the work, an arrangement can he made which will make his |,(hor
pleasant, remunerative and permanent. No pro.
vions knowledge of the business is absolutely reM'hred. Address with full name, l»ox 'd I, I’orilaii I
Maine.
3<)i.f
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R. H. EDDY,

rPH K under-dimed is the- a front of the F IT VB.U T
1*1 Ml* for lids vicinity.
i
Flu- Bump i-madin Rockland ami irixt-s excellent -ati-laction. I
also sell the celebrated KfH.SOV 1*1 \IF. 'I'm; price
<•1 tlu*( ataract Bump B $25, and the lx li.-on $2M
\ e s -e I owners in want ot new pumps will do well I
OIK ». K. WKiH’F,
by calling on me.
Miip-miith in Cartel's "i ard, Be!I'.i -t.
May I'*, DM. —:hn2l

DE3KTTIST.
l*iS

.m.

Sw:>0

With Bead A Calm*.

HMIK saw mill at MOODY'S MIBB, in Winter1.
port. The machinery B in froml order and
consist- of a Rotary which cost twelve hundred
dollars, a Header, a Blauinir Machine, a Shinirle Machine, stave Circular Saw, an Kdfror, and a Circular Cut-oil Saw. Reason for sdliujr, to dose up the
estate of the late Daniil Moody.
\\ ill he sold low.
Imjuireof MRS. MOODY at ilie mill, or
K. C. ARMY, Winterport, Me.
Winterport, May, 1884 3m2.‘i
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recognized by all readers, and
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each of the

Boston.
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finished

tlnsrs bearsport House stable, foi >,deore\ehan^e, JO horses, siiital do l• »r drivers or
(
**r/ ■* workers, also some inatein-d p-*ir
< IH N N KLL,
1‘rop. >t-arsporl House?
bearsport, Maine, Feh
jsst.—its

.elsewhere.

sweetened, or
or added to
water, lemonade, effervescent draughts and
mineral waters, it forms a
refreshing and invigorating
beverage, unequalled in simplicity and purity by
any touic medicine, while free from alcoholic reaction. Avoid mercenary dealers, who for a few cents’
extra profit try to force
upon you their own or
others when you call for BANFOIiD’S GINGER.
Sold by wholesale and retail
druggists, grocers,
etc., everywhere.
and
Chemical Co., Boston.
_Potter Drug

of
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may be
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THRESHING MACHINES.
I'"!' Ih’-i two ln» vv Thnshing Machines,
w:it. lor inlornu'.ti. n and circular to the
ir agents, as below.
ii:nl'-r>icii d. or t
i i-VI \MIN A M.I.KV Oakland, Me.
\«dA!
Kla 11 \ Whitney, Portland.

SHIP’S PUMPS!

Mon roc. Me.
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mate, l
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H

<peod Regulator.

Will Thresh and clean more "rain or -ra-- seed
than any oilier machine of the -ame-ize ever made.
It has an iron cylinder ami concave, with
teeth, patent duster, which sucks in the dust awav
from the feeder. >eli'-udjuslini1 wind regulator i..r
the fan. For sale hv
ju;5i*

cold water,

*'!',N

sH 4 11 fia w

home and abroad, and in the various walk' of lift.

WINIi been appointed a eommisdon I" examine applicant- for the p.»-iri->n «*f Naval
('add from tin- Id (’•m<rri‘.s>i<nial District "t' Maim
we hereby jrive m-tea* that w will Imld a nu-din
for-udi heannir al I lie ollice of Wm. II. Kohler, v
Bd I a-t. on I he Id Tuesday of A 'mu-I uc \ i. ( arnli
dates must be over fourteen and under eighteen
vcar.-of a^re. ami actual residents of LiiB Conirre-sional Distriet.
W M. II. lOl.I.KR,
Bllll.o HKKMiY,
< h as.
baki-.r.
Belfast, I lily -H, DM. Av.il

SUMMER COMPLAINTS

with hot or
hot or cold milk,

portion

j of which shall be

and

CORDON,

in

ROUND TRIPS PER WEE h.

,-^.sIHlN

a.

Mniixs

NOTICE.

bearsport, July

BEVERAGE,

city

a

PER, giving place to the

Belfast, July

A

able

ill the

Watches cleaned an l warranted one ear for‘-urt-.
Main -pi ini:- of all kinds for ah el. ami wanani
cd. Watch glasses 10 c| s. A II oilier work al
able rates.
W. II. CORDON.
Belfast, .1 !iii(‘ 2a, psl.-tf-jr,

IVl*

O A O V 1 s‘‘ Futlcura Soap, an exquisitely
I perfumed Skin Beautifler, and Toi*• t- I’* dli and
Nursery Senative.

S

the

agriculture, it will continue to demote

having unsettled accounts of long
4tf
requested l<» settle.

are

GHAUMCY

50

Ami all Pain in the >toma,,h ami B"\v«-U.

Children like it.

LANGUID,

druggists.

Academy.

/SS-/.—

want

s

pLASlV&

1

r2.1u.>\v

v

Recognizing the prime importance of

land.

perance, and

I"I.— If.l

W; H.

For the Instant Relief of

Ilmanciated children, \\ itl» pimply, sallow skin, the
in ii;a liKMi:ioi:s will
prove a perfect blessing,
Hean-ing the blood and skin of inherited impuri■;
ami expelling the germs of
scrofula, rheumatism. consumption and severe skin diseases.
,!,| everywhere. Price: C run* it A, ‘>0
cents;
**>■>•>! vj.m, !?l.ou; Soap,2J cents. Pottku Dun;
VMM iik.uk AI. Co., Boston, Mass.
Send for “How to Cure Skin Diseases.”

All

and of this

style

AT BOTTOM PRICES.
HYDE Sl CO.,

Colic, Cholira Morbus, hi-.rrliira. Ihsrnlm,

■

E L ECTRIC

heretofore,

as

FsreworkS

LIliItV.

It' you want to buy a house,
I f you want to hire a house,
II you want to sell a horse,
If you want to buy a hoisej
If you want boardeis,
It cm v.ant a boaniinii-placv,
If you have found anything.
If \on have lost anything
AllVKfTISE IN the Joi KNAl..

Cures in 30 iVSinutes !

S

VOLTAIC

:

if you \\ ant u situation,
It you want help of any kind,
If you have a house to sell,
If you have a house to let.

says in

V

•'v ri'>

<*,

-sun

’’

<

If you

“WORKS TO A CHARM.”

rOl-UNS’

r.iU.

ss

■

New Life for Shattered
Nerves, Painful Muscles and
Weakeued Organs. Collins*
Voltaic Fleetric Plaster instantly affects the nervous
system and banishes pain,
nervousness and debility. A
perfect Flertro-halvanie Battery combined with a highly
medicinal Plaster for Joe

a

l*vpr.

I J

decidedly and

snake,

«

FELLOWS’

Mr. ami Vr-. Everett Stubbing,
Belehertown,
-M.:-'.. write: “Our little boy was lerrudy alllict"'itii >'Tofuia, salt Itheum and
ever
'baa* he was oorn, and nothing we Erysipelas
could give him
; I him until we tried Cl itcika Kkmkdiks,
hi
aradu ihy eured him, until now he is as fair
a
any child.”

AS

be

Interesting weekly digest of intelligence,

selected for home

'I

'*

( 'VHH.Kl; \ MOlUil’s, ramps, Pains, Dial'll.,
Indigestion, Colds, < lulls,
y 1»> —;»it.-rv.
I'- t. iusi i«>n. Nervousness or Logs ofsimple
Sleep
whether caused by Unripe Fruit,
l ..healthy CInnate, Unwholesome Impure Water,
Food, Malaria,
Kpidniuie nr ( iintagious Diseases that beset the
tr.-t\»■ l«-i nr h uiseliold at Ibis season
are nothing to
Inns., protected In
a timely use of Sanf.iup’s
CINoldt, composed or Imported
Choice
Ginger,
Aromatics and Pure French
Brandy.
A Bh\ hll.thh, with lint or cold
water
sweetened, or hot or cold milk, or added to
n-c water,
lemonade, effervescent draughts or min*
‘■i.d water-, it tones a
refreshing am! invigorating
heverage, uneipialied in simplicity and purity.
\ vmd
mercenary dealers, who try to force mam
von Iheir own or other
gingers when you call for
sAM-OUD s ..IN.,Kit. Sold
everywiierc.
Pot 1 Kit linn; and Chemical
Co., Boston.

will

will

Badges, Portraits and all
political goods-

! iv. >ept.
t be m.-l ru*‘l i>»n
i'eri- nia d I« :i«

t astings can
.Manufacturers of

if desired.

i-ratne-s

i-'ail Tmii nf thi- iii-litut;■•n will be n|>n
1st. an I i-untiim. Tun \\
k- 11;.■ n
of | hr i. dluwiny wa-l; know n and evln rI’rinee K l.uer, I'riia-i; ,!.
b-a'dier <>i 11iu11 Knirli-h, I.nnyu.iur-- and M it Inmat !•■. K -1 ward K a n>, A --i- t a t.!. Trarher «>t iTm
in "ii Knu I i'li
I train-inK .1 iv nmval<-ii. 1 Vimn i:,
leaeber •>! i‘> ntnanshiji.Draw iny, Itook-ki.-1.:i..
Tt ITIun.—« uiu’iiuu K-'udi-b. .■?:! no; 11 i _:.
s.Yon.
ii~h, sl.i-h; 1 tnynay
! b»A it I». -.
bu u I ran l»r obtained at M' •:.
$-■<•>» (■>
Arrangements tup-.-if.
j'.-r v'.'n 1;
bu trdiny can be made at very pa-enable rates.
Kor fm
r
‘Anno
e -ui
'iretil ti
dniny rtiies. r.-ynlations, l i--Tiii-;tiun uf -i tidies AAddp
the I’l'ineip.! 1 at Bruok-s, or
* b
H h IT.V See.
I'reeiluni \ illaue, dr ly-jj, |ss|.
.»w
'I

Patterns for Brass
us

G. T. READ.

GINGER

h

and

Torches, Helmets, Flags,

Tin-

and

BRATTON PETROLEUM ENGINE Co.

VENT SICKNESS.

Sept.'30, tsso.

UNIFORMS

Books

Scrap

.1

Freedom

Pipe

Bolt culling from I-s inch

Dealers in

procured of

Boiler

THE WISE PRE

1 : ,:n>. |.;,
or at I »ru

policy Indicated

The Fisheries,

(.'<>. Made tip in the LATKsT
and -aii>l,t<iiwij guaranteed.

/;/ /

n''
al .. I*. M.
• 1
P YY

OF

,|"

i>

i \

REDUCED.

1’

order.

to

PH I A 1TVS

«19e.

notice and reasonable prices.

cutting and threading.

SANFORDs

and

db-)>airiny -f all kind- dune with
d'mpalell.

Hid

light and hear) work in

All hinds of

FOR PALE,

1

1

!

Ad persons

Also

maimer.

v*

-'.■Hiding

Old Books & Music

made

“OUR LITTLE BOY.”

'•

We

Binding!

Prescription

'•

»

Iiabliguw/Rlsfcdi

ut

STOCK

Srnisporl.

ha-la'an <'11,it'u•' '■[ III-' 1 *»■•.>U
Belfast, funm-rh ? an by 11.11.
more recently by W. 11. W E-i'.

Magazines,

and Birth Humors, Milk Crust, seal
head, Eczemas, and every form of f!»-hin_r,
■■«!>, Pimply, Scrofulous and Inherited Disc a>es
Ha* I’!".,.;, '■kin and Scalp, with loss «»i Hair.
Infancy to Age. cured hy the OTict'KA Ut
n
i-;n
and (TTIft itA Soap, the great
kin
ur.
«*\!*■!■:tally. Absolutely pure and safe, and
be u<ed from the moment of birth.

.1

yf

2

1

WOOLEN JS

lir/f'iisl.

-ii'>.-erilut
r|TiL
1
liimb-rv iii

1

I Si rfiWSMRf•'Vi

Ihiiil SI..

Book

>

1

LARGEST

KK*.

s

is /.

a

Papers& Curtains,

r;

l'1

INF»\TILK
■

Room

AND-

done at short

for me.”

I:

uv-

Fancy Goods,

\

/

FARE

li-ai liir-t -r- S’.
I
!-. ~l mi p
tk*, a: •:
Mia pin’s S:
-ijtic i -AU. : •?/!<:• arvM’hao
r. l.oitl.
i!r
Salvo.
pin s S

ASSBSa.

GENTS FURNISHING GOODS,

Noiselessness !
via:

&

Dry

( AK I

be

<

Spring Without

Maine.

—

Mi-*ionary

Construction

i o
—

=

or

n

{lenient <fe Adams,

combine-

—isat

44 Main

does

rvrr

Perfection of Balance 1

a

Cutieura

srwinij marblnr

Strains,

k s

-mu__

I v reo\v47

safe lo saj that

Perfection of Stitch and Tension !

a

what

Is

Galls,

i

vo/,"///roar

Its effects are instantaneous.
Price 25c. arid 50c. Sold everywhere.

Ease of Movement I

BARKER,

Sea rsnionl.

II

Simplicity of Mechanical
Durability !

H IT

for

trips per week

isiesbarc, Castine & Brooksville.

Scrap la s. Sores, ,{c., tat Horses.
Vue trial trill prove its merits.

Irstinif, I lie IIA KTKORI)

of tliorinu'h

It

liiMMlurrtl.

respect,

prices to suit the limes.

irur-

sinnils without a fault.
ii is I hr be-t lariir arm

Brass Founders,

It.

next

our

first-class in every

warrauied

shall sell at

—

tied'

picture of
package.

every

Wlrr

-i

— ..

Blackwell’s Genuine
Bull Durham Smoking Tobacco.
has

made from the best material in the marand by experienced workmen. Have all
the liileM improvements in

are

—

To the SMOKERS of

genuine

B. P. WELLS.

or

“See

and all other Rains and Aches.
i A safe, sure, and effectual

THE HARTFORD!
The\

>•

GIVEN AWAY

subscription

x <

-1BOM

1

Syrup

or

Bruises, Frosted Feet ,(■ Bars,

rented tf

prominent Ncyv

■

The

i >1' i". it\
dc.senptiion and kind it wbolci sale■>! i i'tail. A new .slock just inijmi't<■>i
and I'm sale ('ll 11 \P.
ref

Concord Wagons,

boat
i'"ttle "t Fi.-ilows’ Headache Sped lie.
little ec Id yy ater it yvill relieve the pain
d
‘k "V nervous Headache in .'in minutes. One "l
ip"wder- dry on the tongue yvill relieve anv ease
"I -'•a-i''kness.
1m$2
‘;li ml

u

■

increase in

no

i:

*-

advertising rates.

llshed

Cramps, Sprains, Backache,
Sciatica, Burns and Scalds,

|

div-roe.

Traveling Companion.
ladv -li"uld start on a journey by rail

!>!«* (
of
a;
.of fho
BkuMt i\ iiiiSainmai »?». Lrr :.• l* .:
KM••
ii* > s uni lUa-ki-T.
rSI *is•aso- of the Pr-•'
\ J ropsiea'.
Sv.’i HinEM, Furivi'i
!
•: *! j j:
* noe of t'rin
at! I
j
I 'ntiary Uriahsrii...
( i:
houlihr t I'miat ml 1
-s
-a,
m
ui- "v. hav.in*.N I!.i.
:•
s'. Finns',
i-1
,r

by the late \V. II. NlMPSOX, in his valedictory

For Rheumatism, JY

Ladies’

I

>miday.

a

There alii be

prise In which Maine

The cau.-e
sirongfy suspected that she
i\v hei Ini-ban P- portrait
printed in a rural news,
p iper undi r the head “Men of the Hour.”

Keligiou.- Heading.
in- < 'hri-t ian Wei k!y favor- a general railroad
conference to prevent uuueressun work on

for

of the

unswervingly Republican, will present

lyra
reported that the yvife

l-J

ss

helping hand to every worthy pur nil and enter-

•.

ik politician yvill sm*
ml -i tied, Ini! it is

& LORD,
tirlinglon, ft,, Proprietors of

i

villv the part) whosings"! would not live
the ioude-t, is the one who gets between
leather beds during a thunder storm.

H is

one

Weeklies in the State,

Largest

County

Castoria.
" in n Baby yy as sick, we gave her
Castoria,
"’hen she ,y a a Child, he cried for Castoria,
" m n -lie was a Mi--, she
clung to Castoria,
" hen she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

>

Night?

1

’■

■1

{"

Suffering.

including the LATKST STYLKS of

''’

<

Making it

was

Carriages

n ov

1

and

HENRY, JOHNSON

Wheels, Axles & Springs,

concede that yeast fermentation in the prepar
"t bread foods are less
health) than yvhen
the Use ot pure Hi ( arb Soda or Sour Milk.
I oe (hilt/ Mt'Utii .soda or Saleratus are
Superior for
He ir purdv and lie.allhfulness.
Cooking raised by
11'
the <"'<'! Afelltil will be found more free from
the
ii.; ot alcoiud than any other. Ask v»ur lirecci-i..!-it until you get it.
1 y4‘H

LIVER

*•

■

lARHKST AMI BEST ASSORTMENT OE

--

i1

t

rn

for 9

\• ?

for
$1.00 p«-r '*•!.,
I
K. S. Wells, Jer- v City, N. J., V. S. A. f-j

The Journal will continue the

establish a depart
it would acquire a
out “block” heads.

Authorities in Hjgictte

un<
n

Permanently Enlarged

!_o. b\ tlie advice of m\
pastor, I commenced
ii'iim Hop Bitters, and in one mouth we were
•II w< II. and none of u* have been sick a
day
"hn-c, and I want to sav to all poor men, vou
an k. e(, vour families well a
with
year
Hop
letters lor les> than one doctor's visit will cost.
I know ii.”
A \Y'» iKKlNt.M vn.
N"ii: g« iitniie wittiout a bunch of
green Hops
""
i:,,‘ while !;i»*«• 1.
Siiun all the vile, poisonous
-tutl with
or “Hops’’ in their name.

JAS. F. FURBER. lift:, Supt.
D. J. FLANDERS,
(ieii. I*as>. ami Ticket Agent.

western college refused to
«•; wood carving, tor fear

reputation for turning

it.

Sweats, Nervous Weakr
:.uut j
Mai aria, Leamios.
t»
."’"I,

BEEN

Mttsir <(■ Ettlf Orchcstra.

■

dragged down with debt, poverty aud
>ufl« ring tor years, caused by a sick family and
biils
for doctoring.
large
I was completely discouraged, until one
year

Trains leave Boston for I’orllamt at 5* l. M.. anti
12.yo. o.yu anti 7 I’.M. station ai Ha)market so.,
•; 11;.;:
Boston.

'1 :• higan editor
cl to- longue oil"

""

hildtin. look in those eyes, listen lo that
dear voice, mu in the f.-liug of .-v.-iia single
torn !1 that 1- bestow.-d Hi oil Voll
by that gelltle
hind! Make much of ii while \‘.-t von lm*>
h-u ill ‘-1 pi'-eioiis (.-I .,11 good
loving
mil-.'*
luothi r. le ad the un!atlminabl. |u\.* of those
kind anxietv of that tone am! look,
ey -: tli
however -light y..ur pain.
In after life v.m
may hav*- friends, fond, dear J rh-ml-.!>ut m*v. r
will you have again lie- im
,\j r«—ib»|.- love ami
gentl.-m-s lavished i.pon you wiii i mnn !uit a
mother bestows.
[Maeaulav.

|

RAILROAD.
Fast Trains.
Elegant Cars

Butter.

“Tread lightly,” only a little corn. l'-e Hinds’
Uadi< ai, Corn Kkmovkk.
It is guaranteed t"
mire, and leaves the skin smooth.
lyr.'B

u-

-.

Poverty

Low Fares.

work, bin mouev will
Money
mu make u- giv* our heart- to Hie work
nothing but love for tin- work or real good
-b-m lngt-lovv.
principle can make us do that.
will lhakt

I broke down with
kidney
and liver complaint ami rheumatism.
Since then 1 have been unable to be about at
.1 ii net Ion al Vnrtlaml in seaMin In fanner! aim
nil. M\ liver became hard like wood;
trains leaving the .lunclton al I .'ill and ft.03 V. M.
my limbs
Were putk-d up and filled with water.
All the best physician*
agreed that nothing j
; could cure lm*. I resolved to fry Hop Bitters; j
I have used
the hardness has all
seven.bottles;
gone from my liver, the swelling from my
,/ „<iracl> in
ianbs, aud il has
my ease;
; utlit rwise 1 would have been now in mv grave.
imf Harr t/ottr Hatjyayr ( fterf;d. W. Mokky.
|
rd hif irai/ of
Buffalo, < ).-t. 1. 18sI.

got so mad that he near!)
be ause an old seissors-grimiyvoiiid stop in trout of his olti-e every day to rest.

em

m-u

I ive years ago

BOSTON & MAINE

he Key. (has. K. Piper, formerly of Pittsfield,
II
but How of Wakefield, It. L, writes: “Mv
"ife had been an invalid for years, but Baxter’s
•Mandrake Bitter-cured her.” N. 11. Downs’ Vegetable Balsa.ni- Klixir
always cures coughs, colds
ii
"ii-uinplioii, when taken in season. Henry &
I"!|!i.-oiP- Arnica and Oil Liniment, for strains,
a uiscs, cut-,
swellings, old sores, &c., is excellent.
Im.’JO

of -orrow.
F\.t\ man
p- i- a •*...■! ; t-v.jy tear i- a
u i1 a po* m.
Mare Andre.

£

1

.-r3«araBB*-sjTr a-

Hardened Liver.

Boston.

v

poetry i- tin -i-ter

-HAS

E

DEBILITY & WEAKNESS,
take, true

<;

Leaving Belfast for Boston every week (lav at 1
o’clock r. m.
A program of ehoieemnsie will he
performed in
tin* saloon on every passage between Dockland and
Boston.
Braving iostrr's wharf, i. -'on, for Belta-d,
ry w eek day ai
o'clock i\ w.
o.NM-a
ions- Vt >. a is
port with stage for stockt"ii on arrival d .-te.inn r. At
Bueksport with stage
tor and from LIB worth. Al Bangor for Moo-eh. ad
lokc and id stations on the B <v F
U It. an M
<
D. K- * on nee t ions made, for Portland at Bock; tud n-nally even
Monday am!Thur.-da\ evenings.
< oniieeiion- at lt », kland
with st-amen Mt. Desert
'1
Dot kland 1 *r Mt. In-eit and landings east.
1
c.-t- ina\ I- o!.|ain,-d « n board -teamen for
I "\\ ell. Law r« m e. New \ ork ami
Philadelphia.
Fare to Boston..* ; ^l(,
to J.oWel I...' ;
I! "Ill Belfast to Boston and return.'. no
'>''"1' searsport to Boston and return.j;>
D. LANK, Agent. Belfast.
J.WIhs LITTLFFIFLD. Mi pi.. Boston.
1 'I VIN U NTIN, t.eneral
Freight Agent, Boston.
B'-iia \ M.a;
I'M -lyrl

Ki«ln.

<

TORPID

REEK.

Commonciug Saturday May 31,

DYSPEPSIA,
Heu<lrte}*e, Fever, Asrue,
Nice to

BOSTON MAINE JUNCTION

I

the very notions of li!». rty ; tln-v look
s\\in.
upon tin inselve-a-at mmey.

Master Mechanic.

In them, and that
they will cure when any
all tnese, singly or
—combined
f ail.
A thorough trial will
give positive
proof of this.

Lawrence and Lowell to

.S A.

Republican Journal

—concentrated

PER

Tiie steamers of this line will maket;

pure.

REMEMBER TO CHANGE CARS AT

"-«■

grees

Master Mi-cl .mi*- md '■up. rintei**i. ut’- »t1i« •.
F**\\ !i Ih pairs!** ;.-**! ih< 14.-i u. \ I. .well K
Low ell. M
\
March
I'M.
]>r. 1>avid K> ant'dij, I'midotit. A )
Dl. v H 'll;
1 ila uk I
din [
M, tun 1
slii m i*;
make the following staleuu III, Mil'.1 ! make n volilht ti i y and willingly
>n the Hh d..\ -d .hi*
1"!.
I was taken with what was called
paralvM- *.t tin*
h'-wel.-. The seizure was iin. \pecii d and terrible,
'idle stomach and other organ.- setam d lo
.-vinpatuize with it and [> ha\ »■ a>-t alI p<over <d a lion.
P »r a Imi? time my life was de.-paired a, hut at
far as I Ito ride om.
l-*n?tn I recovered
I visited Poland
Py the advire >•! my phv-ieiai
in? I** lienetii Iron tIn \\aters
o good.
lid. in«
Neither vi re I
physicians of Howell and lioston, win m 1 .n-ull
ed, aide to all’ord me iirnv than transient redd. I
gained no strength and my ease appe.,red almost
liopele -*. in liie Fa I i a friend a'A i-i-d me t-» trv
KKNNKDY'.- f AVoRITK IJKM Kid an*! aithonj.
opposed lo patent me iieim 1 m eJe the trial, To
make a loiur -tore short
K.WuMTK IIK.MKDV,
in inv opinion. ,-a\* *1 my lift-. I eon-i !« u ihe *e-t
preparation in the world >r sumiaeli dilli*ailtie-.
as Well as of the 1.. vt-r an
other organ
1 am glad
lo say il i.- in general
am-urn |he R
li. men it
this vicinity
Y.mr-. et«
\ .-!.(. I FF< dll >.
Mr. < iill’i 'I’d is the Master M. had. oi liie Lowell
division o| '.li-Mio-t ;, ,v | .well iiai!ro;.*l. and l is
illness and recovery are known to u.aiiv who can
testify to the fa* ts in is letter.
_Cs« this medicine for ail disea-es ot the I’d I.
Kidneys. Liver, .stomach, Lowel- and skin, It mav
save y on or y our- from pain and
leaih.
Address, il 'lesired. Dr. David Keinndv, Jiond
out, V Y.
I m2!'

I

a

TOKTIC,

or

Take Hie Maine Ventral II. II. Train leaving BrlI'aM al li.HO A., arriving al Ihe HoMon A Maine

" ill-"
people leave town with celerity thev often
laki' -"inething else with them. Sometimes it’s an"tb'-i' man’s wife and sometimes his cash.

Henry

used to

<1.

Only Houle by which ears are run through
the Manufacturing Cities of

Praise.

If you an moving onward, -o.ne thing- urist
be left behind. What ai• the ,kings which are
left behind in your life?

people long

71

IvreowT

universal praise bestowed upon Kidney-Wort
i~
in
invaluable remedy for all disorders'of the
kidneys. Liver and Bowels, is well merited, its
M ine- are
universally known and its cures are reported "ii all -ides. Many obstinate eases have
ne' si m bed t" it after
they had been given up by the
I
tor- and a through treatment will never fail to
'•ure.
><»ld by all druggists. See adv’t.

.-aid the New York Congressman, “1 am
m
favor ot the coinage of half cents.
They have
’*c-in passing trotind the plate
every Sunday now
in my church.”

A

a

YOOELEU ft CO

in

Ben. tils ci'ii!'- nvil on bu-t-minded people
are like dr.*;*- of water thrown into the sea.
\ antes.
A

M

to A.

powers ot all

Saco, Biddeford,
Salmon Falls, Great Fails,
Dover, Haverhill,

l!

1 ne King of Portugal is anxious to start a newsi•,,P‘,f. Hi observes that editors can lie out later
ights than any other men without making their
u ives
suspicious.

Thought.
we

in

newer,

For Rr.v.n. Y< rves. storm h. I.iver.
T.unjrs, Ao Fiu* iiulctl Invi.j'i.railt. <

of all the best medicines in the
world, aud you will find that
—Hop
/<
have th° best curative qualities aud

tpf‘

-THE-

'ht's

-•

omes.

faitli.

The*

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Sold by Jill Druggists and

Directions
Dealers.
languages.

Rand

revivers,

KENNEBONK l WELLS BEACHES.

TIU PS

«>

-'rake all the (treat health restorers.
-In short, take all the best
qualities of ail j
these, and the
—best

SCARBOflO', OLD ORCHARD.

Co.

indigestion

specifics,

VIA

SPRAIN'S,

and

Bangor

t #‘51 IllXill i |>

Take all the Brain and Nerve force

BOSTON

SORE THROAT,

Safe

i inner- that try to sell white butler are all of the
piiii"i. that dairying does not pay. If they would
"'H-. Bi' iiardson «.Y Co.’s Improved Butter
"l"i-. and market their butter in perfect condition,
>l"-v would -till get good prices, but it will not pay
l" make any but the best in color and
quality. This
color is used by all leading creameries and dairy
men. and is sold by
druggists and merchants.

nnedy’s Favor-

Thrilling Lett

of

mnn

TO

Dyspepsia

Boston and

cures,
'l ake all the At/ue, Fever, and Bilious

HEADACHE. TOOTHACHE,

■

If we had but
iess rare.
Key.

KAUHKni:,

neglect yourself if troubled with anv disease of
kidneys/ No, it is dangerous; and if you are
■iillictcd, attend to yourself now. Do not wait,
iiut use >uiphur Hitters at outre. Thev cured me
wiu u I was given up to die bv several
physicians,
•i• iNataan IIam, Boston.
_»w:»:;

Color
For the Cure of Kidney and T,i-rcr Complaints, Constipation, ami a 1 .1 -.soiti- rs

THE ONLY ROUTE

1

tide llovv-.

not for all the laurel grow.-.
Perchance, in this heskimh-red age
The worker, mainly, wins his wage;
And Tiiiie will sweep both friends and foi

Neuralgia,
Sciatica, Lumbago,

!

INIS.

1’he svvit'1

more liquor saloons
meat markets combined.

and

Is

l’!iere i- so .111 ii that no one knows
much un-reaehed that mm.* suppose;
Wlul llaw- what faulls! on every | ag.-.
When Finis comes.

KENNEDY’S

Take all tin*

Vi.

When Fiuis come-, the Book we close.
And somewhat sadly Fancy goes.
With backward step, fron -tage t<» stage,
< >f that accomplished
pilgrimage
The thorn lies thick;-! than the rose!

DAVID

cures

Fast, brilliant and fashi"uaoli- an- the Diamond Dye colors. One package
c"l"i I to 4 His. of goods.
10c. for any color. Get
ai dnmgi-ts. Wells, Richardson A
Co..’Burlington,

The bloodless cheeks, or ki—<-s
From lip- grown cold with waiting through
long years.
[Thomas »*-. t oilier.

v

Relieves and

Ho"Fashion Is Queen.

pas-ion’s color

I

Hood's Sarsaiwki!.i

FOB PAIN.

Medicines,
Take all the Blood purifiers,
-Take all the Rheumatic remedies,

RHEUMATISM,

farming journal, “Grapes and cherries
l"• saved from the
:na\
ravages of trie birds by
leaking a stuffed cat and placing it in the tree or
vi; c
1' g-t rid of the cat, use a stuffed club.

tears;

But

A Great Problem.
I’»i> all the Kidney aud Liver

peo-

;i

>

height.

—

the confidence of the

.1. A. S. Molt, of St. John, N. B., writes, “Onehall of a do-ceiit bottle of Adamson’s Botanic
C-rngh Balsam <*ured me of the worst coughs and
cidd on lunge i ever had.”

She hears the sea's low sobbing till the air.
Ah. sorrow tierce, and tl.robs of biting pain!
< »i't have the
bright eyes. now so sad mddrv.
Swayed by love’s bittergladuess, tilled with

13"* Howard Street. I
l.owi.i.i. Mass., .Ian. 17* i
Co.: t.eutlemen
Messrs. C. I lb*. <>
I have useil Hoop's >\rsai*ai;ili.a in my
*>r with wonderful
family for sj-roftilous i
sucres*, rind am ! ::]• i*y lo tell you that it is
the hot laediei .i- v
*v*r used.
I do sincerely ad\i't- a; -. * w v\in is troubled with
scrofula t*' ?i\« t .is \.\] .hi rein. *!y a trial,
and assure theia il
w 1 n.*t he disappointed.
Yerv t rule vw

secures

11 is s-,id that nothing is impossible to him who
wills. This is false, for it is impossible to him who
will> to keep his heirs from fighting over tiis
property.

The moonbeams wandering through her yellow
hair.
Her regal beauty shining cold and fair.
While far away dim sails show -oft and
vv hite.
And fragrant winds moan round the b< * fling

SCROFULA.

used

A FAR!).—To all who are suffering from errors
indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, Ac., I will send a recipe
that will mire you, FREE OF CHARGE. This great
remedy was discovered hv a missionary in South
America. Send self addressed
envelope to Rkv.
•hisi n T. Inman, Station I), New York.
Iyr29

light.

life.

once

REMEDY

THE GREAT GERMAN

and

clear eyes fill! of death's mysterious

r

Stomach.

“He is a great artist.” “Indeed? I never knew
he use,l the pencil at all.” “Oh, yes; lie’s line.
< -m
down some day and see him draw liis salary.
It’s the best tiling he does.”

SA1TIIO.

H<

the

1'fc.

aim with the burden of greafdespair,
\nihl the starry glory of the night.

(

/saparii.la is that it builds
up and strengthens the system, while it
eradicates disease, and as nature’s great
assistant proves itse lf in\ aluable as a protection from diseases that originate in
changes of the seasons, of climate and of

when

W. Parsons.

%

point

>

In

Much ol the distress and sickness attributed to
dyspepsia, chronic diarrluea and other causes is or• ■asioncd
by humor in ttie stomach Several cases,
wiiii all the characteristics of these
complaints,
ten .• been cured by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. Other
utv- effected by this medicine are so wonderful
• bat the simplest statement of them affords the best
proi'l that it combines rare curative agents, and

To

cure an;.
t-'\ bo

pend the
fund tin
a euro.

rvoim

rto

r;i.'
...

NVi;h each order received byus
w ill
•..•••ompiiMir (1 with

p. -i iia-er
mono, if

<»if

written irnarantee to

re-

the treatment does not effect
Guarantees issued only by
It. Ii.

MOODV, Belfast, Me.

Fistula
AND

PILES.

ly!•>

I'll red nil haul the use of the
knife. YV1U.1 \M RE U> (M.
I» Harvard, IS.!•_>'> ,nd ROBED I M RE \l> vM. D.. Hat
vard, is”*’* Evans House, I 75
Tremont St.. Boston, treat
KISH LA, PILES AM) ALL DISEASES OK THE KEt'TI M with,
-tit detention trem business.
References jfiven. Send for
a pamphlet.
OiHc.e Hours, II
v. m. to I

i*.

m.

days).

BAR HARBOR

(except Sunlyrf»

of Eastern
Maine., -wheresoever assembled or dispersed—and
ill other persons interested in the news of Mount
1 >esert and vicinity, or any of the towns in Hancock
and Washington counties.
*#*snbserii»e for the
MOI NT DKSKHT IIKHALI), only $2.00 a year. It
contains all the local news. Address.
lyIf*
JOSKi'lI WOOD, Manager, Bar Harbor, Maine.
t"

